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There is limited experimental data describing the mixing processes and coherent 
velocity structures near the surface of the ocean These play an important part in the 
interactions between the atmosphere and the ocean and thus affect the climate of the 
earth A robust, low cost thermistor based sensor suitable for use in the detection and 
quantification of velocity structures has been designed and developed The flow 
sensor, a thermal anemometer, consists of a self-heated thermistor that is maintained 
at constant temperature using a feedback control circuit The thermistor is exposed to 
the moving fluid and the heat transfer from it is a function of the velocity of the fluid 
The sensor has been interfaced with a PC to facilitate data acquisition A tow tank 
calibration and testing facility also interfaced to a PC was developed The sensor is 
compensated for changes in ambient fluid temperature, which is a major problem for 
all thermal anemometers that operate in water The calibration relation that is 
normally used for thermistor anemometers has been improved upon and gives better 
results than any found in the literature In order to provide electrical isolation from the 
water the sensor was protected with an insulating coating The effect of coating 
thickness and the type of coating used on sensor performance was investigated It was 
found that a polymer coating resulted m a sensor that did not show any appreciable 
drift due to sensor contamination over a number of months This is a significant 
improvement over glass coated hot film sensors, which are widely used for velocity 
measurements in water and previously developed thermistor based sensors The 
effect of various control circuit parameters on the frequency response of the sensor 
was determined and these parameters were tuned to give maximum frequency 




Chapter 1 : Introduction
Previous work earned out by Lawless (1976) using an inverted echo sounder found 
evidence of the transport of packets of surface water to considerable depths during 
storm conditions at sea The existence of downward transport has also been 
investigated by Toba and Kawamura (1996) using a laboratory wave tank and by 
Osborn et al (1993) using ultrasonic sensors mounted on a diving submarine It is 
believed that the packets of downward moving water are coherent velocity structures 
generated by wind driven breaking waves, however there is a lack of conclusive 
experimental evidence so the aim of this work is to develop a velocity sensor that 
could be used as part of a multi sensor array that would provide a means of 
investigating this and other coherent velocity structures that occur at sea The 
investigation of such structures is important from the point of view of the 
development of more accurate climate models etc (Thorpe 1995)
Such a sensor would be required to have a high spatial and time resolution, be 
relatively cheap as loss of an entire sensor array is a distinct possibility in such 
measurement circumstances and they must also cause minimal disturbance to the flow 
in their vicinity
There are quite a number of velocity sensors available for water, however very few of 
them are suitable for such an application Possibly the simplest type of velocity sensor 
for use in water is the propeller based sensor (e g Weller and Davis 1980, Johnson 
1987 and Lane 1999) While these would be easy to use, they have quite poor spatial 
and time resolution and are quite expensive The next possibility is an ultrasonic 
based sensor, which have been used quite extensively for measurements m water, for 
example Williams (1993), Lane (1999) and Thorpe (1985), however these also have 
quite poor spatial resolution and the transmitter and receiver would interfere 
considerably with velocity structures in their vicinity
Another possibility is Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) (Adrian 1983, Kim et al 
1992 and Veloso-Gomes et al 2001), which works by detecting the Doppler shift in 
laser light that is reflected from “seeding” particles that are dispersed in the fluid The 
Doppler shift is directly related to the velocity of the particle and if it can be assumed 
that the particle is moving with the fluid then the velocity of the fluid in the vicinity of 
the particle can be measured LDA is a powerful technique that would be very useful, 
however LDA systems are very expensive and it would not be feasible to have an 
array of them or to risk their loss in rough seas
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Another measurement technology that has seen much development in the past number 
of years, primarily due to the emergence of relatively low cost high performance 
computers, is Particle Image Velocitmetry (PIV) (Raffel 1998, Adrian 1983) The 
operating principle of a PIV system is that a topographical 3-D image of the velocity 
structures m a given body of fluid is constructed using light reflected from seeding 
particles m the fluid This technique allows for detailed investigation of a particular 
velocity structure and would possibly give good results in the application being 
considered, however PIV systems and data processing packages are very expensive 
and are therefore immediately excluded from consideration Another problem is that 
relatively uniform seeding is required and while air bubbles can be used as the 
seeding particles m LDA they are not suitable for PIV, due to lack of uniformity 
Therefore the volume of water of interest would have to be seeded with appropnate 
particles before measurements could be obtained and this would not be viable given 
the scale on which any such seeding would have to be undertaken 
Sensors based on the principle of thermal anemometry are widely used in the 
measurement of fluid flow, primarily m air (e g Bruun 1995, Perry 1982) and to a 
lesser extent m water (e g Rasmussen 1962, LeBarbera and Vogel 1976) and fulfill 
many of the requirements of the application at hand They work on the principle that 
the heat transfer from a heated body that is exposed to a moving fluid is related to the 
velocity of the fluid Thermal anemometers are much smaller and less expensive than 
any of the other measurement techniques that have been considered This small size 
implies that they will have good spatial resolution and will cause minimal interference 
to the structure being investigated Also, their low cost makes them the ideal choice 
for use in a multi-sensor array that is to be operated m a hostile environment 
There are three mam types of thermal anemometers, namely, hot wire, hot film and 
thermistor anemometers with only hot film and thermistor anemometers being 
suitable for measurements in water Hot film sensors have been used extensively in 
controlled laboratory environments (e g Wu and Bose 1993, Samways 1994, Bruun 
1995, d) however they are not very well suited to measurements in open water as a 
result of their susceptibility to contamination-induced drift Thermistor anemometers 
have been used in open, completely uncontrolled environments, (e g MacIntyre 1986, 
Le Barbera and Vogel 1976, Riedl and Machen 1972) and it has been found that they 
are much less susceptible to contamination and drift than their hot film counterparts 
and yielded good results
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As a result it was dccided to concentrate on thermistor anemometers. It was found that 
while hot wire and hot film anemometers are commercially available, that thermistor 
anemometers are not, so it was necessary to design, develop and construct a complete 
thermistor anemometer system. In broad terms, this would require the development of 
the sensor, control electronics, data acquisition system including interface electronics 
and a calibration facility that would allow the calibration o f the sensor over a suitable 
range of velocities. A number of investigators have developed thermistor-based 
thermal anemometers, beginning with Rasmussen (1962) who seems to have been the 
first to explore the possibility of using thermistors as the sensor element in thermal 
anemometers. Grahn (1962) developed a thermistor-based sensor for monitoring 
blood flow in anaesthetised dogs. Riedl and Machen (1972), Le Barbera and Vogel 
(1976) and MacIntyre (1986) have developed thermistor-based sensors for use in the 
marine environment. A considerable number of thermistor-based sensors have also 
been developed for use in air, including those of Okamoto (1994), Catellani (1982/83) 
and Fujita (1995). The sensor that has been developed during the course of this work 
shows improved performance over all of the thermistor-based sensors to which 
reference could be found in the literature, with the most significant improvements 
being the increase in long-term stability (see section 4.8) and the introduction of a 
considerably more accurate calibration equation (see section 4.3).
The work begins with an investigation of the basic operating principles of thermal 
anemometers. The fact that the sensor is to operate in water places a number of 
restrictions on its operating parameters and these are discussed in terms of the 
measures that must be taken to accommodate them. A theoretical analysis of the 
effects of coating thickness on the velocity response characteristics of a coated, self- 
heated thermistor was carried out. The analysis indicated that the coating thickness 
impacts considerably on the velocity response of a thermistor anemometer. This 
became a major consideration at the sensor design stage and has been proven to be 
correct by experimental results that were obtained with sensors with different coating 
thicknesses. Details of these results arc discussed in Chapter 4.
With the conclusion of the discussion of general background and theoretical 
considerations in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 then deals with the actual design and 
implementation of the various components of the sensor system. It begins with the 
control circuit, an area in which a number of improvements have been made over the 
standard design. A modified circuit has allowed both the operating range and the
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efficient use of power supplies to be maximised A technique for setting up the circuit 
has been developed that eliminates the problems associated with using commercially 
available thermistors with standard tolerances, which is a significant obstacle to the 
development of a low cost multi-sensor array An advanced control circuit that gives 
the user control over the response dynamics of the system has also been implemented 
and has proven to be of great benefit The operation of sensors at sea would require 
the use of batteries and to this end, comprehensive voltage regulation circuitry has 
been included, in order to avoid problems with supply voltage drift 
The problem of sensitivity to changes in ambient water temperature has been 
overcome by using a second sensor in temperature sensing mode to measure the 
ambient temperature of the water in the vicinity of the velocity sensor This sensor is 
used in conjunction with an instrumentation amplifier in order to increase its 
measurement accuracy
Calibration of the sensor has been facilitated by the development of gravity tank and 
tow tank calibration facilities As a result of the superior performance of the tow tank 
at low velocities, it has been used for much of the calibration work that has been 
earned out A velocity measurement system has been incorporated into the tank that 
allows the velocity of the sensor relative to the water to be measured with a maximum 
error of just 0 18%
A data acquisition system that utilises a multi-channel Analog to Digital Converter 
(ADC) has been implemented and can support up to eleven sensor units each 
consisting of a velocity sensor and an ambient temperature sensor A data acquisition 
system has also been developed for the calibration facilities and a method of 
synchronising the sensor and calibration data acquisition systems has been 
implemented This allows the sensor to be calibrated together with the data 
acquisition system that, which prevents the possibility of errors occumng as a result 
of mismatched ADC’s etc Programs have been wntten that allow all of the necessary 
data processing to be performed m a number of simple steps
We then move on to the development of the sensor element itself Analysis revealed 
that there were considerable benefits to be gained from using sensors with different 
coating thicknesses and matenals than are commercially available and this led to the 
decision to construct and coat sensors in the lab The construction and coating 
techniques used are desenbed, including an appraisal of the vanous coating
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techniques that were used The resulting sensor was found to have much improved 
performance over those that have been developed previously by other investigators 
In Chapter 4 the analysis techniques for hot wire and hot film anemometers, which are 
well documented in the literature (eg  Bruun (1995, m), Perry (1982, e), Freymuth 
1977), are applied to the thermistor anemometer that has been developed Such an 
analysis of thermistor anemometers has not been found in the literature 
Also covered is the development of the general equation that descnbes the response of 
the sensor and the curve fitting techniques that are used to determine the exact 
response of a particular sensor from this general equation A general equation has 
been found that descnbes the response of the sensor much more accurately than any 
of the general equations that have been reported by other investigators, for example 
MacIntyre (1986), Rasmussen (1962), Yang (1988) Okamoto (1994) and Grahn 
(1962) The use of this equation, a third order polynomial, is complicated by the fact 
that it must be inverted m order to be able to us it to convert raw sensor data into 
velocity data The inversion process results in three possible solutions that are all 
equally valid and in certain circumstances it is not possible to determine which one is 
correct This problem has been overcome by the use of a standard iterative technique, 
which has turned out to be many times more efficient than the inversion approach 
would have been
In Chapters 3 and 4 a technique for calculating the measurement range of the sensor 
has been developed It allows the determination of the velocity at which the maximum 
permissible uncertainty in measurements obtained with the sensor will occur In 
pnnciple this technique could be applied to any sensor that has a non-linear response 
and therefore represents a significant contnbution to the field of sensor design 
Finally, it should be mentioned that while, stnctly speaking, the term “anemometer”, 
implies measurements m air, it is widely used m the literature to descnbe 
measurement systems that operate in water, so for the sake of consistency the term 
“anemometer” has also been used m this report
The use of symbols has been as consistent as possible throughout the report and the 
notation used is listed in Appendix D
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Chapter 2 : Theory of Thermal Anemom etry
2 1 Introduction
The fundamental concept behind Thermal Anemometry is that the heat transfer from a 
heated object, exposed to a moving fluid, is a function of the velocity of the fluid The 
possibility of using this phenomenon to measure the velocity of fluids has been 
known since the 19th century (King (1914), however it was not until well into the 20th 
century and the advent of modern electronics that Thermal Anemometry became fully 
developed The first commercial Thermal Anemometry systems became available in 
the 1940’s and since then huge advances in the understanding and technology of 
Thermal Anemometry have been made, most notably the development of Constant 
Temperature systems in the 1960’s Today, Thermal Anemometry is used in many 
experimental and commercial applications, including, supersonic airflow studies 
(Smits 1990, Kegerise 1996), turbulence investigation (Bruun 1995), volume and 
mass flowmeters (Catellam 1982/83), velocity structure identification in air and water 
and blood flow measurement (Grahn 1962) to name but a few
2 2 Basics
All thermal anemometer systems consist of a sensing element that is heated with an 
electrical current and a control circuit that supplies the heating current and facilitates 
the monitoring of the parameters necessary to determine the fluid velocity The 
convective heat transfer from a heated body is given by Newton’s law of cooling 
(Holman 1992, a)
H = h S ( T s ~Ta) (2 1)
where H is  the heat dissipation rate (power), /i is a quantity referred to as the 
convective heat transfer co-efficient, S is the surface area of the sensor, Ts is the
surface temperature of the body and Ta is the fluid temperature
The heat transfer co-efficient h is a function of the velocity of the fluid, U , and the 
physical properties of the sensor and the fluid If the dependence of h on the velocity 
of the fluid can be determined then the above expression could be used to determine 
the velocity of the fluid This is the theoretical basis of thermal anemometry In order 
to implement an effective velocity measurement system the quantities, H , S , Ts and
Tn must be determined together with the velocity dependence of h In practice,
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measurement of the quantities, H  , S , T and Ta proves to be straightforward but the
velocity dependence of h can be very complex and in some cases may be impossible 
to determine
For steady state conditions the power dissipated by the sensor, H , is equal to the 
power generated m it due to electrical heating and therefore can be expressed as
where V% is the voltage drop across the sensor and Rs is its resistance While the 
power being dissipated by the sensor, H , would have been difficult to measure 
directly, we now have an expression that describes it in terms of the quantities, Vs and
Ri , which can be easily measured Vs can be determined using any standard voltage 
measurement technique and RA can be determined by the use of bridge circuitry 
Combining (2 1) and (2 2) and including the sensor surface area S  in h we get
^ -  = h{U){ T ^ T ' )  (2 3)
where h(U )  is the notation that is used to show that h is a function of the velocity, 
U , of the fluid
In the majonty of thermal anemometry systems the sensor consists of a material that 
has a large temperature coefficient of resistance so that its operating temperature can 
be determined by measuring its resistance, which, as we have seen, must be measured 
anyway As well as providing an elegant method of measuring the temperature of the 
sensor, the use of materials with a temperature coefficient of resistance is the basis for 
some advanced control principles, which will be discussed later The only quantity in 
(2 3) that can vary during a set of measurements and which therefore must be 
measured that is yet to be accounted for is the ambient water temperature, Ta This
can be measured using a number of methods, for example, thermocouples, thermistors 
and resistance elements (see Shenf and Pletcher 1986)
2 3 Sensor Materials
The materials used for thermal anemometer sensors can be divided into two groups - 
metals and semi-conductors While there are a large number of metals that exhibit a 
significant temperature coefficient of resistance, the most commonly used are 
platinum, platinum alloys and tungsten (Bruun 1995, a) The semi-conductors, which
are broadly referred to as thermistors are generally metal oxides Material choice is 
discussed in greater detail m section 2 7
2 4 Determination of Response to Velocity
The ideal way of determining the response of the anemometer to fluid velocity, and 
thus the quantity h{U)  discussed in the last section, would be to have a theoretical 
model that fully describes the system However, heat transfer from a heated body due 
to forced convection effects is complex and very difficult to describe theoretically for 
all but the simplest of situations A complete theoretical model would require the 
measurement of a large number of the physical parameters of the sensor At best this 
would be a very time consuming process and would need to be repeated for every 
sensor but in most cases it would not be possible to accurately measure all of the 
required parameters For this reason the standard approach is to use a relatively simple 
theoretical model to determine the general form of the sensor response equation and 
then use a calibration procedure and curve fitting technique to determine the exact 
form of the response equation The advantages of this technique are that all of the 
parameters of the sensor that are required are obtained by taking one set of 
measurements and that errors in the theoretical model will be corrected for in the 
curve fitting process
This method works well and is widely used with thermal anemometers that employ 
sensors for which good theoretical models exist, such as hot wire and hot film sensors 
(e g Perry 1982, Bruun 1995), however there are thermal anemometers, such as those 
using a thermistor-based sensor operated in water, whose general response cannot be 
determined from a theoretical model In these cases, the form of the general equation 
that is curve fitted to the calibration data has to be determined by an empirical 
analysis of the data A selection of such empirically derived general equations that 
describe the velocity response of various thermistor-based anemometers can be found 
in section 2 7 3 1
2 41 Theoretical Models
The first significant theoretical and experimental work on Thermal Anemometry was 
completed by King (1914) in which he theoretically derived the heat transfer from 
heated wires exposed to a moving fluid based on the assumptions of two dimensional 
equipotential flow around a circular cylinder and uniform heat flux across the entire
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heated element - fluid interface The equation obtained by King, expressed in terms of 
the dimensionless quantities N u , Pr and Re is
Nu = — {\ + 'j2nPrRe)  (2 4)
n 
hd
where Nu = —  Nusselt Number
k
Pr = —— Prandtl Number 
k
Re = Reynolds Number 
M
and U is the velocity of the fluid, h is the heat transfer co-efficient, d  is the 
diameter of the cylindrical element, k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, p  is
the density of the fluid, is the molecular viscosity of the fluid and cp is the specific
heat of the fluid at a constant pressure
The assumptions made by King m his derivation of (2 4) are invalid (Lueck 1980), 
however researchers have since found that the general form of (2 4) is correct and that 
the heat transfer from heated cylinders exposed to a moving fluid can be described by
Nu = A + BRe05 (2 5)
where A  and B are arbitrary constants that depend on the properties of the 
cylindncal element and fluid in question Despite the fact that A  and B are not 
related to the work of King (1914) equation (2 5) is commonly referred to as “Kings 
Law” Kramers (1946) who earned out expenments on heated wires placed in air, 
water and oil found that heat transfer from them could be desenbed by the empincal 
equation
Nu = 0 42Pra2 +0  57Pr°33Re05 (2 6)
This can be wntten as
Nu = A + BRe°5 (2 7)
where
A = 0 42Pr02 
B = 0 57Pr033
which is the same form as (2 5)
Expressing the Nusselt number (Nu) and the Reynolds number (Re) in terms of their 
constituent quantities leads to
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(2  8)
If it is assumed that the quantities d , k , p  and fÀ will remain constant for a given 
measurement situation they can be included in the constants A  and B to obtain the 
following expression for the velocity dependant heat transfer coefficient h {U )
However this assumption is not correct as all of these quantities have some 
dependence on temperature, but this dependence can be taken into account at the 
calibration stage
Substituting (2 9) into (2 3) gives
If the sensor is operated in constant temperature mode the resistance of the sensor will 
remain virtually constant so it too can be included in the calibration constants A  and 
B resulting in
which is also commonly referred to as Kings Law There seems to be some ambiguity 
in the literature in that both (2 5) and (2 11) are referred to as Kings Law, however it 
has been decided to refer to (2 11) as Kings Law in this report since this expression 
actually describes the response of the sensor, whereas (2 5) is just a heat transfer 
relationship In some texts such as Perry (1982, a), the Ts - T a term is expressed in
terms of the resistances of the sensor and the other resistors m the Wheatstone Bridge 
Equation (2 11) does not take conductive losses to the wire supports into account and 
it has been found that these losses have a considerable effect on the response of a 
typical hot wire element (Bruun 1995, b)
Swaminathan (1986), Bruun (1995, b) and others have found that this can be 
accomplished by replacing the square root relationship of (2 11) by an arbitrary 
exponent n , which can be determined during the curve fitting process to obtain
We now have a general equation that describes the response of a cylindrical sensor to 
velocity, however many systems employ sensors that have spherical geometry
h(U ) = A + B U 05 (2 9)






IA number of researchers have obtained relationships for the heat transfer from spheres 
m various fluids Kramers (1946) found that the heat transfer form spheres in water 
and oil could be described by
Nu = 2 0 + 1 3Pr° 15 + 0 66Pr°31 Re0 5 (2 13)
for 1 < Re < 2000
This expression is of the same form as the relation for cylinders (2 5), which means 
that the same expression, (2 12), can be used to describe the response of both spheres < 
and cylinders
In combining the work of a number of researchers, Whitaker (1972) obtained the 
relation
Nu = 2 + {0 4Re°5 +0 06Re2/i)P ro i (jum/jUo)°25 (2 14)
for liquids and gases for 3 5 < Re < 8 x l0 4, where is the viscosity of the fluid at
ambient temperature and ji0 is the viscosity of the fluid at the surface of the sphere
The format of Whitakers expression is significantly different to that of Kramers and 
leads to an anemometer response equation of the form
Vs2 = (A  + B U m+CU")(Ts - T a) (2 15)
A calibration equation of this form has been used by a number of individuals, 
including Bruun (1995, c), Swammathan (1986) who have found that it gives a more 
accurate description than (2 12) m certain circumstances, such as with hot-film 
sensors in low Reynolds number flows (Bruun 1995, c)
2 5 Modes of Operation
In thermal anemometers the sensor can be operated under a number of different 
modes, the most widely used being Constant Current, Constant Temperature and 
Constant Voltage In the following sections a brief descnption of each of these modes 
is given and it will be seen that Constant Temperature mode is the best choice for 
sensors operating m water as a result of the fact that bubble formation, which is 
discussed below, can be completely avoided on sensors under constant temperature 
control
2 5 1 Consequences of Bubble Formation
It has been found by Rasmussen (1967) and Bruun (1995, d) that if the temperature 
difference between the sensor and the surrounding water is greater than about 20°C,
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then bubbles will form on the sensor The presence of these bubbles has a dramatic 
effect on the stability of the output of the sensor and effectively renders it ineffective 
To obtain stable operation, with no drift due to bubble formation, the temperature 
difference between the sensor and the water must be kept below 20°C This is trivial 
to implement under Constant Temperature control, however it is not possible under 
Constant Voltage or Constant Current control due to the fact that the temperature of 
the sensor vanes as a function of velocity under these modes and that for low 
velocities the temperature difference between the sensor and the water, Ts - T a , will
rise above 20°C
The 20°C limit results in thermal anemometers that are operated in water being less 
sensitive to velocity and more susceptible to ambient temperature changes (see 
section 2 6) than their counterparts in air Bubble formation is also affected by the 
coating on the sensor as is discussed further m section 3 6 5
2 5 2 Constant Current
When a sensor is operated in Constant Current mode the current in the sensor is 
maintained at a constant value Figure 2 1 below shows a typical classical constant 
current circuit
F ig u r e  2 1 B a s ic  C o n s ta n t  C u rre n t  c o n tro l c irc u it  a s  g iv en  b y  P e r ry  (1 9 8 2 , b)
The current m the sensor, Rs , is kept constant by ensunng that Rz »  RY + Rs The
circuit also incorporates a wheatstone bndge, a galvanometer (nowadays replaced by 
an instrumentation amplifier) and an ammeter, which are necessary for calibration and 








of the sensor The details of the calibration techniques and the compensation circuit 
are not discussed here but can be found in Perry (1982, c) and Bruun (1995, e)
An intrinsic problem with constant current operation is that changes in the velocity of 
the fluid result in changes in the operating temperature of the sensing element The 
associated thermal inertia results in the sensor having a poor response to high 
frequency velocity fluctuations Another significant problem with Constant Current 
systems is that they are very laborious to calibrate and use (Bruun 1995, e) These 
problems and the availability of the superior Constant Temperature mode have 
resulted in constant current mode rarely being used in modem thermal anemometry 
systems
Although they are no longer used, basic Constant Current systems are easy to 
construct and can provide valuable insight into the fundamentals of thermal 
anemometry Figure 2 2 shows the circuit diagram of a very simple constant current 
circuit that was used at the beginning of this investigation to gam an understanding of 
the fundamental principles involved
Figure 2 2 Very basic constant current circuit that was used in the early stages to gain an understanding 
of the principle of thermal anemometry
The current m the sensor is kept nearly constant by ensuring that Rz »  Rs The
voltage that appears across the output terminals is a function of the fluid velocity and 
temperature No attempt was made to calibrate the sensor in this configuration due to 
the problems mentioned previously
2 5 3 Constant Voltage
For constant voltage operation the voltage across the sensor is maintained constant by 
a feedback circuit such as that shown in Figure 2 3, which has been taken from Sarma 
(1998a)
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F ig u r e  2  3  C o n s ta n t v o lta g e  c o n tro l c irc u it  o f  S a rm a  (1 9 9 8 a )
The voltage at point x  in the circuit will be kept at OV by the action of the op-amp, 
which means that the voltage at point y will always remain constant, regardless of
the resistance of the sensor, Rw, therefore as Rw vanes the output voltage of the op- 
amp will vary such that the voltage at y remains constant The current in the resistor 
and thus its power dissipation can be determined by measunng the output voltage of 
the op-amp
Researchers (Sarma 1998a, Compte-Bellot 1999) have found that systems under 
constant voltage control exhibit a larger signal-to-noise ratio than other common 
control modes and that the time constant of these systems is much smaller than their 
constant current counterparts This has resulted in considerable work being earned on 
the development of constant voltage control most notably by Sarma and Compte- 
Bellot They have implemented a software compensation technique to further reduce 
the sensors time constant and improve its frequency response (Sarma 1998b) Its 
supenor signal to noise ratio and frequency response charactensties mean that a 
Constant Voltage system would have many advantages over its Constant Current and 
Constant Temperature counterparts, however as a result of the bubble formation 
problem, which is discussed m section 2 5 1, it is not the most suitable control method 
for thermal anemometers operated in water Further information on Constant Voltage 
anemometers can be found m Sarma (1999), Sarma (2002), Truzzi (2002) and 
Kegense (2000)
2 5 4 Constant Temperature
While early anemometers were operated m constant current mode, researchers were 
aware of the advantages of constant temperature operation from an early stage
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\(Ossofsky 1948) The emergence of highly stable low drift Integrated Circuit 
amplifiers in the 1960’s has led to the use of constant temperature mode for all but a 
small number of applications
A simple constant temperature circuit is shown in Figure 2 4
Figure 2 4 Basic Constant Temperature control circuit e{ and e2 are the voltages at the corners of the 
bridge and Vf  is the feedback voltage, which is also the output voltage of the circuit
The voltage supplies of the operational amplifier have been omitted for clarity 
The operational amplifier, which is connected as a feedback differential amplifier acts 
to keep the bridge in balance An intrinsic requirement of this Constant Temperature 
control circuit is that the sensor exhibits a temperature coefficient of resistance If this 
were not the case then the state of balance of the bridge would not be dependant on 
the temperature of the sensor A change in the temperature of the sensor will cause a 
change in the bridge voltage e2 When such a change occurs, the bridge will no
longer be m balance and the error voltage, ex- e 2, will be amplified and fed back to
the top of the bridge where it causes a change in the current flowing in the sensor, 
which, if the circuit is configured correctly, acts to change the temperature of the 
sensor in such a direction that it returns to its set point, where the bridge is in balance 
The circuit configuration in Figure 2 4 is for a sensor that has a negative temperature 
coefficient of resistance For a sensor with a positive temperature coefficient, R{ and
Rs , or the inputs of the op-amp would need to be interchanged The temperature of the
sensor will not remain fully constant, as some change is required in order for the 
circuit to operate, however if the gain of the amplifier is large then these temperature 
changes will be very small and constant temperature operation can be assumed
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The mam advantage of constant temperature operation over other modes is that since 
there are no appreciable changes m operating temperature there are no thermal inertia 
problems This results in constant temperature systems having good frequency 
response charac ten sties Other key advantages include the fact that bubble formation 
on sensors using this method of control can be avoided and that the constant 
temperature operation of the sensor simplifies the calculations involved in 
determining velocity from sensor output
2 5 41 Operating Resistance of Sensor
The operating resistance and thus the operating temperature of the sensor is 
determined by the values of the resistors in the bridge If the gam of the operational 
amplifier is sufficiently large it can be assumed that the bridge is m balance and that
which can be rearranged to get the following expression for the operating resistance 
Rs of the sensor
Once the resistance temperature charactensties of the sensor are known the 
temperature of the sensor can be set by choosing values of , Ra and Rb according
to equation (2 18) In practice, the choice of values for Ra and Rb is affected by the 
desire to maximise efficiency by keeping current in the passive side of the bridge as 
small as possible This results in values of Ra and Rb that are between five and
twenty times larger than Rx and R s being used in most practical circumstances 
2.5 4 2 Calculating Sensor Voltage from Circuit Output
According to equation (2 3), in order to be able to calculate the velocity of the fluid to 
which the sensor is exposed, the voltage drop across the sensor, Vi , its resistance, Rs ,
and its temperature, Ts, must be calculated Since the sensor is being operated in
constant temperature mode its temperature and resistance remain constant and are 






connecting a voltmeter in parallel with it, however as will be discussed further in 
section 3 1, it was found doing this made the control system unstable This problem 
can be overcome by measuring the feedback voltage of the circuit, Vf  , as indicated in
Figure 2 4 Since the sensor resistance, R s , and the bridge resistor, R{, remain
constant, the sensor voltage Vs can be determined from Vf  using the standard
potential divider relation to get
v ' v ‘ i f c ;  a w >
2 5.4.3 Alternative Methods of Constant Temperature Control
The control circuit described above is essentially a proportional control system -  the
output of the controller is proportional to the error signal This method of constant 
temperature control has been widely used since its development in the 1960’s and has 
proven to give very satisfactory performance Recently however, researchers have 
started to look at the possible advantages of using other, more sophisticated methods 
of controlling the sensor temperature Steurer (1998) has developed an adaptive 
control system for use with miniature Germanium thermistor sensors The use of 
adaptive control has maximised the sensor response to large changes in flow and also 
its sensitivity to small changes in relatively constant flow This represents the two 
extremes of flow measurement and m most systems a choice must generally be made 
between them, therefore the development of a control technique whereby both 
criterion can be maximised represents a significant advance It was decided that the 
basic Constant Temperature control technique was sufficient for this work and that the 
added complexity of adaptive control could not be justified
2 6 Fluid Temperature Effects
The basic response of thermal anemometers is given by (2 3), which is
Y L  = h { U ) { T ^ T a)
Since the sensor is being operated in Constant Temperature mode this expression can 
be simplified further by including Rs in h{U)  to get
V? = h{U){Ti -Ta) (2 20)
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From this expression it can be seen that changes m the anemometer output due to 
changes in ambient temperature of the water, Ta , will be indistinguishable from 
changes due to velocity fluctuations Therefore, accurate measurement of Ta is 
necessary in order to obtain reliable velocity data
If the output of the sensor, SO , is taken as the quantity Vs2 in (2 20), which as will be 
seen m section 4 3 1 is a perfectly valid course of action then the change in the sensor 
output, A SO, that results from a change in ambient temperature of A Ta is be given by
A rJ-T
A SO = SO------ 2 -r (2 2 1 )
f c - T a)
which has been derived in Appendix A The quantity A SO is representative of the 
sensitivity of the sensor to the change A Ta in ambient temperature Since A SO is
inversely proportional to (!Ts - T a) it follows that the sensitivity of a thermal
anemometer to changes in ambient temperature will be minimised by operating the 
sensor at the maximum possible temperature As we have mentioned in section 2 5 1, 
the temperature difference between the sensor and the surrounding water must be less 
than 20°C or bubbles will start to form on the sensor A typical operating temperature 
for a thermal anemometer operated in air is 400°C so therefore it follows from (2 21) 
that the sensitivity of thermal anemometers operated m water to changes in ambient 
temperature is much greater than that of those operated in air This is further 
exacerbated by the fact that the temperature dependence of the fluids properties is 
much greater for water than for air (Shenf and Pletcher 1986) The effects of changes 
in ambient temperature and techniques for compensating for it have been investigated 
by Bruun (1995, f), Shenf and Pletcher (1986) and Katz (1987, 1988) among others 
The vanous compensation techniques can be descnbed under three broad headings
2 61 Manual Compensation
This method was used in early systems and involves manually adjusting the operating 
temperature of the sensor to cancel out the effects of changes in the fluids 
temperature This method is not very useful and is never used nowadays
2.6.2 Automatic Compensation
Compensation for changes m the temperature of the fluid is achieved by incorporating 
a temperature sensitive component into the circuit m such a manner as to cancel the
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effects of changes in fluid temperature Figure 2 5 shows a constant temperature 
control circuit that has an incorporated fluid temperature sensor
Figure 2 5 Constant Temperature circuit incorporating a fluid temperature sensor RT, which has been 
taken from Bruun (1995, g) This is the standard circuit used in the implementation of automatic 
compensation The values of Rb and /?< are chosen such that the combination of Rb, Rc and RT will have 
the same response to ambient temperature changes as R>
The fluid temperature sensor is placed in the opposite side of the bridge to the 
velocity sensor Any changes m fluid temperature that occur will affect both sensors 
and the quantity Ts - T a will be kept constant If this method can be implemented
without error then it is the simplest and easiest method to employ if fluid temperature 
data is not required There are a number of problems however Both sensors must 
have matched time and resistance response to changes in fluid temperature It can 
prove quite difficult to obtain/manufacture sensors with closely matched 
characteristics and such sensors can be considerably more expensive than those with 
standard tolerances The mam advantage of using this method is that compensation 
occurs m real-time, which is useful in some applications
2 6 3 Mathematical Compensation
With this method the fluid temperature is measured using a separate temperature 
measurement sensor, such as a thermocouple, resistance thermometer etc, and the 
velocity sensor output and fluid temperature is recorded simultaneously The velocity 
data can then be adjusted to take account of fluid temperature variations at the data 
processing stage or else if a suitable calibration equation exists, the velocity of the 
fluid can be calculated directly from the velocity sensor output and ambient fluid 
temperature data The main advantage of this mathematical compensation is that the 
temperature and velocity sensors are not required to have the same temperature
2 0
response character!sties It can be slightly more time-consuming than automatic 
compensation since the response of the velocity sensor to temperature variations must 
be known and this usually requires separate calibration
2 6 4 Velocity Sensitivity and Frequency Response of Temperature Sensor
In both automatic and mathematical compensation it is important that the fluid
temperature sensor is not sensitive to velocity This can be achieved by keeping the 
electrical power in the sensor as low as possible thus ensuring that heating of the 
sensor is minimised In certain circumstances the response time of the anemometer 
sensor to changes in ambient fluid temperature may not be the same as that of the 
fluid temperature sensor This must be taken into account when designing thermal 
anemometer systems that are required to contend with rapid ambient temperature 
vanations
2 6 5 Single Sensor Systems
W hile most systems employ two independent sensors, it is possible to use the same 
sensor to measure both fluid velocity and temperature A number of different methods 
of accomplishing this have been implemented including those of Katz (1987,1988) 
and Sarma (2002) The basic principle is that the sensor is switched between two 
modes, a low current mode, in which it will be largely insensitive to changes in 
velocity, to determine the fluid temperature and a higher current Constant Current, 
Constant Temperature or Constant Voltage mode, in which the velocity of the fluid 
can be determined This system is only viable for fluids with slowly varying velocity 
and temperature, where low frequency measurements will suffice
2 7 Sensor Types
There are many different types of sensor used for thermal anemometry The most 
common being hot wire, hot film and thermistor sensors
2 7.1 Hot Wire
Hot wire sensors consist of a very thin wire (<5|im), usually made of Platinum or 
Tungsten mounted between two supporting prongs Hot wire sensors, which have 
good frequency response due to their small size, are prim arily used for velocity 
measurements in air Their response charactensties can be described by expressions 
leading from those of King (1914) and Kramers (1946) due to their cylindrical 
geometry and as such are very well known Information on some of the many
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different applications of hot wire sensors can be found in Bruun (1995), Perry (1982) 
and Fingerson and Freymuth (1983)
W hile being ideal for measurements in air, they are not suitable for use m conductive 
liquids such as water as they are difficult to coat with an insulating material (Bruun 
1995 ,h)
2 7 2 H ot Film
Hot film sensors consist of a thin conductive film, usually Nickel or Platinum 
deposited on an insulating substrate, such as quartz A variety of substrate shapes are 
used depending on the specific application Common shapes include wedges, 
cylinders and cones (Bruun 1995, l) The substrates used are large enough to allow the 
film to be coated with a thin film of insulating material such as quartz, thus making 
them suitable for measurements in water and other conducting liquids The frequency 
response charactensties of hot film sensors are different from that of hot wire sensors 
and must be taken into account for certain applications
Quartz coated hot film probes used in water have been found to be susceptible to drift 
caused by the build up of contaminants and algae on the surface of the sensor Bruun 
(1995, j) found that in order to achieve sensor stability all measurements had to be 
carried out in a closed circuit environment that contained water that was very well 
filtered He also found that the temperature of the tank had to be kept at or below 
16°C m order to inhibit the growth of algae W u and Bose (1993) found that the drift 
in unfiltered water could be reduced to -1%  in a 7 hour period by aging the sensor in 
the water for a number of days before the measurement W hile aging results in 
stability for a number of hours there will still be drift over longer periods of time The 
sensors may be required to operate for several weeks at a time between calibrations, 
which means that unless some method of stabilising the output of the sensor for a 
much longer period than is currently possible, that hot film sensors are unsuitable for 
the current application
Commercial hot films are quite expensive and would be difficult to manufacture 
onsite making it difficult and expensive to prototype and test new sensor designs 
Another problem that has been documented by Bruun (1995, k) is cracking of the 
quartz coating M any of these problems can be overcome by using therm istor sensors
2 2
2 7 3 Thermistor Based Sensors
Thermistor sensors have been found to be more robust and less prone to drift due to 
sensor contamination than hot film sensors (Mac Intyre 1986), making them  the ideal 
choice for thermal anemometers that are to be used in a marine environment Also, the 
large temperature coefficient of resistance of thermistors is an advantage when 
operating in water due to the relatively small temperature difference between the 
sensor and the water
Thermistor based sensors usually consist of a coated thermistor, mounted in one of the 







Method 1 Method 2
Figure 2 6 Diagrams of the two most common types of thermistor probe assemblies
The low cost and ready availability of a wide range of thermistors and the fact that 
thermistor probe assemblies can be manufactured without the use of specialist 
equipment make them suitable for exploratory work that will involve the prototyping 
and testing of new sensor designs
2 7 3 1  Velocity Response of Thermistor based Anemometers
Numerous investigators have been successful in developing thermistor-based
anemometers for measurements in water including, Rasmussen (1962), Riedl (1972), 
Le Barbera (1976), M acIntyre (1986), Fanney (1987) and Yang (1988), and in air, 
Catellani (1982/83), Okamoto (1994), Fujita (1995) and Steurer (1998) Thermistor 
anemometers have also been used m blood flow measurements, examples being 
Grahn (1968) and Katz (1987) The majority of these have found that the response of 
thermistor-based sensors cannot be described using theoretical models such as those 
discussed m section 2 4 1, and the remainder seem to have assumed without question 
that the velocity response was given by (2 11) Various empirical equations describing
2 3
the velocity response of thermistor sensors have been presented by investigators over 
the years and some of these are listed in Table 2 1
Investigator Response Equation
Rasmussen (1962) h(U) = A + B[ l - e cu)
Le Barbera and Vogel (1976), 
Mac Intyre (1986)
V ^ A + B l n U
Okamoto (1994) h (U )=  A 
v ’ In U - B
Grahn (1962), Katz (1987) h(U) = A + BlnU
Riedl and Machen (1972), 
Yang (1988)
Vs2 = A + B U 05
Table 2 1 Some of the relations that have been used to describe the velocity response of thermistor 
anemometers
Each of these expressions has been fitted to the response of sensors designed dunng 
this investigation and an analysis of the quality of the fit obtained can be found in 
section 4 3 3 Riedl and Machen (1972) and Yang (1988) have used Kings Law 
however as will be seen later it provides a poor description of the response of the 
sensor developed dunng this work It is of interest to note that neither Riedl and 
Machen (1972) or Yang (1988) have given an analysis of the quality of the fit of 
Kings Law to their data
No reference could be found to a theoretical explanation of why the velocity response 
of thermistor-based anemometers does not follow that which is predicted by the
standard theoretical models[
2 7 3 2 M aterial Choice
There are two types of thermistor m atenals, Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) 
and Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) The resistance of NTC thermistors drops 
with increasing temperature while that of PTC thermistors increases Both NTC and 
PTC thermistors have been used in thermistor-based anemometers, however NTC
thermistors are more readily available with a much more com prehensive range than
their PTC counterparts and were chosen for use in this investigation for this reason 
NTC thermistors are generally manufactured from amalgamations of metal oxides and
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an overview of the manufacturing process is given by Thermometries 
(http //www thermometries com/assets/images/ntcnotes pdf)
2 7 3 3 Resistance-Temperature Characteristics
In order to utilise thermistors as sensors in thermal anemometers, it is necessary to 
have a thorough understanding of their resistance tem perature-charactensties The 
resistance-temperature characteristics of NTC thermistors can be described by the 
well-known relation
where is the resistance of the sensor at temperature 7^  R2 is the resistance of the 
sensor at temperature T2 and ¡3 is the slope of a graph of In R vs 1/71 for the 
material
In this relationship the slope of In R vs 1/7" is assumed to be linear over the 
temperature range in question Steinhart and Hart (1968) improved on the accuracy of 
(2 22) by taking into account the non-lineanty of In R vs 1JT by expressing 1/7 as a 
polynomial in In R to obtain
where A , B , C and D are calibration constants of the sensor in question and can be 
determined by curve fitting the above expression to In R vs 1jT  data Note that A , 
B , C and D will have different values for each sensor whereas /? in (2 22) is a 
general property of the material that the sensor is made from Steinhart and Hart
If a sensor is to be used in a constant temperature system, then only its resistance at 
the operating temperature is required and this can be obtained using a single 
measurement, eliminating the need to determine the constants A , B and D 
However if the sensor is to be operated at a number of temperatures during its 
lifetime, it can be advantageous to evaluate these constants and use equation (2 24)
(2 22)
Y  = A + B (ln R) + C (In R)2 + D (ln  R)3 (2 23)
(1968) found that eliminating the C (\n R )2 term has very little effect on the accuracy 
of the expression This leaves
(2 24)
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2 7.4 Thermistor Anemometer Coating
As with any thermal anemometer that is to be operated in water, thermistor-based 
sensors need to be coated with an electrically insulating material If the sensor and its 
connecting leads are not insulated electrolysis and corrosion will take place, 
destroying the sensor Another problem that has been discovered dunng this work is 
that if any conduction path exists between the sensor and the water in which it is 
operating then its performance will be adversely affected This phenomenon will be 
discussed in more depth later
It was believed that the coating which is present on virtually all thermistors, be they 
operating in air or water was a likely cause for the deviation of the velocity response 
of thermistor anemometers from that which is predicted by the standard heat transfer 
models This has been confirmed by expanding on the work of Lueck (1980), who 
developed a theoretical model that describes the heat transfer from a coated 
thermistor, which takes the presence and thickness of the coating into account While 
Lueck developed the model m order to analyse the sensitivity of velocity sensors to 
ambient temperature changes and vice versa, it is quite straightforward to expand 
upon his work and show that the altered velocity response charactenstics of 
thermistors is due m a large part to their coating
Lueck (1980) found that the heat transfer rate, Q , from the bead could be described 
by
Q = 2 n (r  + A)k2^ - T ) N u  ^
f n A A  N u \
k. 2 r\  y
where r is the radius of the bead, A is the thickness of the coating, Nu is the Nusselt 
number of the bead (which is a function of fluid velocity), k{ is the coefficient
thermal conductivity of the coating, k2 is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of 
the fluid and Ts and Ta are the temperatures of the core o f the bead and the fluid 
respectively The heat transfer rate or power dissipation of the sensor is labelled as Q 
and not H as used previously in order to remain consistent with the terminology of 
Lueck The Nusselt number, Nu , is defined as
2 6
Nu =  —  (2 26)
k
and substituting this into (2 25) leads to
h S ( T - T )
Q = — i-i (2 27)
1 + — h
K
The heat transfer coefficient, h , is a function of velocity, U , and by including the 
surface area of the sensor in this function, as before, we get
g = M t / ) ( 7> 7; )  (2 28)
Comparing this expression and the basic definition of heat transfer due to forced
convective flow as defined m (2 1) it can be seen that the effects of applying a sensor
coating can be accounted for by introducing the extra term
- ^ h ( u )  (2 29)
k {S
into the denominator The heat transfer coefficient h ( U )  can be taken to be that of a 
sphere which was found in (2 9) to be
h ( U )  = A  + B U 05
Substituting this into (2 28) and expanding the surface area term, S  , gives
(a  + £ £ /05)( Ts - T q)
Q =  *------   a-L------ (2 30)
1 +    2 (A + 5 i / °5)
4/rfcj (r + A)
If the sensor output is considered in terms of its dissipated power, Q , then we now 
have an expression that relates the sensor output to the fluid velocity, U , the coating 
thickness, A, the size of the sensor, in terms of its radius, r and the thermal 
conductivity, kly of the coating As the coating thickness, A , tends to zero, the
denominator of (2 30) will tend to one and the velocity response of the sensor will be 
given by Kings Law
The effects of coating thickness would be best demonstrated by graphs of the sensor 
output for a range of velocities for a number of coating thicknesses, however in order 
to achieve this using (2 30), the quantities A and B  for a particular sensor must be 
evaluated This has been accomplished by assuming that the sensor is a 3mm diameter
2 7
metal sphere and using the results of Kramers (1946). W hile the response curves 
obtained can be expected to be considerably different from those lhat would be 
obtained using a thermistor sensor, they will still give a valid indication of the effects 
o f coating thickness on the velocity response of thermal anem ometers in general. The 
values of A and B that were obtained are given in Table 2.2 and details of the 




Tabic 2.2 A and B values for a metal sphere that are required in order to be able to graph (2.30) for a 
number coating thicknesses.
Equation (2.30) was used with the values of A and B given in Table 2.2, an ambient 
water temperature, Ta , of 20°C, a sensor core temperature, Tf, of 40°C and the
thermal conductivity, , of glass at 20°C, to obtain dissipated power data for the 
velocity range 0 to 2m s'1 for a number of coating thicknesses. Graphs of this data are 
shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7 Theoretical prediction of the power dissipated by a coaled spherical sensor operating at 
constant temperature for a range of coating thicknesses. The % in parentheses is the coating thickness 
relative to the diameter of the sensor
Figure 2.7 shows that the velocity response of a coated thermal anemometer is 
dramatically altered by the addition of a coating thickness of just 5% of the diameter 
of the sensor, which is typical of the coating thickness that is to be found on the
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majority of thermistor anemometer sensors The graphs also provide insight into why 
the response of glass coated hot film anemometers operated in water can still be 
described by theoretical models even though they are coated The thickness of the 
coating used on hot film sensors is of the order of a few microns (Bruun 1995 ,1) and 
it can be seen that the general form of the velocity response of the sensor described in 
Figure 2 7 has not changed appreciably by the addition of a 3jiim coating
2 7 4 1  Calibration of Coated Sensors
While this model gives a good indication of the influence o f the coating on the 
performance of a coated anemometer, there are a number of problems associated with 
it that would make it difficult to use m the calibration of a sensor 
It has been assumed that the thermal conductivities kx and k2 remain constant,
however they will vary as a function of temperature (Holman 1992, b) and thus the 
velocity of the fluid This additional velocity dependence in the denom inator of (2 25) 
would need to be taken into account, however it would be extremely difficult if not 
impossible to do so because of the complexity of the temperature distribution in the 
coating This leads to the next problem The derivation of (2 25) by Lueck (1980) was 
based on the assumption that the heat flux through, and temperature distribution in, 
the coating are uniform, which is not the case The third major problem is that heat 
loss through the connecting leads has not been taken into account and it would be 
difficult to do so
All of the background and theory that is necessary to be able to design a thermal 
anemometer has been discussed and we will now move on to the design and 
implementation of a Constant Temperature Therm istor Anemometer for 
measurements of velocities in water
2 9
t\
Chapter 3 : Design and Implementation
This chapter details the design and implementation of the entire constant temperature 
thermistor-based anemometer and all of the necessary calibration facilities We begin 
with the constant temperature control circuit and descnbe the two distinct control 
circuits that have been developed, one with and one without offset voltage injection 
An alternative circuit configuration has also been introduced which allows for an 
extended measurement range while still utilising the existing power supply This 
cncuit also reduces the voltage drop across the coating, that is, between the sensor and 
that water, thus reducing the possibility of coating failure A procedure has been 
developed for setting the operating temperature of the sensor that overcomes the 
problems caused by the wide production spread in the resistance of commercially 
available thermistors, a significant problem that must be dealt with if therm istor based 
sensors are to be used in multi-sensor arrays
The development of a thermistor-based ambient water temperature sensor is then 
discussed This is necessary if the sensor is to be used in a non-isothermal 
environment As part of the design process for this sensor it was necessary to devise a 
technique for evaluating the temperature measurement uncertainty that resulted from 
the finite resolution of the ADC used to acquire the sensor data This leads on to the 
ADC and data acquisition facilities that were put in place A circuit diagram of the 
final velocity and temperature sensor system is presented in conjunction with a block 
diagram analysis that combines the equations describing the individual parts of the 
circuit to obtain expressions that are necessary to process the raw ADC data that is 
obtained
The gravity and tow tank calibration facilities that were developed are discussed with 
the emphasis being placed on the tow tank facility, which was found to be the most 
suitable from an early stage Initially, a sensor that is typical of those used in previous 
investigations was developed and it was found that it had a number of shortcomings 
that justified the development of sensors with reduced coating thicknesses and 
alternate coating materials The sensor design phase saw the development of a very 
useful technique for determining the maximum range of the sensor as a function of the 
allowed fractional uncertainty in the measurement The various coating techniques 
and materials that were used are reviewed and the chapter concludes with a basic 
analysis of the performance of the resulting sensor before the analysis proper 
commences in Chapter 4
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3.1 Control Circuit
There are many Constant Temperature control circuits in use, the majority of which 
have similar operating principles to that of Perry (1982, d), which is shown in Figure 
3 1
Figure 3 1 Constant Temperature Control Circuit
The circuit consists of a W heatstone Bridge, m which the sensor, Rs , is placed, two 
stages of voltage gain, G, and G2 and a current gam stage, I , which provides the 
necessary current to drive the bridge The circuit is based on the basic circuit shown in 
Figure 2 4, however there is one major difference in that a voltage, Voff, termed the
offset voltage, is injected into the feedback loop via the second amplifier According 
to Perry (1982, e) this offset voltage has a significant influence on the stability and 
dynamic response charactensties of the system As will be seen in Chapter 4 this has 
been venfied dunng the course of this work
Initial attempts to reproduce the circuit m Figure 3 1 resulted m circuits that were 
unstable and prone to oscillation, which m hindsight can be attributed to a lack of 
understanding of the effect the offset voltage, Vojf , has on the stability of the circuit
Extensive testing of modified circuit designs led to the circuit shown in Figure 3 2, 
which gave stable performance
3 1
Figure 3 2 Modified Constant Temperature Control Circuit The use of a transistor eliminates the need 
for an offset to initiate the circuit on start-up
The circuit, which does not incorporate any facility for the injection of an offset 
voltage, consists of a single stage of gain, Gn  and a transistor that provides the
necessary current gam It was found that the choice of components was cntical and 
that only certain types of op-amps and transistors would give stable operation It was 
also found that the components that gave the best performance depended on the type 
of sensor being used The components given in Figure 3 2 are the ones that gave the 
best performance with the glass bead sensors (see section 3 6 1), while those given in 
Figure 3 4 are for the chip thermistor sensors (see section 3 6 4)
Perry (1982, f) has said that the offset voltage, as well as controlling the response 
dynamics of the system, is also required to initiate the system at start-up, however the 
circuit in Figure 3 2 functions as required without the presence of an offset voltage It 
is believed that this is due to the intrinsic leakage current through the transistor being 
large enough to cause a voltage difference between opposite arms of the bridge that is 
of sufficient magnitude to initiate the circuit
3 1 1  Sensor Output
The voltage drop across the sensor is the quantity that is related to the velocity of the 
fluid, however it was found that any attempt to directly measure the voltage drop 
across the sensor, or indeed to measure the voltage of any point in the circuit that is 
directly connected to the inputs of the amplifier, immediately resulted in the circuit 
becoming unstable and going into oscillation As discussed m section 2 5 4 2, this 
problem can be overcome by measuring the feedback voltage of the circuit and
3 2
calculating the voltage drop across the sensor, , from the measured feedback 




3 1 2  Oscillation and Circuit Stability
A problem that has been encountered throughout the circuit design phase of this work 
is oscillation and instability of the sensor system A typical example of the output of a 
circuit that is undergoing oscillation is shown m Figure 3 3 Once oscillation starts to 
occur the circuit can no longer be considered to be in Constant Temperature mode, 
which means that the data from it cannot be interpreted from a Constant Temperature 
stand-point In principle it should be possible to obtain meaningful data from an 
oscillating system by calibrating it m its oscillating state, however attempts were 
made to implement this technique and it was found that the oscillation that occurred 
was not stable and could change dramatically in an unpredictable fashion
■1 5e-5 ■1 Oe-5 -5 Oe-6
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Figure 3 3 Typical output voltage of a control circuit undergoing oscillation The circuit here was 
oscillating at 600kHz
3 1 3  Saturation o f Circuit Output
The output of the amplifier m the circuit shown in Figure 3 2 was found to saturate for 
large velocities, which indicated that the supply voltages of the circuit needed to be
3 3
increased It was found that increasing the supply voltages, Vp and Vn , of the circuit
to the maximum rated values of the op-amp, which are +15V and -15V  respectively, 
was not sufficient and that stable operation could not be achieved using op-amps that 
were rated for use with larger supply voltages The problem of saturation was 
overcome by the modifying the circuit to that which is shown in Figure 3 4
Figure 3 4 Circuit that overcomes the problem ot saturation at high power dissipation The component 
types given are those that resulted in the best performance with a chip thermistor sensor
The top of the bridge is connected to the positive supply rail and the bottom of the 
bridge is dnven by the feedback circuitry The connections at the inputs of the 
operational amplifier had to be reversed because its output must now be a negative 
voltage This configuration effectively doubled the maximum voltage that could be 
applied across the bridge and had no detrimental effects on the stability of the circuit 
As well as solving the saturation problem there are a number of additional advantages 
associated with the use of this control circuit The supply voltages of the sensor will 
be symmetrical about ground, which means that the voltage drop across the insulating 
coating of the sensor will be lower than would have been the case with the earlier 
circuit with the result being that failure of the coating is less likely to occur Also, the 
electncal current demands of the circuit will be approximately evenly distributed 
between both power supplies, which means that more efficient battery usage and thus 
longer measurement times can be obtained with battery powered sensor systems being 
used for field measurements than would be the case with the standard Constant 
Temperature circuit configuration
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3 1 3 1  Determination of Sensor Voltage
As a result of the change in configuration, the relationship between the sensor voltage, 
Vs , and the feedback voltage, Vj , of the circuit in Figure 3 4 can no longer be
described by equation (2 19) and is instead given by
<31)
3 1 4  Selection o f Resistor Values




In theory, once the required set point resistance of the sensor is known, arbitrary 
values of , Ra and Rb can be chosen so that they satisfy (3 2), however in practice
there are limitations on the range of values of R{, Ra and Rb that can be used 
As mentioned in section 2 5 4 1, the efficiency of the circuit is maximised by keeping 
Ra and Rb as large as possible The performance of the control circuit was tested with
a wide range of values of Ra and Rb and it was found that the control circuit did not 
function correctly if Ra +Rb exceeded 80k£2 This is most likely due to the voltage 
drop across the input impedance of the op-amp becoming large enough to affect the
r
operating charactensties of the circuit Typical values of Ra and Rb are 10k£2 and 
20k£2 respectively
It is desirable to keep R{ as small as possible in order to minimise the required 
voltage drop across the bridge and also to minimise the power dissipated in Rx As a 
result values of R{ of the order of 50 to 100Q were used in early circuits however it
was found that using such small values sometimes caused the destruction of the 
sensor, due to excessive heating, m the event of a circuit malfunction that resulted in 
the maximum possible voltage being applied across the bridge This occurred 
regularly during the circuit design and testing phase and which resulted in the loss of 
a significant number of sensors Under conditions where the maximum voltage is 
being applied across the bridge, the resistor Rl will act as a current limiting resistor 
and therefore the current in the sensor and thus the maximum temperature it reaches is
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determined by the value of This means that destruction of the sensor can be 
prevented by choosing a value of such that the temperature reached by the sensor 
in the event of a circuit malfunction will be lower than that at which failure occurs It 
was found that keeping Rl above 200Q achieved this for the two main sensor types,
namely glass bead and chip thermistors, that were used during this work 
3 1 5  Setting Operating Temperature
A relatively simple method for setting the operating temperature of the sensor that 
takes all of the constraints mentioned previously into account has been developed 
The minimum operating resistance Rs of the sensors being used was found to be -
450£2, therefore setting the ratio given m (3 2) equal to 0 5 to get
—  = — = 0 5 (3 3 )
R R>
will ensure that R{ always remains greater than 200£2 The resistors Ra and Rb are 
chosen such that Ra + Rb < 80&£2 and are not altered from the values at any stage 
dunng set-up or operation Typical values of /?fland Rb that were used during this 
work are 10k£2 and 20kQ respectively The required operating resistance Rs of the
sensor is determined from its resistance-temperature equation (see section 2 7 3 3) if 
known, or if not, then the sensor is immersed m water at the required operating 
temperature and its resistance is measured The value of Rx that is necessary to 
achieve this operating resistance is calculated using
* , = f -  (3 4)
which follows directly from (3 3)
This method of determining and setting the required sensor operating resistance 
overcomes one of the main problems associated with the use of thermistor-based 
sensors, that being that the resistance of thermistors in a particular batch can vary 
considerably from thermistor to thermistor, with the standard tolerance for 
commercially available thermistors being 20% For a constant temperature 
anemometer it is the temperature and not the resistance of the sensor that is critical 
and this method allows the operating temperature of a sensor, or more importantly of
f
3 6
a number of sensors, to be accurately set to the required value, regardless of the 
resistance of the sensor
3 1 6  Control Circuit With Offset Voltage Injection
The control circuit shown in Figure 3 4 was used in conjunction with the resistance 
constraints detailed in the last section during the sensor development phase and 
functioned satisfactorily with a large number of different therm istor sensors On 
commencement of testing m the tow tank calibration facility (see section 3 5 2) it was 
discovered that this circuit had poor frequency response characteristics that prevented 
accurate calibration of the sensor using this technique (see section 4 1) As mentioned 
previously, Perry (1982, e) and many more state that the stability and dynamic 
response of a Constant Temperature system are influenced dramatically by the 
injection of an “offset voltage” into the feedback loop o f the control circuit and they 
go on to say that the frequency response characteristics of a system can be maximised 
by “tuning” this offset voltage to the correct value As a result of the newfound desire 
to improve the frequency response of the system m order to be able to calibrate the 
sensor using the tow tank, new attempts were made to build a circuit that incorporated 
offset injection and the circuit shown in Figure 3 5 was developed
Figure 3 5 Constant Temperature control circuit with offset voltage injection The offset voltage V^is 
set using a potentiometer (P})
The circuit consists of two amplifiers and a current boosting stage with offset 
injection taking place at the second stage of amplification The saturation limiting 
design introduced m Figure 3 4 has been used The offset voltage, Voff , can be varied
by adjusting potentiometer Px and a terminal has been included in the circuit to
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facilitate its measurement The circuit is very similar to that of Perry (1982, d), which 
is shown in Figure 3 1, and the method by which constant temperature operation is 
achieved, is identical to that of the general circuit discussed in section 2 5 4 
The stability and frequency response of a system employing the circuit shown in 
Figure 3 5 has been analysed and details of that analysis are given in section 4 1 It 
was found that stable operation could only be realised for a certain range of offset 
voltages and that the frequency response of the system when the offset voltage was 
tuned for optimum response was a factor of eighty times greater than for the old 
circuit with the same sensor in identical operating conditions Details of the procedure 
involved in tuning the offset voltage are also discussed m section 4 1 
The stability of this circuit does not rely on the use of selected components, as was the 
case with earlier circuits, which has substantially increased the usability of the sensor 
system
3 1 6 1  Open Loop Gain
It has been found that the open loop gain of the control circuit also affects the 
response dynamics of the system and according to Perry (1982, g) this is to be 
expected An analysis has been left until section 4 1 3 as some concepts that are not 
introduced until then are needed m oider to interpret the results W e will now move 
on to calculating the open loop gain of the circuit
The first amplifier, consisting of OPx, R2, R2, R3 and /?' is a standard difference 
amplifier, the output of which is described by
V0Pi = G i (ei - e 2) (3 5)
where the quantity e1- e 2 is the error voltage between the arms of the bridge and
I »
The resistors R2 and R2, R3 and R3 must be very closely matched or the amplifier
will have poor common mode rejection and circuit noise will propagate around the 
closed loop leading to oscillation It was found that metal film resistors with 1% 
tolerance and a temperature coefficient of resistance of 50ppm gave good 
performance
The second amplifier, which consists of OP2, RA> Rs and R6 is an inverting adder 
The output of the difference amplifier, V0Pl, and the offset voltage Vojf are added
3 8
together and the resultant voltage is then amplified and inverted The output, V0P2, is 
given by
f  R, R A
(3 7)V = -O P2 V —  + v —vojt R ^  V0P1 R
If the resistances RA and R5 are equal then both signals will be amplified by the same 
amount and (3 7) can be rewritten as
Vor2 = - G 2(VOJf+V<lpi) (3 8)
where
G2 = —  = —  (3 9)
R5
The open loop gain, G0L, of the circuit can be found by multiplying Gx and G2 This 
gives
C<u = G ,G 2 = —  (3 10)
0L 1 2 R,RS
3.1 6 1.1 M aximising Open Loop Gam
As will be seen in section 4 1 3 it is desirable to have the open loop gain as large as 
possible The performance of the circuit has been tested for a range of open loop gains 
and it has been found that it will not function correctly for open loop gains in excess 
of approximately 50,000 It is believed that this is due mainly to the input impedance 
of the difference amplifier becoming excessively low for gains above this value A 
number of techniques of increasing the input impedance of the differential amplifier 
with the aim of increasing open loop gain were attempted however they were all 
found to adversely affect the performance and stability of the circuit An AD620 
instrumentation amplifier with very high input impedance was tested but its use 
caused the transient response time of the system to increase by a factor of five 
Attempts were also made to place voltage follower based buffers between the bndge 
and the differential amplifier, which would dramatically increase input impedance, 
however this resulted in occasional system instability and a dramatic increase in noise 
levels
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3 1 6 1 2  Gam Composition
The open loop gain, G0L, is given by the expression
G O L ~ G  f i  2 ( 3 1 1 )
so therefore a number of different combinations of G{ and G2 will result in the same 
open loop gain For large gains the range of values of Gj and G2 that can be used is 
limited by the maximum and minimum resistance values that can be used with OP{ 
and OP2 such that G, and G2 must be nearly equal For lower gains, a large number of
different combinations can be used and it was found that the combination that was 
used had no discernible effect on the systems performance, ì e for an open loop gain 
of 1000 it did not matter if it was made up by (2 0x50) or (5 0 x 2 0 )
3 1 6.2 Circuit Output
As with all of the control circuits discussed previously it is not possible to measure 
the sensor voltage Vi directly without inducing oscillation in the circuit so, as before,
the feedback voltage Vf is taken as the output of the circuit The anti-saturation 
configuration introduced in section 3 1 3 is used in this circuit and therefore the 
sensor voltage Vs is given by (3 1), which is
v^ v ’ - v^
3 1 7  Power Supply Considerations
Up to now details of the power supplies have been omitted from the circuit diagrams 
for the sake of clanty All of the amplifiers in the circuits that have been discussed to 
date were externally powered from the positive and negative rails, which were at Vp
and Vn respectively
A specific requirement of the final system is that it be capable o f obtaining 
measurements in the field This immediately implies the use of batteries, which will 
have a load dependant and charge related drift Any drift of the supply voltages would 
be detrimental to the quality of the data obtained with the sensor so therefore voltage 
regulators are necessary A voltage regulation circuit based on the 78 and 79 series of 
voltage regulators was implemented It was found that ngorous decoupling of the 
regulators, according to the manufacturers specifications was necessary or else a low
4 0
Hlevel oscillation at several hundreds of kilohertz would appear on the outputs This is 
especially the case for the 79 series negative voltage regulators The voltage regulator 
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Figure 3 6 Diagram of the voltage regulator circuit The input voltages can be anything up to +24 and 
-24 volts The exact capacitors shown are necessary for optimum, oscillation free performance of the 
voltage regulator IC’s
When this circuit was implemented in the lab using laboratory power supplies it was 
found to be necessary to place large IOOjuF  capacitors between the positive and 
negative inputs and ground to eliminate noise that was present on the output of the 
supplies These have also been included in Figure 3 6, however it should be noted that 
they are not required when batteries are powering the circuit
3 2 Temperature Compensation
The difficulty m matching the resistance temperature character!sties of two 
thermistors as is required for automatic compensation resulted in the decision to 
implement a mathematical compensation technique as described in section 2 6 3 A 
second thermistor sensor, operated at low current, was mounted next to the velocity 
sensor where it would also experience any variations in ambient temperature of the 
fluid experienced by the velocity sensor The temperature sensor data and velocity 
sensor data is recorded simultaneously using separate channels of the Analog to 
Digital converter (see section 3 3)
3.2.1 Circuit
The temperature sensing thermistor is connected m series with a resistor so that the 
voltage drop across the sensor will be a function of the resistance and thus the 
temperature of the therm istor This resistor also acts to lim it the current in the
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therm istor that would cause self-heating that would result in the temperature sensor 
being sensitive to velocity as well as temperature This “velocity contamination” of 
the temperature data would be highly undesirable and as a result the series resistance 




Figure 3 7 Circuit diagram for ambient fluid temperature sensor The resistor RL limits the current 
flowing in the sensor and prevents self-heatmg, which would lead to velocity contamination of the 
temperature data The resistance of the thermistor sensor is determined by measuring the voltage drop 
across it, VT
The calculations and component selection procedures that are described in the 
following section require the knowledge of the temperature sensors characteristics 
The characteristics of Sensor 2, which has been used as the temperature sensor for the 
majority of temperature compensated work that has been earned out, are used The 
necessary charactenstics of this sensor are listed m Table 3 1
Property Value
Resistance (Q) 1700
M atenal Constant, ¡3 (K) 3000
Temperature Coefficient of 
Resistance, a (K l)
0 036
Table 3 1 Properties of Sensor 2 at 15°C 
3 2 2 Series Resistor Selection
Com panng the difference between the power dissipated by the temperature sensor 
when it is m temperature sensing mode and velocity sensing mode should give a good 
indication of its susceptibility to velocity contamination in the temperature sensing
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mode The power dissipated by the temperature sensor in the configuration shown in 
Figure 3 7 is given by
p  = rti 2 = rt
r y  \ 2
supply (3 12)
RT+RL
Using a supply voltage of 5V and a series resistance, RL, of lOkQ results in a power
dissipation of 0 31mW in Sensor 2 When it is operated in velocity sensing mode this 
sensor has a power dissipation of the order of 300mW (see Figure 4 17), which means 
that the power dissipated by Sensor 2 in temperature sensing mode with a supply 
voltage, Vsupply, of 5V and a series resistance, RL, of lOkQ is a factor of 1000 less
than the dissipated power that is required for the sensor to operate m velocity sensing 
mode, therefore there will be negligible contamination of the temperature data if the 
sensor is used in conjunction with the stated values of Vsupply and RL
3 2 3 Temperature M easurement
Temperature measurement using a thermistor is achieved by measuring the resistance 
of the thermistor and using its known resistance temperature charactenstics to 
determine the corresponding temperature 
The voltage drop across the thermistor is given by
(3 i3>
Solving this expression for the resistance of the sensor RT yields
/? -  VtRlI\T —--------------
V - Vv supply v T
(3 14)
We now have an expression that allows the resistance of the sensor to be calculated 
from the voltage drop, Vr , across it, however in order to be able to determine the
temperature of the water form this value, the resistance temperature charactenstics of 
the temperature sensing thermistor must be known
3 2 3 1  Resistance-Temperature Characteristics
As a result of the large tolerances in the charactenstics specified by the manufacturers 
of the thermistors being used, it is necessary to determine the charactenstics of each 
thermistor individually if it is to be used for temperature m easurement purposes This
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can be accomplished by measuring the resistance of the thermistor for a range of 
temperatures and then fitting an appropnate general equation to the resulting data 
In section 2 7 3 3 we discussed the fact that there are two possible equations that can 
be used to describe the resistance temperature charactensties of a therm istor and that 
of those, the Steinhart Hart (1968) equation is the most accurate Since it is desirable 
to have the maximum possible accuracy, this is the equation that is being used The 
resistance of Sensor 2 has been determined experimentally for a range of 
temperatures A graph the inverse of the temperature, 1/ T , as a function of the 
resistance of the sensor is shown m Figure 3 8
R (Q)
Figure 3 8 Graph of the resistance-temperature characteristics of Sensor B (+ )  and the Steinhart Hart 
(1968) function that describes it (—)
The best fit of the three-term Steinhart Hart equation
^  = A + B  (In R) + D (in R ?  (3 15)
has been determined and is also shown in Figure 3 8 The values of A , B and D that 





Table 3 2 Coefficients of the three-term Steinhart Hart equation that describes the resistance- 
temperature characteristics of Sensor 2
Combining the Steinhart Hart equation of the sensor and (3 14) and solving for the 
ambient water temperature, Ta , results in
1
4 4 7 2 4 6 1 -0  943083 In
v v
vtr l
V , -V ,supply T
\ \
+ 0 006339037
f r V R ^ 3vt*'l
(3 16)
In
V - Vsupply T / /
which relates the ambient temperature of the water to the measured voltage drop 
across the sensor
3 2 4 Uncertainty in Temperature Measurements
The output of the temperature sensor circuit is sampled using an Analog to Digital 
converter and as a consequence of its finite resolution there will be an uncertainty in 
the temperature measurements obtained In order to be able to evaluate the 
performance and usefulness of the sensor it is necessary to evaluate this temperature 
measurement uncertainty If the derivative of (3 16) with respect to sensor voltage, 
VT, remains constant for a change in VT that corresponds to the measurement





where dTa/dVT is the derivative of (3 16) with respect to VT
The quantity dTa/dVr does m fact remain virtually constant over the required 
interval as can be seen m Figure 3 9, which is a graph of (3 16) for a temperature 
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Figure 3 9 Graph of the ambient temperature of the water, as given by (3 16), for a range of values of 
temperature sensor voltage, V7 that corresponds to the measurement resolution of the ADC being used
In principle it would be possible to evaluate the quantity dTa/dVT graphically from 
Figure 3 9, however it is desirable to obtain an analytical expression that describes it 
It is quite difficult to obtain an analytical expression for the derivative, dTa/dVT , of
(3 16), however there is an alternative Using the chain rule, the derivative dTa/dVT 
can be expressed as
dT dT dRTa   a______ (3 18)
dVT dRT dVT
so that equation (3 17) becomes
(3 19)







is the rate of change of the resistance of the thermistor with respect to its temperature 
at the temperature T0 , which is given by
dRr
dT
= aRT (3 22)* n
where a  is the temperature coefficient of resistance of the therm istor at the 
temperature T0 The value of a  can be calculated from the resistance-temperature 
data that has been supplied by the manufacturers, which is based on the model that 
assumes that the relationship between In R and l/T  is linear This will result in the 
calculated value of the measurement uncertainty, S T , being less accurate than would 
have been the case if (3 16) was differentiated directly, however this is not a problem 
as ST is simply an indicative quantity and as such the reduction in accuracy that 
results from switching models is of little consequence
The temperature coefficient of resistance of a thermistor is defined by the well-known 
equation
«  = - - 4 -  (3 23)
T 2
where ¡3 is the material constant of the thermistor, which is the slope of a linear fit to 
a graph of In R and l/T  data for the sensor and T is its temperature measured in 
Kelvin Equation (3 23) was used to calculate the values of a  quoted in Table 3 1 and 
Table 3 3 Substituting (3 23) into (3 22) gives
—  = ------------   t Rt (3 24)
dTn ( r„ + 2 7 3 )2
This has dealt with the quantity dRT/dTa m equation (3 20) and we will now move 
on to the remaining quantity, dRT/dVT , which can be determined by getting d/dVT 
of equation (3 14), which gives
d R T  _  V s u p p l y ( 3  2 5 )
dVr ~ ( K ipply~VTf
Finally, substituting (3 24) and (3 25) into (3 20) and dropping the negative sign in 
(3 24) gives
_ K PP, M T«-H 7 3 ) ‘ST = ' uipp,>'~Ly~a SV (3 26)
pRT{ySuPPi r yr)
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which gives us an analytical expression that can be used to calculate the ambient 
temperature measurement uncertainty, S T , for a given set of circuit and temperature 
sensor parameters Note that it is necessary to measure the voltage drop across the 
temperature sensor for a given temperature in order to be able to evaluate (3 26) This 
is somewhat cumbersome and it would be desirable to express the voltage drop across 
the sensor m terms of ambient temperature, Ta, however this would require the
inversion of (3 16), which is a cubic polynomial and as we will see in section 4 4 1, 
this is a very complicated task and is certainly not a viable option in this case 
Using the thermistor parameters at 15°C quoted in Table 3 1 and the Analog to Digital 
converter resolution SV given m Table 3 6 results m a measurement uncertainty ST
of 0 11°C Observations have revealed that a change of temperature of less than 
0 05°C causes a significant change in the output of the velocity sensor Therefore a 
temperature resolution of 0 11°C is not sufficient to provide accurate compensation 
for fluctuations in ambient water temperature Amplifying the output voltage VT of 
the sensor by a certain factor will result in a decrease in dRT/dVT and thus the
temperature measurement uncertainty, S T , by approximately the same factor It was 
decided to amplify the output voltage of the sensor by a factor of 100, which resulted 
in the temperature measurement uncertainty decreasing to 0 0011°C, which was found 
to be more than adequate (see section 4 3 4)
3 2 5 Temperature Compensation Circuit with Amplifier
The temperature sensor circuit incorporating an amplifier is shown m Figure 3 10
Figure 3 10 Ambient fluid temperature sensor that employs an amplifier to improve resolution
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The circuit consists of an instrumentation amplifier with low noise and high CM RR to 
minimise output noise and measurement error. If the output o f the am plifier is to stay 
within its operating range then the second input of the am plifier must be connected to 
a reference source that is close to VT. A potential divider constructed from
components with small temperature coefficients (<50ppm) has been found to give 
good performance. This results in a standard bridge circuit.
The amplifier used is an Analog Devices AD620 instrumentation amplifier. The gain 
Gt of this amplifier is set by the value of a gain resistor, Rc , connected between pins 
1 and 8 of the chip. The manufacturers have provided the following formula for 
calculating the required value of Rg-
49 4/L-O
/?c =  (3.27)
G — 1
For a gain o f 100, (3.27) gives a value of RG of 489ft. A resistor with this exact value 
could not be sourced and a 495£2 resistor was used instead. This increased the gain to 
100.8 .
The output o f the amplifier is given by:
^ = G r (V „ -V r ) (3.28)
Replacing VT with (3.13) and solving the resulting expression for RT yields:
R K d V ~ - G r V « )  (329)
r " G r ( K „ - v ^ ) - K . ,  ( 3 2 )
which allows calculation of the resistance of the thermistor from the output voltage, 
, of the circuit.
3.2.5.1 Setting  the Reference V oltage
The reference voltage, Vn f , determines the temperatures at which the output of the
amplifier goes into saturation and thus defines the operating range o f the temperature 
sensor. In order to minimise the possibility of the need to adjust the reference voltage 
arising, it should be set such that the output o f the am plifier is equal to zero at the 
centre of the required operating range. There are a number of possible methods of 
setting the offset voltage at the required value, but since the resistance temperature 
characteristics of the temperature sensor are known the simplest o f these is to use the 
same resistance as the temperature sensor series resistance, R, , for Rc and to set Rt
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equal to the resistance of the temperature sensor at the required temperature This has 
been implemented with Sensor 2 for a temperature of 15°C and it was found that the 
operating range of the temperature sensor was 11 to 20°C, which meant that Vr€f did
not have to be adjusted at all during the calibration process (see section 4 3 4)
3 2 6 Non-Linearity of Thermistor Response Characteristics
Previously, the ambient temperature measurement uncertainty, S T , was evaluated at
15°C, which is approximately at the centre of the required operating range of the 
sensors being developed during this work, however inspection of (3 26), which is the 
analytical expression that ST is given by, reveals that it is temperature dependant and 
that the measurement uncertainty will be greater for higher temperatures This is a 
direct consequence of the non-lineanty of the resistance-temperature characteristics of 
thermistors If the increase in ST over the operating range of the sensor is significant, 
then some action may have to be taken to correct for or negate the effects of the non- 
lineanty of the temperature sensors response The measurement uncertainty will 
decrease for temperatures below 15°C so the measurement uncertainty of interest is 
that at the upper limit of the operating range, which m this case is 20°C The 
properties of Sensor 2 were evaluated at 20°C and are given in Table 3 3
Property Value
Resistance (Q) 1390
Material Constant, fi (K) 3000
Temperature Coefficient of 
Resistance, a (K l)
0 035
Table 3 3 Properties of Sensor 2 at 20°C
Using these values with (3 26) the measurement uncertainty, ST , at 20°C was found 
to be 0 0013°C This constitutes a 0 0002°C increase over the uncertainty at 15°C, 
which is negligible and therefore the non-lineanty of the response o f the temperature 
sensor causes no problems and no linearisation etc is necessary
3 3 Data Acquisition and PC Interfacing
The raw velocity and temperature data needs to be digitised and stored on a computer 
to facilitate processing and analysis This was achieved using an Analog to Digital
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Converter (ADC) that connects directly to a PC via its printer port Analog to Digital 
Converters are specified in terms of their input voltage range, resolution, number of 
channels and sampling rate
The num ber of discrete values N that the input voltage range is divided into by an n- 
bit ADC is given by
N = 2" (3 30)




where V* is the input voltage range of the ADC This formula shows that for every
additional bit m the output of the ADC there will be a factor of two improvement in 
its resolution The rounding off or quantisation error associated with the discretisation 
earned out by an ADC manifests itself as steps in the output The measurement 
uncertainty discussed in the previous section is a direct consequence of this 
quantisation error
The sampling rate of an ADC determines the maximum frequency that it can resolve 
The Shannon Sampling Theorem states that m order to be fully reconstructed without 
any loss, a signal of frequency /m ust be sampled at a rate S such that
S > 2 f  (3 32)
For example, an ADC with a sampling rate of 100,000s1 will facilitate the 
measurement of fluctuations up to 50kHz
3 3 1 Pico ADC22
A Pico ADC22 twenty-two channel ADC was chosen for use with this work Its 
specifications are listed in Table 3 4
Input Voltage Range (V) 0 - 2 5
No of Bits in Output, n 10
No of Input Channels 22
Voltage Resolution, SV (mV) 2 441
Max Sampling Rate ( s ]) 10000
Table 3 4 Specifications of Pico ADC22 Analog to Digital converter that was used for data acquisition
The ADC22 can be used with up to eleven velocity sensors with temperature 
compensation and connects directly to the pnnter port of any x86 compatible
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computer making it simple to use The manufacturer provided a software dnver that 
reads in the data from the ADC and controls its operation M odifications of this dnver 
were necessary and details of these and of the software aspects of the ADC in general 
can be found in section 3 3 3
3 3 2 Signal Conditioning
The input voltage range of the ADC22 is 0 to 2 5 volts, however the output of the 
sensors can be anywhere in the range -1 5  to +15 volts, so therefore the output 
voltage of the sensors may not he in the input range of the ADC This problem can be 
overcome by adding an offset voltage to the output of the sensor and scaling the 
resulting voltage so that the output range of the sensor matches the input range of the 
ADC, if necessary The circuit shown m Figure 3 11 has been designed to implement 
this signal conditioning process It is placed between the output of each sensor that is 
being used and the relevant inputs of the ADC
Figure 311 Circuit for offsetting and scaling sensor output voltage so to facilitate the use of an ADC 
The offset is set by adjusting potentiometer Pj A terminal has been placed in the circuit that allows the 
offset voltage to be measured with ease
The circuit, which utilises an inverting adder, adds a vanable offset voltage, Vo , that 
is set by adjusting potentiometer P }, to the sensor output voltage, Vsensor, and the 
resulting voltage can be scaled if so required by adjusting the value o f Rf relative to 
/?j and R2 The output of an inverting adder is given by (3 7) and when applied to 




/ R f  R f  ^-J -Vwoar+-^-Ve (3 33)
In order to achieve addition of Vsemor and V0 the resistors Rx and R2 must be equal so 
that (3 33) becomes
VADC= - G sc(Vimwr+V0) (3 34)
where the scaling gain Gsc is defined as
,3 3 ! )
These equations show that the circuit adds the sensor and offset voltage and then 
amplifies the result by a factor of Gsc It is important to note that the signal
conditioning offset voltage, V0 , referred to here and the offset voltage, Vojf, that is
injected into the feedback loop of certain control circuits are in no way related
3 3 2 1  Determining the Necessary Offset Voltage and Scaling Factor
We now have a circuit that allows offset addition and scaling and a method of
determining the necessary offset voltage and scaling factor must be determined It has 
been found that the simplest way to set the offset voltage is to force the sensor output 
to the minimum value m its output range, e g by placing a velocity sensor in still 
water, and to adjust the offset voltage until the voltage reaching the ADC is very 
nearly zero This is the required offset voltage and it should be recorded, as it will be 
needed to process the data that is obtained It was found that it was never necessary to 
scale the input of the ADC during the course of this work, however the facility to do 
so is m place if the need ever arose For the sake of completeness, the signal 
conditioning gam is included in all of the data processing formula although it is 
always equal to one
3 3.3 ADC Software
Software was provided with the ADC22 that controlled its operation and retrieved the 
converted data It was necessary to modify the software to overcome a number of 
shortcomings/limitations, those being
1 The data was written to the screen and not a file so it was not possible to save 
it for future use
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2 There was no facility to adjust the sampling rate or specify how many samples 
to take before stopping
3 It was not possible to specify the number of channels being used
The modified program now writes the ADC data to a file and prompts the user to 
specify the filename, number of active channels and duration of the sampling penod 
at start-up A facility was also introduced that allows the user to easily change the 
sampling rate
As will be seen in section 4 3 2 1, m order to facilitate the use of certain calibration 
methodologies, it is necessary that the exact time that each data point is recorded by 
the ADC be known To this end, a function has been added to the program that 
determines the exact time that each sample is measured at, in terms of the elapsed 
time since the program started This time data or time-stamp is then written to the 
output file along with the data point
The modified program, which is written m C, can be found in Appendix C 1 The 
code contains comments that explain the details of all of the modifications 
Typical velocity and temperature ADC data is given m Table 3 5 The format of the 
table indicates the output format of the file




1 0 000162 675 76
2 0 041095 674 75
3 0 081647 676 75
4 0122211 678 76
5 0162759 679 75
6 0 203310 680 75
Table 3 5 Typical output file generated by ADC interface software The time stamp is the exact time 
that the data was recorded at in terms of elapsed time since the program started This data was obtained 
at a sampling rate of approximately 25Hz
The data from the ADC is stored as a number z, in the range [0-1023] This data can 
be converted to voltage by multiplying the number by the resolution, S V , of the ADC 
as defined in (3 31) The input voltage VADC corresponding to a given output z is then
VADC = zSV (3 36)
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3 3.4 ADC Calibration
Tests found that the input range of the ADC was slightly different than the value 
quoted by the manufacturer This causes a change in the calculated resolution, 5V , of 
the ADC and thus affected the conversion of ADC data to voltage These altered 
values are given in Table 3 6 All of the channels were tested and were found to have 
the same charactenstics
Input Voltage Range (V) 0 - 2 4 3
Voltage Resolution, 5V (mV) 2 374
Table 3 6 Measured range and voltage resolution of the Pico ADC22 These values were used in all 
calculations instead of those quoted by the manufacturer
3 3 5 Sampling Frequency
The manufacturers of the ADC22 specify a maximum sampling rate of 10,000s 1 
when used in conjunction with a 33MHz PC It was found that the ADC22 could be 
used with faster PC ’s at sampling rates of up to 20,000s 1 without any degradation in 
performance This allows the investigation of velocity fluctuations up to 10kHz, 
which is more than adequate for the task at hand
3 4 Final Circuit and Data Processing Equations
Each section of the circuit and the equations that describe them have been developed 
in a piecewise fashion and it is the purpose of this section to bring them all together 
and to arrive at the complete circuit diagrams and response equations of the final 
velocity and temperature sensor control and interface circuits The complete circuit 
diagram containing both circuits is shown in Figure 3 12 and the individual velocity 
and temperature sensor circuits are analysed in terms of block diagrams in sections 





Figure 3 12 Final Velocity and Temperature sensor circuit including Signal Conditioning circuitry
5 6
3 4 1  Velocity Sensor
A block diagram of the major components of the velocity circuit is shown in Figure 
3 13 The equations describing the response of each individual section have also been 
included m the diagram
Sensor Signal Conditioning
‘'■ -(‘' • - ■ ' ' t a r
Tu
sv
Figure 3 13 Block diagram of the major components of the velocity sensor circuit and the equations 
that describe their response
The quantity VoU is the velocity sensor signal conditioning offset voltage and Vv is 
the velocity sensor voltage, as measured by the ADC
Combining the response of each of sections of the circuit as given in Figure 3 13 and 
solving for the sensor voltage, Vs , results in




which is the expression that is necessary to convert the velocity sensor ADC data to 
sensor voltage The values of VoU, Gsc and Vp are measured directly from the circuit
and the values of 7?, and Rh will be known as a result of setting the operating 
temperature
3 4 2 T em p era tu re  Sensor
A block diagram of the major components of the temperature sensor circuit is shown 
in Figure 3 14
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Sensor Signal Conditioning
Temperature Sensor V>“> Offset Addition ADCBridge Circuit + Amplifier
K -G rV ,,)
Figure 3 14 Block diagram of the main sections in the temperature sensor sections and the response 
equations that describe each one
As with the velocity sensor, combining the expressions for each of the sections, as 
given in Figure 3 14 and this time solving for the sensor resistance, RT , results in
This expression can be used with the Stemhart Hart equation of the thermistor 
temperature sensor being used to convert raw ADC temperature data into ambient 
water temperature A function has been written to implement this and can be found in 
the programs listed in Appendices C 3 and C 4
3 4 3 Using the Measurement System
While this would be a good location for a guide to using the system, a knowledge of 
some aspects of its operation that are not discussed until chapter 4 is necessary so the 
guide is instead given in Appendix B
3 5 Calibration Facilities and Procedure
As we have discussed in section 2 7 3 1 theoretical models do not adequately describe 
the response of thermistor based anemometers to fluid velocity so therefore the exact 
response of the sensor must be determined by calibration This is accomplished by 
exposing the sensor to a range of accurately known velocities and recording its 
response Two calibration facilities, namely a gravity tank, which can be used in the 
range 0 2 to 2ms 1 and a tow tank, which operates over the velocity range of 0 01 to 
0 6ms l, have been developed dunng the course of this work for the purpose of sensor
Rl (-V0t - zt SV - G TVref)
(3 38)
c a l i b r a t i o n
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3 5 1 Gravity Tank
The simple gravity tank that was developed is shown in Figure 3 15
Rotary
Figure 3 15 Gravity driven calibration system The height h determines the velocity of the water in the 
pipe and is determined by measuring the voltage from the potentiometer The pipe and sensor are 
submerged under water to prevent an air bubble from forming around the sensor during calibration
The velocity of the water in the pipe at the base of the tank is dependant on the height 
of water in the tank so that as it empties the velocity will decrease The sensor is 
simply placed in the flow at the end of the pipe
It was necessary to submerge the outlet of the pipe m water to prevent a large air
bubble from forming around the sensor A number of methods of measuring the 
velocity of the water in the pipe were used, the first of these being a float based 
mechanism that measured the height of the water in the tank, which can be related to
the velocity of the water in the pipe, U , by
U = 4kgh (3 39)
where h is the height of the water in the tank, g is the acceleration due to gravity and 
£ is a scaling constant, which to a first approximation can be taken to be equal to 2 so 
that (3 39) becomes
U = yf2g h (3 40)
The float mechanism is also shown in Figure 3 15 and consists of a float that is 
attached to a low friction potentiometer, the output voltage of which will be a function 
of the angle of the float Using simple trigonometry this angle can be used to
determine the height of the water in the tank
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The output voltage of the level sensor potentiometer and the sensor output voltage 
were recorded simultaneously using two separate channels of the ADC22, which 
meant that measurements of both quantities were made virtually simultaneously and 
as such, no further processing was required
The float method of determining the water velocity in the pipe was easy to implement 
however it was found that accurate results could not be obtained for velocities below 
-  0 2ms 1 (see Figure 3 30)
The only other feasible method of measuring the velocity of the water in the pipe was 
to place a velocity sensor of some description into the pipe beside the sensor being 
calibrated The only velocity sensor that has small enough dimensions to be used in 
this situation is a Pitot tube The Pitot tube sensor shown in Figure 3 16 was designed 
and constructed
Figure 3 16 Pitot tube velocity sensor for use with the gravity tank calibration facility The tube is 
placed directly in the flow that is to be measured, as shown
The sensor consists of a Pitot tube, which was constructed by modifying a glass 
capillary tube, one end of which is placed directly in the flow and other is connected 
to a pressure sensor It operates on the principle that the pressure m the tube is a 
function of the velocity of the water It was found to function satisfactorily however it 
had a lower measurement limit equal to that of the float, which is not adequate and as 
a result the analysis of its response is being omitted
In working with the gravity tank it became obvious that the absence of a method of 
accurately measuring low velocities makes any calibration technique that involves 
water flowing past a stationary sensor unsuitable The only other alternative is to 





velocity of a moving sensor can be measured to a lower limit than is possible with 
water.
3.5.2 Tow  T an k
The problem of inaccurate calibration of the sensor at low velocities was overcome by 
developing a tow tank calibration facility in which the sensor is moved at a known 
velocity through a stationary body of water. Tow tank facilities are widely used to 
calibrate flow sensors, for example Wu and Bose (1993). Figure 3.17 shows a 





Figure 3.17 Tow Tank Calibration Facility
The facility consists of an 8m long, 0.5m wide and 0.4m deep, water tank, which is 
also used for water wave and soliton experiments. A rail was installed running along 
its length above water level. A trolley, on which the sensor is mounted, slides along 
this rail. Motion of the trolley is controlled using a motor and a system of pulleys as 
shown in Figure 3.18.
Motor
Figure 3.18 Schematic of rail, trolley and drive system. The speed and direction of the motor are 
variable. Also shown is the sensor mounting clamp that is used to mount the sensors on the trolley. The 
driveline is made from dyneema. a material that has good water resistance properties and has a high 
degree of inelasticity.
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The operating velocity range of the system is determined by a number of factors 
including the gearing ratio of the motor gearbox and the size of the pulleys and within 
this range the velocity is controlled by the supply voltage of the motor. In principle 
any velocity range should be possible by using the appropriate gearbox and/or 
pulleys, however in practice the maximum velocity of the trolley is dictated by the 
torque of the motor and it was found that the maximum velocity that could be attained 
with the strongest motor that was available was 0.6m s'1.
3.5.2.1 Velocity M easurem ent
A number of different methods of measuring the velocity of the trolley and thus the 
sensor were considered, including at one stage the reflection of acoustic waves from 
the trolley. The technique that was finally decided upon was to measure the angular 
velocity of one of the pulleys in the system, which would be directly related to the 
linear velocity of the trolley.
An optical chopper that passes through a slotted opto-switch is mounted on the pulley 
wheel and as it rotates the slotted opto-switch gives out a series of voltage pulses that 
correspond to the passage of blank sections in the optical chopper.
Figure 3.19 Optical chopper and slotted opto-switch assembly. In this picture it is loeated on Pulley 2 
(see Figure 3.23). As the chopper rotates the slotted opto-switch gives out a scries of voltage pulses that 
are ttl compatible, allowing the signal to be connected directly to a PC or other digital device for 
analysis.
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Figure 3 20 Rotation of the chopper that corresponds to one pulse from the slotted opto-switch The 
time taken or duration of the pulse is At and the angle the chopper moves through during the pulse is 
6
The time interval, A t , between the voltage pulses from the slotted opto-switch is the 
time taken for the chopper to rotate from like segment to like segment Once the 
d istance,/), that the trolley travels during At is determined then the velocity,U , of 




The d istance,/), that the trolley travels as the pulley rotates through the angle 0 (see 
Figure 3 20) is given by
D ~ rd  (3 42)
where r is the radius of the pulley wheel and 0 is measured in radians 
The angle 0 that corresponds to a pulse from the slotted opto-switch is given by
2710 (3 43)











This expression reveals that the velocity of the sensor can be determined by 
m easunng the duration At of the pulses form the slotted opto-switch The resulting
6 3
calculated velocity is not an instantaneous measurement but is instead the mean 
velocity of the sensor over the time interval At
Figure 3 21 shows the typical output of the opto-switch as the chopper rotates
Figure 3 21 Output of slotted opto-switch as chopper rotates The velocity of the chopper is decreasing 
with time
The digital nature of this output lends itself to analysis using a m icro-controller or PC 
In this case the signal from the opto-s witch was connected to a PC using a Bytronics, 
digital interface card A program, which can be found in Appendix C 2, was written to 
record the time interval At between rising edges of adjacent pulses in the signal and 
convert these values to sensor velocity By using a continuous polling technique, 
whereby the input is continuously monitored, an accuracy of ~ 9 x l 0 ”6s in the 
measurements of At was achieved This corresponds to an accuracy of approximately 
1 S x lO ^ m s '1 in velocity measurements for a velocity of 1ms-1 and a pulley radius of 
10mm, which constitutes a percentage error of 0 18%, which is well below the 
magnitude of the velocity variations caused by roughness in the gearbox (see section 
4 3 2 2) The program allows the user to specify the properties of the chopper and 
pulley wheel being used for the measurements, which are required m order to 
calculate velocity from the At data, so that changes may be made to the configuration 
of the system Each calculated mean velocity is time stamped with the time at the end 
of the interval At over which it was calculated Strictly speaking, the velocity 
measurement should be assigned to the time at the centre of the interval At however 
the difference only amounts to a few milliseconds and does not lead to any problems 
Details on the specifics of the program are provided in the form of comments m the 
code, which can be found in Appendix C 2
A number of factors were found to adversely affect the performance o f the tow tank 
facility and some alterations and improvements of the design were necessary
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3.5 2 2 Trolley Oscillation
In order to achieve accurate calibration of the velocity sensor it is desirable to have 
motion of the trolley along the rail as smooth as possible and to this end the rail and 
the trolley mounting were kept well lubricated using high quality oils, however the 
trolley was still found to undergo random mechanical oscillation as it moved along 
the rail and it was determined that this was caused by the dnveline being over- 
tensioned Oscillation of the trolley is evident in the velocity data shown m Figure 
3 22
Time (s)
Figure 3 22 Velocity of the trolley as measured with the optical chopper apparatus Oscillation, which 
is caused by excess tension in the driveline is clearly visible
A tensioner that allowed the tension in the dnveline to be accurately adjusted was 











Figure 3.23 Schematic of the trolley drive system, including the tensioncr, which has been introduced 
to prevent oscillation of the trolley.
The tension of the driveline is adjusted by adding weights to the mass hanger allowing 
it to be precisely controlled. The elastic material is necessary in order to absorb high 
frequency vibrations that the weight would not be able to respond to due to its inertia. 
The trolley moves in the direction shown when a sensor is being calibrated so the 
tensioncr was positioned on the “passive” side of the motor so that it would not be 
affected by any stretching of the driveline caused by non-uniform rail friction, cable 
drag etc. Figure 3.24 shows graphs of velocity data with and without the tensioner in 
place and it can be seen that the introduction of the tensioner leads to a significant 
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Figure 3.24 Trolley velocity data with and without tensioner for constant motor speed. Introduction of 
the tensioner leads to a significant reduction in oscillation of the trolley.
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3.5.2.3 C ho p p er Location
Initially the chopper and slotted opto-switch assembly was located on the drive pulley 
that is attached to the m otor however it was found that significant noise was being 
introduced to the data by roughness in the operation of the motor and the gearbox. 
This noise signal was not evident in data from the velocity sensor, which would 
indicate that it is largely absorbed in the driveline. This means that the velocity data 
from the chopper did not accurately reflect the actual velocity of the sensor. The noise 
levels in the velocity data analysed for each of the possible chopper locations and it 
was found that the best performance was obtained when the chopper was located on 
pulley B. Figure 3.25 shows velocity data that was obtained with the chopper on the 
motor pulley and pulley B and the reduction in velocity noise or variations is 
considerable.
Time (s)
Figure 3.25 Velocity data for identical operating conditions at two chopper locations. A factor of two 
reduction in the noise in the data is achieved by relocating the chopper from the drive pulley on the 
motor to Pulley B (see Figure 3.23).
3.5.2.4 Sensor and  C able M ounting
The sensor is mounted on the trolley using a mounting clamp, details of which are 
shown in Figure 3.18. and the cable is suspended from the rail using nylon sliders, 
which have a low coefficient of friction. The cable is attached to the sliders in such a 
way as to ensure that when the trolley and sensor are at the start of the track that the 
cable is coiled up neatly and doesn’t obstruct the sensor in any way. The cable coming 
into close proximity of the sensor would have a significant effect on its performance
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and would render the data set useless. As the trolley moves along the tank the cable 
uncoils as needed. The picture in Figure 3.26 shows a section of the connecting cable 
with nylons sliders attached.
Figure 3.26 The sensors connecting cable slides along the rail on low friction nylon sliders. As the 
trolley moves along the rail the cable coils and uncoils like a spring.
3.5.2.5 Sam ple R ate
The optical chopper technique uses the time taken to move a certain finite distance to 
calculate the velocity of the sensor and as a result, the sampling frequency of the 
velocity data will vary with velocity - as the velocity decreases, so will the effective 
velocity sampling rate and visa versa. This principle is evident in Figure 3.21.
This docs not cause any problems during calibration as, in general, lower sampling 
rates are adequate for low velocities.
3.5.2.6 D ata Synchronisation
The outputs of both the sensor data and velocity data acquisition systems are files 
containing time stamped sensor and velocity data. In order to use this data for 
calibration purposes it is necessary that both these sets of data be synchronised -  that 
is, the time stamps of both data sets must be relative to the same starting point.
It is not possible to run both of the data acquisition systems with sufficient accuracy 
on a single PC so therefore it was necessary to use separate computers for each 
acquisition system. This meant that the time stamps of both data sets, which are 
recorded in terms of elapsed time since program start-up. were not synchronised in 
any way. This problem was overcome by utilising the digital output that is built into 
the ADC22 Analog to Digital Converter that is used for sensor data acquisition. The
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sensor data acquisition program (see appendix C .l) sets the digital output of the 
ADC22 high when it starts acquiring data. This output is connected to the Bytronic 
digital interface card that is used to obtain the velocity data and the velocity data 
acquisition program (see appendix C.2) was altered to start acquiring data when it 
delected the high signal from the ADC22. This method worked very well and resulted 
in the data sets being synchronised to within <10ps.
This only resulted in the synchronisation of the first points in each file due to the 
variable sampling rate of the optical chopper apparatus. Synchronisation of all the 
points in a given data set requires further data processing, which is discussed in 
seciion 4.3.2.1.
3.6 S ensor Design
3.6.1 G lass Bead
The first sensor design used a Thermometries GM102 glass bead thermistor sim ilar to 
those used by Katz (1987), LeBarbera and Vogel (1976). Glass bead thermistors are 
widely used for temperature measurement and so are widely available. Some 
manufacturers have not recommended their glass bead thermistors for use in 
applications involving self-heating, however Thermometries state that the model used 
is suitable. The thermistor was mounted as part of a probe assembly as shown in 
Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27 Glass Bead Thermistor Sensor. The thermistor is mounted in a rigid conical plastic tube. 
Insulation at the bead/tube interface is achieved using cyanoacrylate-based adhesive. This assembly is 
then connected to a semi-rigid nylon tubing, through which the connecting cable passes.
The lowest resistance value available, lk i i  at 25°C, was used in order to minimise the 
required bridge supply voltage, as discussed in section 3.1.
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3 6 1.1 Performance
These sensors were found to function satisfactorily for a num ber of days or even 
weeks, however their output would eventually start to drift, with the magnitude of the 
drift increasing with time Also, some of the sensors were observed to abruptly 
undergo changes in their velocity response charactensties The glass bead thermistors 
consist of a bead of thermistor material that is completely encapsulated in glass When 
viewed under a microscope the thermistor matenal/glass interface of sensors that had 
been affected by drift appeared to be different than that of an un-used thermistor, with 
a possible explanation being that the thermistor material and the glass coating of the 
sensor that had undergone drift had somehow separated Such a separation would 
cause a change in the heat transfer properties and thus the velocity response of the 
thermistor A sensor that drifts is of little use as constant recalibration is necessary In 
extreme cases it was found that the sensors response would change appreciably in as 
little as five minutes
Another problem that occurred occasionally with these glass bead thermistors was 
failure of the thermistor due to cracking of the bead A singular cause of this cracking 
could never be isolated, however it is suspected that thermal stresses caused by rapid 
changes m water velocity were a factor
These problems make this particular thermistor type unsuitable for use in water based 
thermal anemometry applications A review of available glass bead thermistors found 
that they all had similar design charactenstics and as such could be expected to suffer 
from the same problems as the Thermometries thermistor that was used 
The lack of suitability of glass bead thermistors meant that an alternative had to be 
found This choice was influenced by the operating range of the glass bead sensor, 
which is discussed in the next section
3 6 2 Sensor Range
As a result of the intrinsic noise m the output voltage of the velocity sensor, every 
output voltage measurement will have an uncertainty associated with it, the magnitude 
of which is determined by the magnitude of the noise Therefore the velocity that is 
subsequently calculated from each velocity sensor output data point will also have an 
uncertainty associated with it, with the relationship between the sensor output 
uncertainty and the uncertainty in the resulting velocity measurement being
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determined by the sensitivity of the sensor Figure 3 28 shows a section of the 
response curve of a typical velocity sensor and illustrates the concept of noise induced 
measurement uncertainty
Figure 3 28 fiU) is the function that describes the velocity dependence of the output voltage of the 
sensor, VN is the peak to peak noise in the output voltage of the sensor and %U is the velocity 
measurement uncertainty in the velocity value that results from the sensor voltage V,
It can be seen that the velocity measurement uncertainty will increase with increasing 
velocity as a consequence of the decreasing sensitivity of the sensor, until for some 
velocity it will be greater than what is acceptable The velocity at which this occurs is 
the maximum velocity that can be measured by the sensor If the velocity response 
equation of the sensor and the peak to peak noise levels in the sensor output are 
known then it is possible to calculate the velocity, UR, at which the uncertainty in the 
calculated velocity measurement, , will reach a certain specified value 
The easiest way to accomplish this is to decide upon the maximum allowed velocity 
measurement uncertainty, ££ /, and to calculate the corresponding sensor output 
uncertainty, gV , for a range of velocities The quantity gV for a particular velocity is 
the uncertainty m the sensor output that corresponds to the maximum allowed velocity 
measurement uncertainty and is therefore a measure of the maximum peak to peak 
noise that can be present m the sensor output This means that the maximum velocity 
that can be measured to within a given uncertainty is the velocity at which the 
quantity £V becomes equal to the peak to peak noise,
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The sensor output uncertainty, g V , that corresponds to a certain velocity 
measurement uncertainty, £U , is given by
&
£V = f u  + - f (3 46)
where / (  ) is the function that describes the velocity dependence of the sensor
voltage The calculation performed by (3 46) is illustrated in Figure 3 29
Figure 3 29 Explanation of equation (3 46)
A standard way of representing the uncertainty/possible error m a measurement is to 
express the error as a fraction or percentage of the measurement itself Using this 
technique, the uncertainty in the velocity measurement £U can be expressed as
% U=rU  (3 47)
where T is the scaling factor that represents the fractional error m terms of the 
measurement For example, an uncertainty in a measurement of 10% of the 
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(3 48)
A graph of this function over the necessary velocity range will give the required 
voltage uncertainty data and all that remains to be completed in order to determine the 
maximum velocity, U R, that can be determined to within a certain fractional error, r ,
7 2
is to compare this graph to a graph of the noise level, , as a function of velocity 
and to determine the velocity at which they intersect
3 6 2 1  Glass Bead Thermistor Sensor Range
The required voltage uncertainty and noise data was determined graphically from 
calibration data that was obtained using the gravity tank calibration facility (see 
section 3 5 1)
The velocity and sensor output data sets (see Figure 3 30) contained considerable 
noise and due to the difficulties involved in analysing graphs that have noise m both 
axes, the sensor output and water velocity data were plotted separately against time 
and each graph was analysed separately This was possible since each pair of sensor 
velocity and sensor output data points were acquired virtually simultaneously by the 
ADC
Sample Number Sample Number
Figure 3 30 Sensor Output and velocity data plotted against sample number, which is equivalent to 
plotting against time
A measurement uncertainty of 10% of the measurement was chosen and the 
corresponding voltage uncertainty values that were obtained for a range of velocities 
are given in Table 3 7
There is an oscillation in the sensor output data in Figure 3 30 that was caused by the 
control circuit that was being used at the time the data was obtained so it cannot be 
used to determine noise levels Instead, data that was obtained using the same sensor 
in identical operating conditions as above with a circuit that did not oscillate was 
used The data obtained is also in Table 3 7 This oscillation free data could not be 
used m the rest of the analysis, as there was no velocity data accompanying it and 
while a com panson of the time data of both data sets provided enough correlation to
7 3
obtain noise levels as a function of velocity, this method would not have allowed the 
response curve to be determined accurately enough to calculate values of %V .







Table 3.7 £V and VN for a range of velocities lhai span the operating range of the sensor.
This data is plotted in Figure 3.31. The intersection of the two graphs gives the 
maximum velocity U R that can be measured to within 10% uncertainty with the glass 
bead sensor at current noise levels.
17 (m s 1)
Figure 3.31 Peak-to-peak noise, Vs , in sensor output voltage and voltage uncertainty for glass bead 
sensor and a measurement uncertainty £JJ of 10%.
It should be noted that the data used in this graph was obtained using manual 
graphical techniques with questionable accuracy, consequently the value of U R 
obtained here should only be taken as an approximate value.
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The range of the sensor is strongly affected by the intrinsic noise in the sensor output 
voltage so therefore it follows that if a large range is required then every effort should 
be made to minimise the noise that is present in the output of the sensor
3 6.3 Sensor Choice
As we found in the last section the glass bead sensors can measure up to a velocity of 
~0 4ms 1 for a measurement uncertainty of 10%, however it would be desirable to 
have a sensor that has better range
It follows from Figure 3 28 that an increase m sensitivity would lead to an increase in 
the range of the sensor The analysis of the effects of coating thickness in section 
2 7 4 shows that such an increase in sensitivity could be achieved by decreasing the 
coating thickness of the sensor Therefore, the desired increase in range can be 
achieved by reducing the coating thickness of the sensor by a suitable amount 
The obvious choice as a replacement to the glass bead sensors would be a sensor that 
has an epoxy or polymer coating since such materials are generally in full contact 
with the thermistor material and don’t crack as easily as glass These properties could 
be expected to lead to a reduction or elimination of the problems associated with glass 
bead thermistors, however it was found that all the epoxy or polymer coated 
thermistors that were commercially available had coatings that were considerably 
thicker than that of the glass bead thermistors used initially This means that sensors 
constructed using these commercially available epoxy or polymer-coated thermistors 
have a significantly lower range than those using the glass coated therm istor In light 
of this it was decided to purchase uncoated bead thermistors and to coat them in the 
lab The aim of this work was to produce a sensor that would have a thinner coating 
than similar commercially available thermistors, which in turn would, hopefully, have 
a greater operating range This course of action would also open up the possibility of 
experimentally determining the effects of coating thickness on sensor performance 
Suitable uncoated bead thermistors could not be sourced commercially so it was 
decided to construct a sensor from surface-mount chip thermistors, which are readily 
available and have the added advantage of being quite cheap
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3.6.4 S urfacc M ount C hip  T herm isto rs
The sensor was constructed by soldering connecting leads to the ends of the chip 
thermistor and then soldering this assembly into place between two copper prongs. 
Pictures of a typical sensor are shown in Figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32 Chip Thermistor Sensor probe. The support prongs are made from heavy gauge enamelled 
copper wire that is twisted together to form the required shape. Adhesive is applied to the sensor 
support as shown to improve its rigidity and prevent breakage of the connecting wires. It was necessary 
to insulate the twisted part of the support as breakdown of the enamel occurred in this area of the probe 
in the event of prolonged immersion. Self-amalgamating tape was used for this purpose and was found 
to have good performance.
The sensor was then coated with a suitable material. A number of different coatings 
were used, primarily polymer based, commercially available coatings that contained 
anti fungal agents.
3.6.4.1 C oating  M aterials
A large range of coating materials were tested, however from an early stage it was 
found that coatings containing anti-fungal agents resulted in better stability than those 
without, so only those which contained anti-fungal agents were seriously considered. 
Polyurethane, acrylic and silicone based coatings are the most readily available 
coating materials that contain an anti-fungal agent. A considerable number of sensors 
were constructed using each of these materials and while they all functioned with a 
good degree of success, the acrylic based coatings resulted in the most robust sensors 
and as a result it was chosen as the primary coating material and was used to coat all 
of the sensors that are referred to from here on in. Attempts were also made to coat 
the sensors with solgels, however it was found that the coating thickness required 
made the available sol-gel materials unsuitable. This is discussed further in section 
4.6.
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3 6.4 2 C oating  T echniques
Before beginning to discuss the various coating techniques it needs to be emphasised 
that it was found to be necessary to thoroughly clean all of the surfaces that were to be 
coated using alcohol or some other suitable solvent before coating took place 
Three coating techniques were used to coat the sensor, those being, aerosol 
deposition, brush application and dip coating
The aerosol technique involved spraying the coating onto the sensor from an aerosol 
can This method, while simple had a number of problems and as a result is not the 
method of choice It is very easy to over apply the coating, resulting in large globules 
forming on the sensor, which effectively render it un-useable It was also common for 
inaccessible regions of the sensor to remain uncoated
Brush application was found to work quite well, the only problem being that it was 
quite difficult to coat the sensor evenly
Dip coating involves immersing the sensor completely in a bath containing the 
coating material and then removing it slowly, with the thickness of the coating 
obtained being dependant on the rate at which the sensor is removed from the bath -  
removing the sensor more slowly results m a thinner coating Dip coating has a 
number of distinct advantages over the other coating methods in that the thickness of 
the resulting coating is substantially uniform, it is the easiest of all three methods 
from a practical point of view and if care is taken to ensure that the withdrawal rate 
remains reasonably constant then the thickness of the coating resulting from the 
application of multiple layers can be quantified in terms of the number of coatings 
that have been applied to the sensor A significant problem that was encountered is 
that the coating material would not adhere to the connecting leads of the thermistor 
using dip coating but it was found that if an initial layer of coating was applied to the 
connecting leads by brush that dip coating could then be used without any problems to 
coat the actual sensor and for the application of all subsequent layers This jo int use of 
brush application and dip coating proved quite successful and was used in the coating 
of the majority of the chip thermistor sensors used in this work
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Figure 3.33 Manual dip coating of chip thermistor probe. The entire probe is fully immersed in the 
coating material and is then withdrawn slowly. Note that the sensor is oriented at an angle in relation to 
the surface of the bath. If this were not the case then the coating material would break away from the 
sensor abruptly and leave a globule of coating on the sensor, which would dramatically affect its 
performance.
3.6.4.3 Influence of Thermistor Geometry on Required Coating Thickness
Irrespective of coating method, it was found that a number of layers of coating were
necessary to provide electrical insulation. This can be attributed to the fact that the 
chip thermistor has sharp com ers. The thickness of the coating at these com er regions 
will be much less than on flat regions of the bead, therefore while one coating may be 
sufficient to insulate flat regions of the thermistors surface, a number o f coatings will 
be necessary to achieve the required coating thickness at the comers. The effects of 
coating thickness on the sensors performance are analysed in detail in 4.6.
3.6.4.4 Stability and Annealing
The characteristics of chip thermistor sensors were found to change dramatically 
during their first few hours of operation. Tests have revealed that this is caused by a 
change in the resistance of the therm istor and it is believed that this change is due to 
annealing or similar processes taking place in the thermistor. It is likely that the high 
temperatures that the thermistor is exposed to during soldering could be causing 
internal changes and that these changes are slowly reversed by the “annealing" 
process. It has been found that this drift only occurs for the first few hours, after 
which very stable operation is achieved and therefore to avoid the problems that 
would be associated with drift of the resistance of the thermistor a procedure was 
implemented whereby all new sensors were operated continuously for a “bum  in"
period of five to six hours before calibration After this penod their resistance- 
temperature charactensties were revaluated and the sensors were then ready for 
calibration and use
3 6 5 B ubble F o rm ation
As we have mentioned earlier it has been documented by Rasmussen (1967) and 
Bruun (1995, d) that bubbles form on the surface of hot film sensors used in water if 
the difference between the operating temperature of the sensor and the ambient 
temperature of the water exceeds approximately 20°C This was also found to be the 
case with both the glass bead and chip thermistor sensors developed during the course 
of this work, however it was found that they could be operated at temperatures of up 
to 25°C above the ambient water temperature This increase is believed to be due to 
the fact that the thermistor sensors have a thicker coating than the hot film sensors 
discussed by Bruun (1995, d) and Rasmussen (1967) and therefore the surface 
temperature of a thermistor sensor will be slightly lower than that of a hot film sensor 
with the same core temperature
It was found that the chip thermistor sensors had improved performance over many 
thermistor-based anemometers that have been previously developed and were 
therefore used as the final design
Their operating charactenstics and performance in general are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4
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Chapter 4 : Results and Analysis
This chapter deals with an analysis of the various response characteristics of the 
sensor and of the various response specific design features that were not discussed in 
Chapter 3 We begin with an analysis of the significance of the offset voltage in terms 
of the frequency response and stability of the system A key requirement of this 
analysis was a method of quantifying the frequency response of the system and this 
was fulfilled by using the standard square wave testing technique Square wave 
testing also forms the basis of the method used to tune the offset voltage so that 
optimum frequency response characteristics are obtained This is followed by an 
investigation of the noise in the sensor output, which has implications in terms of the 
range of the sensor Then we move on to the curve fitting process, which involved 
finding a general equation that accurately relates both velocity and ambient 
temperature to the output of the sensor A method of representing the raw calibration 
data has been developed that allows the benefits associated with time averaging to be 
realised, while still allowing data obtained over a range of velocities to be properly 
represented Such data is not represented accurately when standard averaging 
techniques are used as a result of the non-linear relationship between the sensor 
output and velocity It has been found that expressing the velocity response of the 
sensor in terms of a polynomial in the log of the velocity resulted in a function that 
descnbed the response of the sensor much more accurately than any of the equations 
that have been used in previous investigations The temperature dependence of the 
sensor output has been accounted for by introducing a temperature dependency into 
the coefficients of the velocity response function with the resulting equation being the 
calibration surface of the sensor We then examine the problems that arise when 
attempts are made to use a sensor that has been calibrated using the logarithmic 
polynomial general equation in an actual measurement situation The difficulties 
involved m inverting the calibration equation are discussed and an efficient solution is 
presented, which is based on the principle of successive approximation as used in 
analog to digital converters Successive approximation also proved useful in 
implementing the method of calculating the range of the sensor that was developed in 
Chapter 3
An expenm ental investigation of the influence of coating thickness on the velocity 
sensitivity and frequency response of the sensor was earned out, which venfied the 
theoretical analysis in Chapter 2 Finally we look at the long-term stability of the
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sensor, which was found to be significantly improved on the performance of previous 
thermistor-based anemometers.
4.1 F requency Response and  O ffset V oltage In jection
The Constant Temperature control circuit incorporating offset voltage injection that is 
discussed in section 3.1.6 was developed in order to improve the frequency response 
of the system, primarily to allow accurate calibration of the sensor with the tow tank 
calibration facility. The frequency response of the earlier control circuits was not high 
enough for the circuit to be able to respond to the intrinsic vibrational noise that 
results from the trolley moving along the guide rail and any electronic noise present in 
the system. The effect of this inadequate frequency response is illustrated in Figure
4.1
Time (s) (a )
Figure 4.1 Graphs of Sensor Output against time for a range of velocities, obtained using the tow tank 
calibration facility. The data in (a) was obtained using the basic circuit that docs not incorporate offset 
injection and the data in (b) was obtained using the final circuit that uses offset injection and which has 
been tuned for optimum frequency response. The rotational speed of the motor remained constant at 
each velocity.
The data in (a) would tend to indicate that the velocity of the sensor is varying 
considerably, however this is not the case and the data is clearly of little use for 
calibration purposes. The data obtained using the offset injection circuit is much
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im p roved  and this can be attributed to the freq uen cy  response o f  this c ircu it be in g  a 
factor o f  ap p ro xim ate ly  80 greater than the basic  c ircu it (see section  4  1 1 2 )
T h e o ffse t vo ltage  not on ly  controls the freq u en cy  respon se o f  the sen so r but also  
system  stab ility  and the noise  leve ls  in the sensor output, w h ich  as w e  w ill see in 
section 4  2 is d irectly  related  to the freq u en cy  response o f  the system
T h e beh aviou r o f  the system  fo r  the range o f  p o ssib le  o ffse t  vo lta ges , w h ich  in this 
case is - 1 3 V  to 1 3 V  is  g iven  in T ab le  4  1
Offset Voltage (V) Sensor Behaviour
+ 1 3  to + 1 0
Sen so r exh ib its v e ry  little response to 
v e lo c ity  fluctuations
+ 8  to -4
R esp o n se  to v e lo c ity  flu ctuation s im p roves 
and noise  in output in creases as o ffse t 
vo ltage  approaches ~ -4 V
-4 to ~ -9
N o ise  le v e ls  in crease  s ign ifican tly  as 
vo ltage  d ecreases through this range
<  — 9
T h e exact valu e  v a n e s  from  sen sor to 
sensor, h o w e ver b e lo w  ap p ro x im ate ly  
- 9 V  the control c ircu it starts to o sc illa te
T ab le  4 1 The behaviour o f the sensor for different offset voltages This data is for a chip therm istor 
sensor operated at - 4 5 °C
A  m ethod o f  an a lysin g  and q u an tify in g  the freq u en cy  respon se and stab ility  o f  the 
circu it is  required Squ are  w a v e  testing is the standard m ethod o f  an a lysin g  the 
response o f  proportional control system s and is the basis o f  the m ethod used to 
determ ine the optim um  o ffse t vo ltage  in the m ajority  o f  C onstant T em peratu re 
anem om eters e g Freym uth  ( 19 7 7 )  and P erry  ( 19 8 2 , h)
4 1 1  Square Wave Testing
In the standard square w ave  testing technique a lo w  am plitude, square w a v e  vo ltage  is 
app lied  to the circu it in order to perturb it from  its eq u ilibriu m  point and the response 
o f  the system  to this perturbation is m easured (Bruun 19 9 5 , m )
T h e C onstant Tem perature control circu it incorporatin g square w a v e  in jection  
c ircu itry  is show n m  F ig u re  4  2 T h e square w a v e  sign al can be ap p lied  to a num ber o f  
points o f  the control circu it, h o w ever it w as decid ed  to in ject the sign al into one o f  the 
arm s o f  the W heatstone B rid g e  so that the sam e technique co u ld  be used  fo r  all o f  the 
control c ircu its that w ere used
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F ig u re  4 2 Constant Tem perature Control Circuit with Offset Injection A square wave signal is added 
to one of the arms of the bridge for the purposes of square wave testing A signal generator was used as 
the square wave voltage source The frequency of the square w ave is not critical, as long as it is low 
enough to allow  the system to return to equilibrium  after each step before the next step occurs
T h e response o f the system  to the square w a v e  perturbations, w h ich  is com m on ly  
referred  to as the step response, is determ ined b y  m onitoring the output o f  the circuit, 
w hich  in this case  is the feed b ack  vo ltage  Vf T h e  step response o f  a typ ical chip 









F ig u re  4 3 (a), (b) and (c) show the response of the circuit to the falling edge of a square w ave signal, 
which is injected as shown in Figure 4 2 for a range of offset voltages The red lines are 1 16ms apart 
and their purpose is to indicate the tim e scaling used in each of the graphs (d) shows the output of the 
circuit in the absence of a square wave signal for an offset voltage above that at which the system 
becom es unstable The offset voltage that results in optim um  dam ping is different for each sensor, in 
this case it was - 9  9V
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It m ay appear that there is no step change in the output vo ltag e  o f  the sen sor a fter it 
has settled, h o w e ver there is  in fact a change but it is not o f  su ffic ien t m agnitud e to be 
v is ib le  in these graphs
T h e respon ses in these graphs can be con sidered  m term s o f  the respon se o f  a dam ped 
system  T h e  responses in (a) and (b) are in d icative  o f  an over-d am ped  system , that o f
(c) equal to or very  c lo se  to the response o f  an o p tim ally  dam ped system  and that o f
(d) an under-dam ped system , w hich has b ecom e unstable and is undergoing 
oscillation  T h e  desired  response characteristic  is that o f  (c), as any d eviation s o f  the 
operating tem perature o f  the sen sor from  its set point w ill be corrected  fo r  in the 
shortest p o ssib le  tim e
4 1.1 1 Optimum Damping
T h e step response that indicates optim um  dam ping o f  a  C onstant T em perature hot 
w ire  system  has been determ ined b y  Freym uth  ( 19 7 7 )  and is show n in F igu re  4  4 
A cco rd in g  to F reym u th , optim um  response is ach ieved  w hen the oversh oot is 












F ig u re  4 4 The step response for optim um  dam ping o f a Constant Tem perature anem om eter as 
specified by Freym uth (1977) The corner frequency o f  the system is given in term s o f the transient 
response tim e tR D ue to the difficulty involved in accurately m easuring tR the relationship between tR 
and tx which is much easier to measure has been determ ined, which allows tx to be used to determ ine 
the corner frequency o f the system
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F reym uth  d evelo p ed  this criterion w ith hot w ire  sensors in m ind h o w e v e r  it is the 
constant tem perature aspect o f  the system  that is m ost im portant and therefore it can 
a lso  be exp ected  to app ly  to the therm istor b ased  sen sors b e in g  used  m  this w o rk  
T h e freq u en cy  response o f  a system  can be determ ined fro m  its step resp on se  and 
Freym uth  foun d  that the co m er freq u en cy  o f  a c r it ica lly  dam ped system  co u ld  be 
given  b y
w here tR is the transient response tim e o f  the system , as ind icated  in F ig u re  4  4  
T h e transient response tim e, tR , as defined  b y  Freym uth  is  quite d ifficu lt  to m easure 
so instead  the quantity tx , as d efin ed  in F ig u re  4  4  w as m easu red  U sin g  graphical 
techniques it w as determ ined that the relationship  betw een tR and tx is g iven  b y
tR - 0 1 1 t x (4 2)
Incorporating this into (4 1 )  and rounding o f f  to tw o  decim al p laces resu lts in
T h e co m er freq u en cy  is  the freq u en cy  at w h ich  the ratio o f  the actual sen sor output 
and the expected  sensor output is  equal to - 3 d B  and is  an indication  o f  the m axim um  
freq uen cy  that can be m easured  b y  the system
T h e re lative  transient respon se tim e tx and the correspon din g co m e r freq u en cy  o f  a 
standard ch ip  therm istor sensor fo r  an open loop  gain o f  50 ,0 0 0  and an operating 
tem perature o f  ap p ro xim ate ly  2 5 °C  ab ove am bient are g iven  in T a b le  4  2
Alternative Transient 
Response Time tx (ms)
Corner Frequency f c (H z)
1  16 862
T ab le  4 2 A lternative transient response time and corner frequency o f a typical chip therm istor sensor
4.1.1.2 Comparison of Frequency Response of Basic and Offset Injection Circuits
It is ev id en t in F ig u re  4 1 that the freq u en cy  response o f  the earlier b asic  c ircu it is
m uch less than that o f  the m ore ad van ced  o ffse t  in jection  versio n  It w o u ld  be o f  
interest to com pare the step response ch aracteristics o f  both circu its T h e  step 
respon ses o f  both circu its operated m identical conditions w ith  the sam e sen sor are 
show n m F ig u re  4 5 It can be seen that the form  o f  the freq u en cy  respon se o f  the
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basic  c ircu it in no w a y  resem b les that g iven  b y  Freym uth  (F igu re  4  4 ) so its co m er 
freq u en cy  cannot be ca lcu lated , h o w ever an indication  o f  the re lative  perform an ce o f  
both circu its can be obtained b y  m easu n n g and co m p arin g  the tim e taken fo r  each 
system  to settle
Time (s) . . Time (s )
(a) (b)
F ig u re  4 5 (a) is the step response o f the system  using an optim ised offset injection circuit and (b) is 
the step response using the basic circuit described in section 3 13
T h e o ffse t in jection  c ircu it settles a facto r o f  80 tim es faster than the earlier basic  
circu it It can be assu m ed that the co m er freq u en cies w ill sca le  b y  ap p ro x im ate ly  the 
sam e am ount, w hich m eans that the b asic  c ircu it had a co m er freq u en cy  o f  the order 
o f  10 H z
4 1 2  Tuning Offset Voltage
Th e o ffse t vo ltage  that is required  fo r  optim um  dam pin g is  determ ined b y  ap p ly in g  a 
square w a v e  sign al to the b n d g e  and ad justing the o ffse t  vo ltage  until the step 
response o f  the system  m atches that show n in F igu re  4 4  T h is  is  the m ethod that is 
used to tune the o ffse t vo ltage o f  alm ost all C onstant T em peratu re anem om eters and 
w as em p lo yed  during this w ork  w ithout any problem s
4 1 2 1  Influence of Offset Voltage on Operating Temperature of Sensor
It has been found that the control c ircu it does not keep the b n d g e  p erfectly  ba lanced
and that a slight error vo ltage  a lw a y s  ex ists  betw een its arm s T h is  m eans that the 
operating tem perature o f  the sensor is not e x a ctly  w hat it is  sup p osed  to be, h o w e v er 
this does not lead  to any problem s, as the slight error w ill au to m atically  be taken into 
account b y  the calibration  process
It has a lso  been found that the m agnitude o f  the bridge im b alan ce is  a function o f  
o ffse t  vo lta ge  T h erefo re , i f  the o ffse t  is  ad justed d u n n g  operation  then the operatin g 
tem perature o f  the sen sor w ill change and its response w ill no lo n ger be d escn b e d  b y
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its calib ration  equation. T h e  practical im plication s o f  this are that the o ffse t  vo ltage  
m ust be set befo re  calibration  and m ust not, under an y  c ircu m stan ces be adjusted 
afterw ard s, o therw ise recalibration  w ou ld  be required.
4.1.3 Effect of Open Loop Gain on Sensor Dynamics
T h e open loop gain  o f  the control c ircu it has a  s ign ifican t in flu en ce on the d yn am ic 
response o f  the system . T h e co m e r freq uen cy  o f  the system  fo r a  range o f  va lu es o f  
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F igu re  4.6 C orner Frequency o f  an optim ised system  for a range o f  values o f  open loop gain. The log 
o f  the open loop gain has been plotted in the interests o f  clarity.
T h e transient respon se tim e and thus the freq uen cy  response o f  the system  im p roves 
w ith in creasin g  gain  so  it is d esirab le  to set the open loop  gain  as high as p ossib le . A s  
d iscu ssed  in section 3 . 1 .6 . 1  the practical lim it o f  the open loop  gain  o f  the o ffse t 
in jection  control c ircu it w as  found to be ap p ro x im ate ly  5 0 ,0 0 0 . A ttem pts w ere  m ade 
to m o d ify  the c ircu it so  that h igher gain  co u ld  be ach ieved  w ith  the aim  o f  in creasin g 
the co m e r freq u en cy  o f  the system , h o w ever it w as found that this w a s  not p ossib le  
(see section  3 . 1 .6 . 1 . 1 ) .
A  d ifferen t sen sor w as used  to obtain  the data in F ig u re  4 .6  than is  referred  to in T a b le  
4 .2 . T h e sen so r used to obtain the data in F ig u re  4 .6  has a c o m e r  freq u en cy  o f  606 H z 
fo r an open loop  gain  o f  5 0 ,0 0 0  w h ile  the sen sor used to obtain  the data in T a b le  4 .2  
has a co m e r freq u en cy  o f  862H z fo r the sam e open loop  ga in . T h is  con sid erab le  
d iffe ren ce  can  be attributed to the fact that the co a tin g  th ickn ess o f  the sen so r used for 
F ig u re  4 .6  is greater than that used in T a b le  4 .2 . T h e  e ffe c ts  o f  the co a tin g  th ickness
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on the freq u en cy  response and the b ehaviou r o f  the sen sor in general can be found m 
section  4  6  1
4 2 Noise
A s  is the case  w ith all electron ic system s there is  noise  present in the output o f  the 
ve lo c ity  sen sor c ircu it F igu re  4  7  is a graph o f  the output o f  a typ ical ch ip  therm istor 
sen sor w ith optim ised  freq u en cy  response
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F ig u re  4 7 Output voltage of an optimised sensor The data has been obtained using an oscilloscope in 
ac coupled mode and therefore is centred about 0V
E ach  o f  the com ponents m the circu it w ill be a source o f  standard w hite and shot 
noise and there w ill be additional noise  resu lting from  the sem icon d u ctor nature o f  the 
sen sor It is a lso  lik e ly  that the action o f  the constant tem perature control circu it w ill 
serve  to in crease  the am plitude o f  the intrinsic n o ise  m the system  even  further W e 
have m entioned in section  4 1 that the noise  m the sen sor output v a n e s  w ith  the o ffset 
vo ltage and it has been foun d  that this e ffec t  is  best q uan tified  in term s o f  the co m er 
freq u en cy  o f  the system  F ig u re  4  8  show s the noise  in the output o f  a typ ical sensor 
















F ig u re  4 8 Peak to peak noise in the output of the sensor as a function of the corner frequency of the 
circuit The corner frequency, which in this case is also a measure of bandwidth, was adjusted by 
changing the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter m the output stage of the circuit (see section 
4 2 1)
It can be seen that the noise  m the sen sor output is stro n g ly  dependant on the co m e r 
freq uen cy  o f  the system , d ecreasin g from  5 5 m V p p fo r  o p tim ised  co m er freq u en cy  to 
~ 3 m V p p w hen the co m er freq u en cy  o f  the system  has been redu ced  to 12 H z  
T h e in crease m n o ise  le v e ls  that accom pan y an in crease in the co m er freq u en cy  and 
thus the bandw idth o f  the system , as show n m F ig u re  4  8  presents an interesting 
problem , n am ely , in creasin g  the co m e r freq u en cy  o f  the system  a llo w s the 
m easurem ent o f  h igh er freq u en cy  v e lo c ity  fluctu ation s, h o w ever, the in creased  noise  
w ill reduce the range o f  the sensor T h erefo re  the user has the ch o ice  o f  low  
freq u en cy/slo w er m easurem ents o ver a large v e lo c ity  range, or high frequ en cy/faster 
m easurem ents o v e r a m uch-reduced range T h e range o f  a typ ica l sen sor fo r  a range 
o f  co m er freq u en cies is calcu lated  m section  4  5 and the ch o ice  that m ust be m ade 
betw een freq u en cy  respon se and range is c le a r ly  illustrated
4 2 1  Setting the Corner Frequency of the Sensor System
T h e co m er freq u en cy  o f  the system  can be set at the desired  va lu e  b y  su itab ly  
ad ju stin g the o ffse t  vo ltage  Voff, h o w ever it w as foun d  to be m uch ea sie r  to set the
o ffse t vo ltage  at the optim um  valu e  as d escn b ed  in section 4  1 2  and to use  a lo w  pass 
filte r at the output stage to set the e ffe c tiv e  c o m e r freq u en cy  o f  the system  Bruun 
( 19 9 5 , n) a lso  used  this technique and states that this m ethod lead s to better system
—i-------------------- 1 i i
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p erform an ce than results fro m  u sin g the o ffse t vo ltag e  to set the c o m e r freq u en cy  A  
diagram  o f  the lo w  p ass filte r that is used is g iven  in F ig u re  4  9
Output o f Control 
Circuit, Vf To Signal Conditioning 
Circuitry and ADC
F ig u re  4 9 Low pass filter for reducing the effective bandwidth o f the sensor system  and thus reducing 
noise levels in the sensor output The op-amp which is configured as a voltage follow er, is necessary to
prevent RB and the input impedance of the signal conditioning circuitry from forming a potential
divider, which would alter the signal
T h e co m er freq u en cy  o f  the filter is g iven  b y
/ , = — -—  (44)
c 2nRBC
It w as found b y  expenm entation  that a co m er freq u en cy  o f  ~ 3 5 H z  w as adequate fo r  
tow  tank calibration  and this is the setting that w as used  in conjunction  w ith a 
sam plin g freq u en cy  o f  2 5 s  1 throughout the calibration  w o rk  detailed  m section  4 3
4 2.2 RF Noise and Circuit Shielding
It w as suspected  that som e o f  the noise  in the output sign al w as due to rad io  freq u en cy  
p ickup  m the connecting leads o f  the sensor, w hich  w ere  - 7 m  long fo r  tests earn ed  
out in the tank, h o w ever, the use o f  sh ielded  cab le  and p lac in g  the control c ircu it in an 
earthed m etal b o x had no appreciab le e ffe c t  on the n o ise  le v e ls  in the output sign al so 
it can be taken that p ickup  w as not an issue
4 3 Calibration and Curve Fitting
In order to use the sen sor to m easure w ater v e lo c ity  it is  n ecessary  to d eve lop  an 
equation d esen b in g  the response o f  the sen sor to v e lo c ity  and am bient w ater 
tem perature T h is  can be obtained b y  fittin g the ap propn ate general equation to 
sim ultaneous sen sor output, sensor v e lo c ity  and am bient w ater tem perature data, 
w hich can be obtained  u sin g  the tow  tank calibration  fa c ility  and am bient tem perature 
com pensation  sen sor d iscu ssed  m the last chapter T h e fact that the general equation 
cannot be determ ined u sin g  a theoretical m odel and th erefore m ust b e em p in ca l in
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nature (see section  2  7  3  1 ) m eans that there are a  large  num ber o f  p o ssib ilit ie s  and 
ch o osin g  the equation that w ill g iv e  the best results p ro ves to be a  sign ifican t 
problem  T h is  is  d iscu ssed  in m ore detail m section 4  3 3
In order to s im p lify  the calibration  process the v e lo c ity  and am bient tem perature 
response o f  the sen sor w ere determ ined sep arate ly  T h is  w as accom p lish ed  b y  
obtain ing sen sor output and sen sor v e lo c ity  data at a constant tem perature, w hich  
a llo w ed  the v e lo c ity  response o f  the sen sor to be determ ined T h e  tem perature 
response o f the sen sor w a s  determ ined at a later stage b y  determ in ing the v e lo c ity  
response o f  the sen sor at a range o f  am bient w ater tem peratures
4 3 1  Expressing Sensor Output in Terms of Power Dissipation
T h e p o w er d issipated  b y  tw o otherw ise identical sensors at the sam e tem perature but
w ith  d ifferen t operatin g resistan ces w hen exp o sed  to the sam e flo w  w ill be the sam e, 
w hereas the vo ltag e  drop across each o f  the sensors w ill be d ifferen t A s  a result, 
exp ressin g  the sensor output in term s o f  d issipated  p o w er a llo w s  data from  sensors 
w ith d ifferent operating resistan ces but otherw ise identical p roperties to be an alysed  
and com pared  quite e a sily  T h is, m conjunction  w ith the m ethod o f  setting the 
operating tem perature that is  d iscu ssed  in section 3 1 5 ,  o verco m es one o f  the m ain 
problem s associated  w ith usin g co m m erc ia lly  av a ila b le  therm istors w ith standard 
to lerances, w hich  is  one o f  the sign ifican t ach ievem en ts o f  th is w o rk  
T h e p o w er d issipated  b y  a  sensor, Ps , can be calcu lated  using
V 2P,=ir (4 5)
w here is the vo ltage  drop across the sensor and is  its w o rk in g  resistance 
C o m b in in g  this expression  w ith equation (3 3 7 ) , w h ich  d escrib es Vs in term s o f  the 
A D C  output and the param eters o f  the control circu it, resu lts in
R .
P r =
Z u S V "
v .+ v .„ + -p oU
^SC J
(4 6 )
T h is equation p ro v id es the m eans o f  con vertin g  the raw  sen sor output data to the 
p o w er be in g  d issipated  b y  the sensor at any g iven  tim e A  function  has been  w ritten to 
im plem ent this calcu lation , w hich  can be found m the p rogram s listed  in A p p en d ices 
C  3 and C  4  F ro m  here on in the term “ sensor output”  refers to the p o w er d issipated  
b y  the sen sor and not the vo ltage  drop across it, , as w as the case  up to now
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4 .3 .2  C a lib r a t io n  D a ta
C alib ratio n  data w a s  obtained by m o vin g  the sen so r a lon g the tow  tank at as constant 
a ve lo c ity  as p o ssib le  and record ing the resu lting sen sor output, sen sor ve lo c ity  and 
am bient tem perature data for a num ber o f  secon ds. T h is  p ro cess w a s repeated fo r  a 
num ber o f  ve lo c itie s  that span the ve lo c ity  range o f  interest and resulted in a set o f  
sen sor output, sen so r ve lo c ity  and am bient tem perature data file s , recorded a s  a 
function o f  tim e, fo r each  run. A  typ ical set o f  raw  calibration  data is sh o w n  in F igu re  
4 .10 .  T h e  sen sor output is exp ressed  in term s o f  d issipated  pow er. T h e  tem perature o f  
the tank rem ained constant at 14 .7 ° C  w h ile  this data w as being acquired  and a s  a 
result the am bient tem perature data obtained has been om itted from  F igu re  4 . 1 0  fo r 
the sake  o f  clarity .
F igu re  4.10 Raw sensor velocity and corresponding dissipated power for a range o f approxim ately 
constant velocities, recorded and plotted here as a function of time. The duration o f the m easurem ent 
period decreases with increasing velocity due to  the lim ited length o f the lank. The effects o f lateral 
oscillation can be seen in the red and black lines in (b) and the effect o f low frequency m ovem ent o f  the 
w ater in the tank is evident in the data that lies in the range 0.40 to 0.41m s ’.
A  distinct ad van tage  o f  obtain ing the calibration  data in this m anner is that s in ce  the 
data is recorded o v e r  a num ber o f  secon d s, tim e averag in g  techniques can  be u se d  to 
sign ifican tly  reduce the e ffe c ts  o f  n oise  in the outputs o f  the sen so r and the v e lo c ity  
m easurem ent system . A s  w ell as the intrinsic n oise  in the outputs o f  the v e lo c ity  
m easurem ent system  and the sen sor, lateral o sc illa tio n  o f  the tro lley  and sen sor 
assem b ly  w as a s ign ifican t problem  at e a rly  stages and w as reduced s ig n ific a n tly  by 
ad d ing appropriate w eigh ts to the tro lley , h o w ever it still occurs to a sm all extent at 
certain ve lo cities. It is a lso  suspected  that residual m ovem ent o f  the w ater in the tank 
a lso  m akes a s ign ifican t contribution to the n oise  at lo w  ve lo cities. T h e  e ffe c ts  o f  both 
lateral o sc illa tio n  and m ovem ent o f  the w ater in the tank are ev id en t in F igu re  4 .10 .
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T h e sim plest and m ost o b v io u s m ethod o f  p ro cessin g  raw  calib ration  data, such as 
that show n in F ig u re  4  10 , is  to sim p ly  average  each  o f  the corresp on d in g  sets o f  data 
- “ lin es”  o f  the sam e co lou r in the graphs in F ig u re  4  10 , to obtain p airs o f  sensor 
output and sen sor v e lo c ity  data A ll  o f  the resu lting points can be used  to obtain a 
graph o f  sen sor output as a function o f  ve lo c ity  T h e graph o f  the data that results 














F ig u re  4 1 1  Dissipated power as a function o f sensor velocity using tim e averaged data
T h e graph in F ig u re  4  1 1  can be fitted with the appropriate general equation in order 
to determ ine the respon se equation o f  the sensor W h ile  averag in g  is  sim ple to 
im plem ent there are a num ber o f  problem s associated  w ith usin g  it in a situation such 
as this w here the relationship  betw een the quantities that are be in g  ave rage d  is  so non­
linear T h ese  prob lem s result in the need fo r  an en tire ly  d ifferen t approach to 
p ro cessin g  the raw  data that in v o lv e s  syn ch ron isin g  the sen sor output and velo c ity  
data points
4 3.2 1 S y n c h ro n ise d  a n d  In te rp o la te d  D a ta
W h ile  averag in g  is sim ple to im plem ent and appears to w o rk  quite w e ll there is one 
intrinsic problem  w ith usin g it w ith this system  D esp ite  e ffo rts  to keep  it as constant 
as p o ssib le  the v e lo c ity  o f  the tro lley  can vary  as it traverses the tank, due to non 
uniform  co e ffic ien ts  o f  frictio n , connecting cab le  drag etc T h ere fo re  a sin gle  
correspon din g set o f  sen sor output and sensor v e lo c ity  data m ay  contain  data fo r  a
0 0  0 1 0 2  0 3  0 4  0 5  0 6
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range o f  sen sor ve lo c itie s  A s  a result o f  the h igh ly  non-linear inter d ependence o f  the 
d issipated  p o w er and the v e lo c ity  o f  the sensor, i f  a set o f  d issip ated  p o w e r data that 
contains data that w as obtained  o ver a range o f  sensor ve lo c itie s  is ave rage d  then the 
resu lting figu re  w ill not correspond to the average  o f  the corresp on d in g  set o f  sen sor 
v e lo c ity  data In other w ords, the resu lting data point w ill be m o ved  o f f  the 
calibration/response cu rve  o f  the sensor b y  the inherently  lin ear nature o f  averag in g  
A  solution to this p roblem  is to p lot all o f  the sensor output and sen sor v e lo c ity  data, 
instead o f  av e rag in g  each ind ividual set to obtain a sin gle  data point T h e  data w ill 
still be “ ave rage d ”  b y  the action o f  the cu rve  fitting p rocess so that all o f  the benefits 
o f  obtain ing data fo r  a period  o f  tim e w ill still be rea lised  and an y  in d iv id u al sets o f  
data that c o v e r  a range o f  sen sor ve lo c ities  w ill be p rop erly  represented  
T h e first data points o f  the sen sor output and sen sor v e lo c ity  data file s  are 
synch ron ised  (see section  3 5 2  6 ), ho w ever, as a resu lt o f  the non-uniform , v e lo c ity  
dependent, sam p lin g rate o f  the v e lo c ity  m easurem ent system , subsequent points are 
not T h erefo re , correspon din g data points in each  file  cannot sim p ly  be p aired  o f f  and 
som e form  o f  interpolation  m ust be used to obtain the required  pairs o f  data points 
T h e d iagram s in F igu re  4  1 2  are representative o f  typ ical sen sor output and sensor 
v e lo c ity  data file s  and illustrate the fact that the m easurem ents are not m ade 
sim ultaneou sly
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F ig u re  4 12 Representative diagram s o f a typical set o f sensor output and sensor velocity data as a 
function o f time Gridlines have been included to em phasise the point that the m easurem ents take place 
at different times
It is desirable to have the p rocessed  data e v en ly  sp aced  on the tim e a x is  so the sensor 
output data has been left unchanged and the sen sor v e lo c ity  that correspon ds to each 
sen sor output data point has been calcu lated  T h is  has been  ach ieved  usin g  linear 
interpolation w h ereb y  the sensor v e lo c ity , Un , at tim e tn is  g ive n  b y
(4 7)
w here Ut and U} are the ve lo c ities  o f  the sen sor at tim es tt and t} re sp e ctiv e ly  (see
F ig u re  4  12 )  A  function  has been w ritten to im plem ent this equation and has been 
com b ined  w ith functions that calcu late  the d issipated  p o w er o f  the sen sor and the 
am bient tem perature o f  the w ater from  the raw  A D C  data, to obtain  a program  that 
c a m e s  out all o f the data p rocessin g  that is n ecessary  in order obtain  syn ch ron ised  
calibration  data T h is  program  can be found m A p p en d ix  C  3  and contains detailed  
notes on its operation  A  problem  arose during the im plem entation  o f  th is program  
an sing from  its inherently iterative nature and the fact that fo r  lo w  v e lo c it ie s  there are 
m ore sen sor output data points than sensor ve lo c ity  data poin ts w h ile  fo r  h igh 
ve lo c itie s  there are co n sid erab ly  m ore sensor v e lo c ity  than sen so r output data points
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A  solution  w as obtained and is described  m detail in the program  cod e in A p p en d ix  
C  3
T h e output o f  the data p rocessin g  program  is a file  that contains syn ch ro n ised  sensor 
output and sensor ve lo c ity  data that w as obtained during a s in g le  traverse o f  the tank 
A  synch ron ised  data f ile  is produced fo r  each o f  the sets o f  raw  calib ration  data and 
fin a lly , all o f  the synch ron ised  data file s  are com b ined  to form  one file , w hich 
contains all o f  the data that has been obtained, in a form  to w hich  a cu rve  fit  can 
ea sily  be applied  In prin cip le  it should  be p o ssib le  to synch ron ise all o f  the data in a 
com plete set o f  calibration  data at once h o w ever file -h an d lin g  constraints prevented  
such a procedure from  bein g  im plem ented A  typ ical graph o f  the sensor output and 
ve lo c ity  com ponents o f  the synch ron ised  file  that resu lted  from  p ro cessin g  the Sen so r 
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F ig u re  4 13 D issipated Power as a function o f sensor velocity using synchronised tim e series data In 
addition to presenting all o f the data correctly this method allows the user to gain an appreciation for 
the noise that is present in the calibration data and to assess the noise as a function o f velocity
4 3 2 2 Smoothing of Velocity Data
T h ere is con sid erab le  variation  m the sen sor ve lo c ity  data that is not re flected  m the 
sen sor output data It has been determ ined that this variation  is  cau sed  b y  rough ness in 
the m otor and its gearb o x  and that it is  absorbed  to a large  d egree b y  the tro lley  
d n v e lin e  and is  negated  further b y  the inertia o f  the tro lley  and n e v e r actu a lly  a ffects 
the sensor, h o w ever sin ce  the optical chopper assem b ly  is  located  on a p u lle y  that is
T------------ 1------------ T
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ap p ro xim ate ly  m id w a y  betw een the m otor and the tro lley , it w ill experien ce  
variatio ns o f  a co n sid erab ly  larger m agnitude than that w hich  the tro lley  undergoes 
T h erefore  it is  acceptab le  to sm ooth the v e lo c ity  data so  that it m ore accu rate ly  
re flects the actual ve lo c ity  o f  the sensor, w hich  w ill lead  to an im provem en t in the 
qu ality  and accu racy  o f  the cu rve  fit obtained from  the data A  num ber o f  m ethods o f  
sm oothing the data w ere  tested, in clu d in g m ultip le point m o v in g  a ve rag e s  and low  
p ass filters and it w as foun d  b y  gra p h ica lly  com p arin g the sm oothed data to the sensor 
output data that usin g an F F T  sm oothing filter g a ve  the best perform an ce A n  F F T  
sm oothing filte r w orks by rem ovin g  the F o u rier com ponents o f  the data that are ab ove 
a certain freq u en cy  T h e cu t-o ff freq u en cy  is  sp ec ified  in term s o f  the num ber o f 
points that are to be con sidered  at an y one tim e by the sm oothing function  w ith the 
num ber o f  points be in g  term ed the “ sm oothing c o e ffic ie n t”  It w as n ecessary  to use a 
d ifferen t sm oothing co e ffic ien t fo r  each set o f  v e lo c ity  data sin ce  the sam p lin g  rate o f  
each w as d ifferen t A ll  o f  the calibration  data that required  sm ooth in g w as obtained at 
ap p roxim ate ly  the sam e ve lo cities  and these ve lo c itie s , the corresp on d in g m otor 
supp ly  vo ltages and the sm oothing co e ffic ien ts  that w ere  foun d  n ecessary  are listed  in 
T a b le  4  3
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>1
S e n s o r  
V e lo c ity  ( m s *)
M o to r  V o lta g e
(V )
S m o o th in g
C o e ff ic ie n t
0  0 1 1 2
0  0 2 1 2 5 3
0 30 1 5 4
0 4 5 2 5
0  60 2 5 6
0  80 3 7
0  1 2 4 8
0  16 5 9
0  2 0 6 1 0
0 24 7 1 1
0  28 8 1 2
0 3 2 9 1 3
0  36 1 0 14
0 40 1 1 1 5
0 44 1 2 16
0  5 2 14 1 7
0  60 16 18
T ab le  4 3 Approxim ate velocities used to obtain calibration data and the sm oothing coefficients that 
were found to be necessary to rem ove adequate amounts o f variation from the sensor velocity data
T h e built-m  F F T  sm oothing algorithm  o f  M icro ca l O rig in  6  0  w a s  used  during the 
course o f  this w ork  G raph s o f  raw  ve lo c ity  data and the resu ltin g  sm oothed data are 
show n m F igu re  4  14  T h e sm oothing that w as im plem ented  e ffe c t iv e ly  set the cu t-o ff 
freq u en cy  o f  the v e lo c ity  m easurem ent system  to ~ 2H z B y  in spection  o f  graphs o f  
tim e series sen sor output and sen sor ve lo c ity  data it w as found that this w as the 
m axim u m  rate at w hich  the v e lo c ity  m easurem ent system  co u ld  respond to ch an ges in 




F igure  4.14 Raw and sm oothed sensor velocity data
4.3.3 Velocity Response of the Sensor
A s  w e  h ave  m entioned in the last section  the v e lo c ity  and tem perature response o f  the 
sensor has been determ ined sep arate ly . In order to be ab le  to an a lyse  the ve lo c ity  
response o f  the sen sor independently o f  the am bient tem perature o f  the w ater the 
tem perature o f  the w ater in the tank m ust rem ain uniform  and constant fo r the lim e it 
takes to obtain a  set o f  calibration  data. T h is  w as  accom plished  by rem ovin g  an y heat 
sou rces in the v ic in ity  o f  the lank and m ix in g  the w ater thoroughly before the starting 
to acqu ire data.
T h e  v e lo c ity  respon se o f  the sen sor can  be determ ined by fittin g a general expressio n  
to the data contained in the synch ron ised  file  d iscu ssed  in the p rev io u s section .
For hot w ire  and hot film  anem om eters the general form  o f  their ve lo c ity  response can 
be determ ined by carry in g  out a theoretical an a lysis  o f  their heat transfer 
characteristics, h o w ever, as d iscu ssed  in section  2 .7 .3 . 1 ,  this approach d oes not w ork 
fo r therm istor based  anem om eters. T h ere fo re  the general form  o f  the response 
equation has to be guessed . A s  a  starting point the various respon se equations that are 
reported in the literature are an alysed  in term s o f  q uality  o f  fit. T h e  vario u s response 
equations that have been used by in vestigators o v e r  the y e ars  are listed in T a b le  2 . 1 .  
In order to be ab le  to fit these equations to the data it w as n ecessary  to rew rite them  in 
term s o f  d issipated  p ow er. T h e  altered exp re ssio n s are  g iven  in T a b le  4 .4 .
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In v e s t ig a to r R e sp o n se  E q u a t io n
R asm u ssen  ( 19 6 2 ) Pt = A  + B( l - e ' cu)
L e  B a rb e ra  and V o g e l 
( 19 7 6 ) , M acIn tyre  ( 19 8 6 )
Ps = A  + B(lnU )2
O kam oto (19 9 4 ) K  = — - —In U - B
G rahn ( 19 6 2 ) , K atz  ( 19 8 7 ) Ps = A + B \n U
R ied l and M achen  ( 19 7 2 ) , 
Y a n g  ( 19 8 8 )
Pi = A  + B U 05
T ab le  4 4 The various calibration relations that have been applied to therm istor sensors and the 
investigators who used them It was necessary to alter the equation o f  Le B arbera and Vogel (1976) in 
order to be able to use it with dissipated power data Riedl and M achen (1972) and Yang (1988) have 
used King Law
A  num ber o f  fittin g program s and p ack ages, all o f  w hich  w ere  b ased  on the p rincip le  
o f  least squares fitting, w ere  used and eva lu ated  during the calibration  p ro cess and the 
“ fit”  function in G n uplot w as found to be the easiest to use and a lso  p ro v id ed  a  large 
degree o f  control o ver the fit param eters, an area in w hich other p ack ag es w ere found 
lack in g
T h e equations in T ab le  4  4 have been fitted to the S en so r 1 data referred  to in the last 
section and graphs o f  the resu lting functions superim posed  on the calibration  data can 
be found in F ig u re  4  1 5  T h e  co e ffic ien ts  o f  the best-fit fun ction s are listed  in T ab le  
4 5
R e sp o n se  E q u a t io n A B C n
Ps =  A + B (l — e~cu ) 0  3 5 0 0 4 0  0 7 3 6 3 6 8 18  4 7 2 9 -
Ps = A  + B(lnU Ÿ 0  4 2 8 14 8
0  0 0 34 56 6 6
-
-
p ; = — - —  
’ In U - B
- 8  8 78 58 19  6849 - -
P4 =A+B\r\U 0  4 4 7 12 8 0  0 1 8 2 7 9 1 - -
Ps = A + B U 05 0  3 6 3 8 5 7 0 10 9 6 9 8 - -
Ps = A + BU" -7  29 9 4 5 7  7 4 6 6 7 - 0 0 0 2 3 7 3 4 1
Table 4 5 Calibration coefficients o f  the best-fit functions shown in F igure 4 15
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F ig u re  4 15 Graphs o f  the best fit functions that results from fitting various general response equations 
to calibration data obtained using Sensor 1
N one o f  the functions show n  ab o ve d escrib e the data v e ry  w e ll w ith the equation  used 
b y  R ied l and M ach en  ( 19 7 2 )  and Y a n g  (19 8 8 ) , w hich is K in g s  L a w , and is  show n in 
F igu re  4  15 (e ) , b e in g  the w orst fit o f  all T h is  c learly  dem onstrates the fac t  that 
therm istor based  sensors cannot be d escn b ed  b y  con ven tion al theoretical m od els T h e 
m od ified  version  o f  K in g s  L a w , w hich  w as introduced b y  B ru u n  ( 19 9 5 , b) has been 
fitted to the data and can be seen in F igu re  4  15 ( f )  T h ere  is s ig n ifican t im provem ent 
o v e r  K in g s  L a w  h o w e v er the qu ality  o f  the fit obtained is still quite p oor
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W h ile  v isu a l inspection  and an a lysis  o f  cu rve  fits can be v e ry  use fu l it is  som ew hat 
su b jective  and a m ethod o f  m ath em atically  q u an tify in g  or m easu rin g  the q u ality  or 
“ go o d n ess”  o f  a cu rve  fit  is n ecessary  T h ere  are a num ber o f  quantities that can be 
calcu lated  in order to assess  the quality  o f  a cu rve  fit, the m ost read ily  a v a ila b le  bein g 
the Su m  o f  Squ ared  R esid u a ls  (S S R )  o f  the function T h e  S S R  is the sum  o f  the 
d ifferen ce or residu al betw een  each data point and the corresp on d in g point o f  the fit 
function and is g iven  b y
SSR = j^ ( y , - f ( x , ) ) 2 (4 8 )
1=1
w here / (  ) is the current fit function and N is the num ber o f  sets o f  data points
being fitted
T h e sm aller the S S R ,  the m ore accurately  the function d escrib es the data T h e 
fo llo w in g  table g iv e s  the S S R  va lu es o f  each o f  the cu rve  fit fun ction s that are show n 
in F igu re  4  15
R e sp o n se  E q u a t io n S S R
Pt =A  + b { i -e ~ cu) 0  0 2 6 1 6 3 3
Ps = A + B(lnU )2 0 0 0 4 5 2 4 8
Ps = -------—
In U - B
0 0 3 9 6 7 4 2
Pi = A  + B\nU 0 0 2 2 7 9 6 8
Ps =  A + BU 05 0  16 0 0 3 0 0
Pi =A  + BU n 0 0 2 3 1 8 3 2
T able  4 6 SSR values o f the curve fit functions shown in Figure 4 15
T h e S S R  va lu es that have  been obtained con firm  w hat w as foun d  b y  the graphical 
an a lysis  o f  F ig u re  4  1 5  in that the function orig inatin g from  that o f  L e B a rb e ra  and 
V o g e l ( 19 7 6 )  has the sm allest S S R  and is therefore the best fit, w h ile  that o f  K in g s  
L a w  is the largest and is therefore the w orst fit  It should  be noted that the S S R  w ill 
depend on the num ber o f  points in the data file , assu m in g random  distribution , so 
therefore the S S R  cannot be used to com pare the quality  o f  fit  o f  a function  to tw o 
sets o f  data o f  d ifferent sizes T h ere are alternative statistical quantities that co u ld  
h ave  been used, such as the correlation  co e ffic ien t, h o w e v e r they are quite
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com p licated  to im plem ent and since the sam e set o f  data w as used  throughout this 
an a lysis  the S S R  b ased  an a lysis  p ro ved  satisfacto ry
4 3.3.1 Improved General Response Equations
A s d iscu ssed  p re v io u sly  the qu ality  o f  fit obtained w ith all o f  the general equations 
that have been tested so fa r  are quite poor T h erefore  it is  n ecessary  to fin d  a general 
equation that w ill better describe the v e lo c ity  response o f  the sen sor 
W u and B o se  ( 19 9 3 )  h ave  used the general equation
Vs2 = A + BU n+ C U 2n (4 9)
to d escn b e  the response o f  a hot film  sensor being used  in a v e lo c ity  ran ge sim ilar to 
that bein g used  here T h e  ju stifica tio n  g iven  fo r  the use o f  this exp re ssio n , w hich  is 
b a sica lly  an extended form  o f  K in g s  L a w , w as that the relation sh ip  betw een the 
N u sselt num ber, N u , o f  the sensor and the R eyn o ld s  num ber, R e , o f  the flu id  is 
better d escrib ed  b y  a p o lyn o m ia l in Re rather than b y  the em p irica l re lation sh ips that 
are the b asis o f  K in g s  L a w  It seem s reason able that the sam e m ight ap p ly  to a 
therm istor-based  sensor so  this equation w as  fitted  to the data to determ ine i f  it is  an 
im provem ent It first had to be expressed  in term s o f  d issip ated  p ow er, P  , w hich  w as
accom plish ed  b y  d iv id in g  through (4 9) b y  Rs to get
Ps = A + B U n + C U 2n (4 10 )
T h e co e ffic ie n ts  and S S R  o f  the b est-fit function  are g iven  m  T a b le  4  7
A B C n S S R
- 16  6068 9 2 0 7 7 4 3 9 2 3 14 0 0 0 10 7 4 6 7 0 0 2 2 9 7 14
T ab le  4 7 Coefficients and SSR that resulted from fitting (4 10) to the calibration data
T h e S S R  o f  this equation is  on ly  m arg in a lly  (~0 0 0 0 2) less  than that o f  the m od ified  
K in g s  L a w  o f  B ru u n  ( 19 9 5 , b) and is  therefore o f  little b enefit A ttem pts w ere m ade 
to im p rove on this equation b y  usin g the m ore general expressio n
Ps ~ A + B U n +  CUm (4 1 1 )
h o w e ver prob lem s w ere  encountered w hile  tryin g to fit  exp ressio n s o f  this form  to the 
data T h e  fittin g program  w as returning functions that w ere o b v io u s ly  not the best fit 
and it w as foun d  that d ifferent functions w ere returned i f  d ifferen t starting va lu es o f  
the co e ffic ien ts  w ere  used  A cco rd in g  to the user m anuals o f  G n up lot, S ig m ap lo t and
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O rigin  this problem  can occu r under certain c ircu m stan ces and that there is  no know n 
solution  T h e  problem  is cau sed  b y  the internal exp ressio n  that the program  is trying 
to m in im ise  h av in g  m an y local m in im a F ittin g p rogram s cannot determ ine i f  the 
m inim um  that has been reached is the glob al m inim um  or not, so w hen they reach a 
m inim um  they stop, w hich  leads to the p o ssib ility  o f  m ultip le resu lts b e in g  returned 
b y  a fittin g p rogram  fo r certain  equations and sets o f  data F o r  the m ajo rity  o f  general 
equations and data sets this problem  does not o ccu r and the p rogram  w ill co n verg e  on 
the glob al m inim um , h o w ever it m ust be borne in m ind that cu rve  fittin g  is not 
fo o lp ro o f 1 T h eo retica lly , it should  be p ossib le  to fin d  the g lo b al m axim u m  by 
m an u ally  iterating through d ifferen t starting values fo r  the co e ffic ie n ts  until a 
satisfacto ry  S S R  is obtained T h is  w ou ld  be a very  tim e co n su m in g p rocess and w ou ld  
a lso  present the user w ith the problem  o f  id en tify in g  w hen the m in im um  S S R  has 
been attained -  an im p o ssib le  ta sk ’ T h erefore  w h ile  som e particu lar p o lyn o m ia l in U 
m ay d escrib e the data v e ry  w ell it w ou ld  be v e ry  d ifficu lt  and tim e con sum in g to find  
this p o lyn om ia l and as a result they are not suitable fo r  use in the current 
circum stances
4 3 3 1  1 Logarithmic Polynomial
T h e equation that resu lted from  that o f  L e  B a rb e ra  and V o g e l ( 19 7 6 )  has g iven  the 
best qu ality  fit o f  all o f  those tested to date T h e exp ressio n , w h ich  is
= 4  + f l ( ln t / ) 2 (4 12)
can be con sidered  to be a partial polyn om ial m In U T h is  introduces the p o ssib ility  
that a m ore co m p lex  p o lyn o m ia l m In U m ay  resu lt in a better fit  
T h e general function
P^=A +B\nU  + C(lnU )2+ D (\n U f  (4 1 3 )
w hich is a  third order p o lyn o m ia l m In i/  , w as fitted  to the data and a high qu ality  fit 
w as obtained  T h e  problem s associated  w ith fittin g p o lyn o m ia ls  in U w ere  not 
encountered fo r  p o lyn o m ia ls  in In U , in fact the fittin g program  ca lcu lated  the best fit 
function on ave rag e  eigh t to ten tim es faster than fo r  an y other equations, w hich 
p roved  to be an ad vantage w hen d ealin g w ith large  data sets F ig u re  4  16  sh ow s 
graphs o f  the data and the b est-fit function obtained w ith (4 1 3 )  T h e  co e ffic ie n ts  and 
S S R  o f  the cu rve  fit function  are listed  in T ab le  4  8
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Sensor Velocity U (ms1) 
F ig u re  4 16 Curve fit function obtained with third order polynomial in InU
A B C D S S R
0 4 34 9 0 6 0  0 0 6 8 74 78 - 0  0 0 1 8 2 1 2 1 0  0 0 0 0 8 15 7 9 2 0  0 0 0 8 5 7 2 1
T ab le  4 8 Curve fit function coefficients and SSR for third order polynom ial in In i/
It is apparent from  visual com parison  that the qu ality  o f  the fit o f  (4 1 3 )  to the data is 
far superior to an y o f  the other functions tested Its S S R  valu e  is  a facto r o f  s ix  tim es 
sm aller than that o f  the next best function, w hich  is quite a sign ifican t im provem ent 
In rea lity , none o f  the p revio u s functions cou ld  have been used w ith the expectation  
that m eanin gfu l v e lo c ity  data w o u ld  have  been obtained, h o w e ver the q u ality  o f  the fit 
obtained w ith this equation m eans that describ in g  the respon se o f  the sen sor w ith a 
general function  fo r  the purposes o f  data p ro cessin g  is now  v ia b le  I f  a  function  o f  
su itab le quality  cou ld  not be foun d  then another m ethod such as lo o k  up tables etc 
w ou ld  h ave  had to be em p lo yed  Such  alternative m ethods w o u ld  be sig n ifican tly  
m ore d ifficu lt  to im plem ent and use so therefore fin d in g  an ex p re ssio n  that accurately  
describ es the v e lo c ity  response o f  the sen sor is a s ig n ifican t m ileston e in the 
developm ent o f  a useab le  sensor
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4.3.3 1 2 Alternate Logarithmic Functions
T h e data has been cu rve  fitted  w ith fourth and fifth  order p o lyn o m ia ls , h o w e ver there 
w as v e ry  little im provem ent m the fit w hen com pared  w ith that o f  the third order 
equation and it w as decid ed  that the m agnitude o f  the im provem ent did not ju s t ify  the 
added co m p lex ity  o f  usin g  h igher order equations
Stem hart and H art foun d  that the tem perature dependence o f  a therm istor co u ld  be 
describ ed  b y  the expressio n
— =  A  +  5 1 n / ?  +  C ( l n / ? ) 2 +  £ > ( ln / ? ) 3 (4 14 )
T
w hich is o f  the sam e form  as (4 1 3 )  T h e y  a lso  foun d  that it co u ld  be rep laced  b y  the 
sim pler expressio n
-  =  A  +  B ( l n f l )  +  C ( l n / ? ) 3 (4 15 )
T
with n eg lig ib le  e ffects  on accu racy  It w ou ld  be interesting to see i f  the sam e w ill 
app ly  to (4 1 3 )  T h e expressio n
P ,= A + B \n U  + C(\nU)3 (4 16 )
w as fitted  to the data and the co e ffic ien ts  and S S R  listed  in T a b le  4  9 w ere obtained
A B C S S R
0 4 3 3 7 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 0 9 7 0 0 0 0 30 5 8 9 6 0 0 0 10 9 5 5 8
T ab le  4 9 Coefficients and SSR o f three-term, third order logarithm ic polynom ial curve fit function
T h e fit functions o f  the three and fou r term  equations, (4 1 3 )  and (4 16 )  are 
g ra p h ica lly  alm ost identical w ith the S S R  o f  the three term  function  is  2  4 x l 0 “ 4 
greater than that o f  the fo u r term  function  T h erefo re , the four-term  equation w ould  
y ie ld  m ore accurate results and should be used w here p o ssib le , h o w e v e r the d ifferen ce  
betw een the q u ality  o f  the fit obtained b y  both functions is quite sm all and the m ore 
com p utation ally  e ffic ien t three term  equation cou ld  b e used w ith little  degradation  in 
the q u ality  o f  v e lo c ity  data obtained in circum stan ces w ith lim ited  com putational 
resou rces, fo r  exam p le , the im plem entation o f  the raw  data to v e lo c ity  con version  
usin g a m icro-con tro ller etc
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4.3.4 Temperature Response
W e found in section  2 .6  that as a  result o f  the re la tiv e ly  sm all tem perature d iffe ren ce  
that m ust ex ist betw een the v e lo c ity  sen sor and the surrounding w ater that the output 
o f  the sen sor w ill be sen sitive  to even  sm all ch an ges in the am bient tem perature o f  the 
w ater. T h is  is c le a r ly  evident in F igu re  4 . 1 7 ,  w h ich  sh o w s the calibration  functions 
that d escrib e data obtained at a num ber o f  d ifferen t am bient tem peratures. 
T em peratu re calibration  o f  the therm istor anem om eter has been carried  out in term s o f 
am bient tem perature so  that any d eviation  in its actual operating tem perature from  its 
theoretical va lu e  resu lting from  the intrinsic ch aracteristics o f  the control circu it, as 
d iscu ssed  in section  4 . 1 . 2 . 1 ,  w ill au to m atically  be taken into account b y  the 
calib ration  process. It sh ou ld  be noted that a key  requirem ent o f  this very  u se fu l 
technique is that the operating param eters o f  the control circu it, fo r ex am p le  o ffse t  
vo lta ge  are not altered after calibration  has taken p lace.
Sensor Velocity (ms'1)
F igu re  4.17 Four lerm calibration functions o f Sensor 2 data taken at a num ber of different am bient 
water tem peratures. T he operating tem perature o f the velocity sensor rem ained constant for all o f  the 
data. As the tem perature of the w ater increases the pow er dissipated by the sensor decreases.
T h e data in this graph sh o w s how  sign ifican t a  problem  ch an ges in am bient 
tem perature are for anem om eters that used in w ater. A  tem perature ch an ge o f  ju st 3 ° C  
has resulted in a  ch an ge in the output o f  the v e lo c ity  sen so r o f  ap p rox im ate ly  7 5 %  o f  
its range at 1 5 ° C .  A n  accurate  m ethod o f  d etecting and accounting for ch a n g e s  in 
am bient tem perature is therefore essen tia l. T h e  am bient tem perature m easurem ent
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system  that has been d eveloped , w h ich  is  d iscu ssed  m  detail in  3  2 , has a 
m easurem ent resolution  o f  ~0  0 0 1 1 ° C  T h is  corresponds to a chan ge in the d issipated  
p ow er o f  - 0  0 0 3 %  o f  the output range o f  the sensor, w h ich  is  w e ll b e lo w  the 
am plitude o f  the intrinsic noise  in the ve lo c ity  sen sor c ircu it output 
T h e m ost stra igh tforw ard  m ethod o f  taking account o f  both the tem perature and 
v e lo c ity  dependence o f  the therm istor anem om eter sensor, w h ereb y  the general form  
o f  the sensors calibration  expression  w ill be obtained is to introduce the tem perature 
dependence as a correction  to the know n ve lo c ity  response ch aracteristics o f  the 
sensor It turns out that this is  quite sim ple to ach ieve  T a b le  4  10  lists the co e ffic ien ts  
o f  the best-fit functions in F ig u re  4  1 7  E xam in atio n  re v e a ls  that the A  and B  
co e ffic ien ts  o f  the functions are ap p rox im ate ly  lin e arly  related  to tem perature T h is 
can be seen m F igu re  4  18  w here A  and B  o f  the fo u r functions are graphed as a 
function o f  tem perature
A m b ie n t
W a te r
T e m p e r a tu r e
( °C )
A B C D
14  7 0 3 2 1 6 9 1 0 0 0 3 8 7 6 4 5 -0 0 0 0 9 3 6 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 32 4 9 6
1 5  3 0 3 16 7 0 7 0  0 0 6 8 4 6 30 0 0 0 1 1 4 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 5 5 8 0
16  2 0 3 0 4 4 3 7 0 0 0 7 10 6 2 8 0 0 0 10 4 3 8 8 0 0 0 0 3 9 7 2 3 9
17  1 0  2 9 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 8 9 4 0 7 5 0 0 0 10 8 7 9 7 0  0 0 0 2 5 7 3 3 7
T ab le  4 10 Coefficients of curve fit functions shown in Figure 4 17 The functions are identified m 
terms of the ambient temperature of the water at which the data they describe was obtained
Ambient Temperature (°C) Ambient Temperature (°C)
Figure 4 18 Graphs of the A and B coefficients of the curve fit functions shown in Figure 4 17 as a 
function of ambient water temperature
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T h e linear relationship  betw een A , B  and am bient w ater tem perature, Ta, can be 
d escrib ed  b y
A = m*T«+C* (4 17 )
B = m BTa + cB
w here mA, mB, cA and cB are arb itrary constants that can be determ ined b y  cu rve
fitting the relevan t data
W hile  the co e ffic ien ts  A  and B  c le a r ly  h ave  a linear dependence on tem perature there 
d oesn ’ t seem  to be a d iscern ib le  relationship  betw een  C , D  and tem perature T h is  is 
b e lieved  to be cau sed  b y  the e ffects  o f  noise  and the fact that a num ber o f  d ifferent 
com b inations o f  C  and D  can resu lt in v e ry  sim ilar fun ction s A s  a  resu lt o f  this it is 
not p o ssib le  to determ ine the functional form  o f  the am bient tem perature dependence 
o f  C  and D  b y  inspection
I f  it is assu m ed that the dependence o f  C  and D  on am bient tem perature is a lso  linear, 
w hich  as w e w ill see later is a va lid  assum ption , then the four-term  v e lo c ity  
calibration  cu rve  g iven  b y  (4 1 3 )  b ecom es
p \ = m J a + cA + {m BTa + cB)\n U  + (m cTa + cc ){ \n U Ÿ  + (m DTa + cD)( \n U Ÿ  (4  18 )
w here the co e ffic ien ts  mA mD , cA cD can be determ ined b y  fittin g  the equation to
sim ultaneous sensor output, sensor ve lo c ity  and am bient w ater tem perature data 
E quation  (4 18 )  is  the equation o f  the su rface  that d escrib es the respon se o f  the 
therm istor anem om eter to v e lo c ity  and am bient w ater tem perature S e n so r  output, 
sensor v e lo c ity  and am bient tem perature data has been ob tain ed  u sin g  S en so r 1 fo r  a 
range o f  am bient w ater tem peratures and has been com b ined  into a sin gle  
synch ron ised  f ile  that w as subsequently  fitted  w ith (4 18 )  T h e resu lting calibration  
surface and the data that it describ es can be seen in F igu re  4  19  and the co e ffic ien ts  o f  
the calibration  su rface  and its S S R  are listed  in T a b le  4  1 1
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F igu re  4.19 Calibration Surface for Sensor 1 for the velocity range 0.01 to 0.6m s 1 and the am bient 
tem perature range o f 12°C to 20°C. No attem pt was m ade to keep the tem perature o f the tank constant 
while this data was being obtained with the resulting tem perature distribution being clearly visible in 
the data. The tem perature range that has been chosen corresponds to the range o f tem peratures that are 
likely to be experienced in Irish coastal waters during the sum m er months.
mA 0 .6 6 9 78 7
Ca -0 .15 7 0 8 3
rriB 0 .0 18 6 9 9 9
CB - 0 .0 0 0 8 1 1 2 3 1
me -0 .0 0 3 6 7 2 4 3
cc -0 .0 0 0 0 9 2 10 5 9
mo 0 .0 0 0 5 5 6 2 17
CD -0 .0 0 0 0 3 110 9 5
S S R 0 .0 0 7 19 2 8
T ab ic  4 .1 1 Coefficients and SSR o f best fit o f the general velocity and am bient tem perature equation 
response equation to sensor output, sensor velocity and am bient tem perature data obtained over a range 
of velocities and am bient temperatures.
1 1 0
It is  quite d ifficu lt  to determ ine the q u ality  o f  a su rface  fit v isu a lly , h o w ever 
com p arin g  its S S R  w ith that o f  the 2 -D  v e lo c ity  respon se cu rve  fit  d iscu ssed  in the 
last section  w ill g iv e  an indication  o f  its quality  S in ce  a  d ifferen t num ber o f  data 
points w ere  used  to obtain  each cu rve  fit  the S S R  va lu e s o f  the fits  w ill  h ave  to be 
ad justed or n orm alised  before they can be m ean in g fu lly  com p ared  W hen the re lative  
num ber o f  data points that w ere used to obtain each fit  is con sid ered  the su rface fit 
S S R  becom es 0 0 0 14 , w hich com pares quite fav o u rab ly  w ith the S S R  o f  the four-term  
v e lo c ity  response cu rve  fit, w hich  is 0  0008 T h is con firm s that fo r  the tem perature 
range in question  that the assum ption that the tem perature dependence o f  the C  and D 
c o e ffic ien ts  o f  the four-term  v e lo c ity  response equation is  a va lid  one and that 
equation (4 18 )  accurate ly  d escrib es the response o f  the sen so r m the v e lo c ity  and 
am bient tem perature ran ges m question
T h e calibration  su rface m F ig u re  4  19  c learly  dem onstrates the e ffe c t  that the 
tem perature d ifferen ce  betw een the sen sor and the w ater has on the sen sitiv ity  o f  the 
c ircu it T h e sensor is n oticeab ly  m ore sen sitive  to v e lo c ity  at lo w e r am bient 
tem peratures, w hich corresponds to a larger tem perature d iffe ren ce  T h erefo re  the 
operating tem perature o f  the sensor should  be set at the m axim u m  p ossib le  va lu e  that 
w ill not lead to bubble form ation (see sections 2  5 1 and 3 6  5)
4 4 Measuring Water Velocity with Calibrated Thermistor Anemometer Probe
A  com plete, calibrated  ve lo c ity  m easurem ent probe con sists o f  a v e lo c ity  sen sing
therm istor sensor, the response o f  w hich  to v e lo c ity  and am bient tem perature is fu lly  
know n, and a tem perature sen sing therm istor sen sor that m easu res the tem perature o f  
the w ater T h e tem perature sensor is  m ounted as c lo se  to the v e lo c ity  sensor as 
p o ssib le  w ithout cau sin g  any m utual in terference T h e  output o f  the com p lete sensor 
system  is a data f ile  that contains raw  A D C  data that can be p ro cessed  to obtain tim e 
referen ced  d issipated  p o w er and am bient tem perature valu es Then , all that rem ains to 
do is to calcu late  the v e lo c ity  o f  the w ater usin g the calibration  equation o f  the 
ve lo c ity  sen sor T h is  h ow ever, is not as trivia l as it m ay  se e m 1 In order to ca lcu late  
ve lo c ity  form  d issipated  p o w er and am bient tem perature data the calibration  equation , 
(4 18 ) , m ust be so lved  fo r  v e lo c ity  S in ce  it is a p o lyn o m ia l this can  o n ly  be ach ieved  
b y  determ ining its roots
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4 4 1  Calculating the Roots of the Calibration Equation
T h e roots o f  p o lyn o m ia ls up to the fourth order can be determ ined u sin g  an alytical 
techniques so therefore ap p ly in g  the relevan t technique should  resu lt in an expressio n  
that w ill g iv e  the v e lo c ity  o f  the w ater in term s o f  the m easu red  d issip ated  p o w er and 
am bient tem perature valu es
T h e calibration  equation is a third order or cu b ic p o lyn o m ia l A b ram o w itz  ( 19 6 4 )  
states that the three roots o f  a cubic polyn om ia l o f  the form
usin g the fo rm u lae  g iven  in (4 20), the calibration  equation m ust be rew ritten  m  the 
general form  o f  (4 19 )  T h is  can be ach ieved  b y  letting
z 3 +a2z2 +axz + a0 = 0 (4 19 )
are g iven  b y
(4 20)
w here
d = g 3+/?2
9
^  _  9 aia2 2 1a 0 2a2 
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In order to be able to ca lcu late  the roots o f the calibration  equation , w h ich  is
 ^= m A T a + C A + ( m B T a +  cB)inV + (mcTa + cc )(\nU)2 +(mDTa + cD){\n U f
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W e now  have all o f  the n ecessary  equations and relations to ca lcu late  the three roots 
o f  the calibration  equation . A  program  has been written to perform  the n ecessary  
ca lcu lation s and determ ine the three roots o f  the calibration  equation  and can  be found 
in A p p en d ix  C .5 . It w as  found that the ca lcu lation s in v o lv e d  w ere  co n sid era b ly  m ore 
co m p lex  than they appear on the su rface . T h is  w a s  due to the fact that a  num ber has 
three cube roots, tw o  o f  w hich  are a lw a y s  co m p lex , w hich  m eans that there are three 
eq u a lly  va lid  p o ssib ilit ies  fo r  the valu es o f  S and T in the equation s in (4 .2 0 ) fo r a 
sin gle  p air o f  Pf and Ta data, each o f  w h ich  w ill result in a d ifferen t set o f  roots o f  the 
calibration  equation . It w as  p o ssib le , u sin g rules regard in g  the p o ssib le  com b inations 
o f  cu b ic  p o lyn om ia l roots that can e x is t, to determ ine w hen the correct va lu es o f  S 
and T w ere being used , h o w ever no referen ce cou ld  be found to an y  m ethod o f  
m athem atically  determ in ing the correct ch o ice . R esu ltin g  from  a trial and error 
an a lys is, it w as  found that the correct ch o ice  o f  the three p o ssib ilitie s  o f  S  and T that 
e x ist  co u ld  be related to the num erical properties o f  R +  V d  and R -  >fD . T h e  details 
o f  the relationship , w hich  is quite co m p lex , arc not d iscu ssed  here fo r reaso n s that w ill 
soon b ccom c apparent! T h ey  have been im plem ented in the p rogram  that calcu lates 
the roots o f  the calibration  equation and are com m ented rea so n ab ly  w ell in the code, 
w hich  can be found in A p p en d ix  C .5 , i f  details are required.
4.4.1.1 Downfall of Root finding Method
T h e calibration  equation has three roots and o n ly  one o f  them  w ill be the correct value 
o f  In C/ fo r a g iven  p air o f  d issipated  and ve lo c ity  data, or from  another point o f  v ie w , 
o n ly  one o f  the equations in (4 .2 0 ) w ill return the correct v a lu e  fo r  a p articu lar p air o f  
data points. In an ideal w orld , the sam e equation w ou ld  return the co rrect value o f  
In i/  fo r all va lu es o f  Pt and Tn, w hich  w ould  mean that a  sin g le  equation  co u ld  be
used to con vert d issipated  p o w er and tem perature data to v e lo c ity  H o w e v e r  this is  not 
the case , so all three roots m ust be eva lu ated  and the correct one chosen  b y  inspection  
It w as found that fo r  certain valu es o f  and Tn , that all three roots w ere  v e ry  c lo se
together, w hich  ruled out the p o ssib ility  o f  im plem enting a  rule b ased  a lgo n th m  fo r 
ch o osin g  the correct va lu e  T h e p o ssib ility  o f  the ex isten ce  o f  a  re lation sh ip  betw een 
the values o f  Ps and Ta and the equation that w o u ld  g a ve  the co rrect an sw er w as
in vestigated  e x te n siv e ly , h o w ever no such relationship  co u ld  be found T h erefore  
fin d in g  the roots o f, or by im plication , any form  o f  a lgeb raic  m anipulation  o f  the 
calibration  equation cannot be used to convert and Ta va lu es to v e lo c ity
4 4 2 Alternative Calibration Equations
T h e m ost o b v io u s solution to this problem  is to obtain a ca libration  equation that 
exp resses v e lo c ity  as a function  o f  am bient tem perature and d issipated  p o w er T h is 
w ou ld  elim inate the need fo r  a lgebraic  m anipulation  o f  an y kind, as the calibration  
equation w ou ld  alread y  be in the required form  Bruun  ( 19 9 5 , o), Sw am in athan  
(19 8 6 ) h ave applied  this p rincip le  to hot w ire  anem om eters and exp ressed  the ve lo c ity  
in term s o f  a polyn om ial in the sensor vo ltage , VK A ttem pts w ere  m ade to fit  a 
po lyn om ial o f  the form
U = A  + B P + C P ?+ D P ii (4 2 1 )
to the data used p rev io u sly , h o w ever the problem  o f  co n verg en ce  o f  the fitting 
program  on in correct functions w as encountered, as b e fo re It is  b e lieved  that the 
response o f  the sen sor is not suitable fo r  d escn ptio n  b y  p o lyn o m ia ls  in either Ps or
U A  p o lyn om ial in w as a lso  tested so that the equation  w o u ld  be eq u iva len t to
that o f  Bruun  ( 19 9 5 , o) and Sw am inathan  ( 19 8 6 ), h o w e v er there w as no im provem ent 
in perform an ce O ther equations, such as p o lyn om ia ls  in ln P s w ere  tested, but w h ile
they co n verg ed  rap id ly  to the best-fit function , the qu ality  o f  the fit  w as quite poor 
T h erefo re , w h ile  the m ethod w orked  w ell w hen app lied  to hot w ire  anem om eters it is 
not su itab le fo r  use w ith therm istor-based anem om eters and that the o n ly  v iab le  
calibration  equation is  equation (4 18 )
4,4.3 Successive Approximation Technique
A  technique based  on the princip le  o f  su cce ssiv e  ap proxim ation , as used  in A D C ’ s 
(see H o row itz  and H ill 19 9 8 ), has been d evelop ed  fo r  the ca lcu latio n  o f  v e lo c ity  from
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effic ien t operation at a fraction  o f  the com putational cost o f  the root fin d in g  m ethod 
A  p rogram  has been w ritten to convert raw  A D C  data to d issip ated  p o w er and 
am bient tem perature and to calcu late  ve lo c ity  fro m  this data u sin g  the su cce ssiv e  
approxim ation  technique, the code fo r  w hich  can be foun d  in A p p en d ix  C  4  T h e 
su cce ssiv e  approxim ation  algorithm  has been written w ith a four-term  calibration  
equation in m ind and reads in the co e ffic ien ts  o f  the equation from  a file  sp ec ified  by 
the user T h e required  tolerance w as set to lx lC T 1 0 W , w h ich  is  w ell b e lo w  the 
precision  to w hich the d issipated  p o w er is m easured  It has been foun d  that the 
algorithm  w ill co n verge  to the sp ecified  tolerance in a m axim u m  o f  4 5  iterations fo r  
any v e lo c ity  in the range 0  0 1  to 0  6 m s 1
T h e su cce ssiv e  approxim ation  technique has proven  ex trem e ly  use fu l and i f  it w ere 
not used then a less accurate calibration  equation that co u ld  be in verted  w o u ld  have 
been n ecessary  W e saw  earlier that the fits obtained w ith other calibration  equations 
w ere quite poor and i f  one o f  them  had to be used out o f  n ecessity  o f  an equation  that 
cou ld  be inverted  then the qu ality  o f  an y v e lo c ity  m easurem ents obtained  w ith the 
sensor w ou ld  have been  sign ifican tly  reduced T h e com putational e ffic ie n c y  o f  the 
technique m akes it su itab le fo r  im plem entation on a m icro con tro ller etc, w hich  w ou ld  
m ake real-tim e m easurem ents a p o ssib ility  N o  referen ce co u ld  be foun d  to the use o f  
a su cce ssiv e  approxim ation  technique for therm al anem om etry, m eanin g that its 
inclu sion  in this w o rk  is  o f  sign ifican t im portance
4 5 Sensor Range
A  procedure w as d evelo p ed  in section 3 6  2  fo r  ca lcu latin g  the range o f  a sen sor from  
its response equation, output vo ltage  noise  le v e ls  and the a llo w e d  uncertainty in the 
resu lting v e lo c ity  m easurem ents T h e basic  princip le  o f  this m ethod is that the 
m axim u m  ve lo c ity , U R , that can be m easured  to w ith in  a certain  fraction al accu racy
is determ ined b y  equating the peak  to peak  noise vo ltage  m  the sen so r output, VN , and
the quantity %VR , w hich  is g iven  b y  (3 48) and is
Ps and Ta data using the calibration equation of the sensor It gives problem free,
across the sensor, Vs , and r  is the a llo w ed  fraction al uncertainty in the v e lo c ity
(4 2 2 )
w here f i l l )  is  a function  d escrib in g  the v e lo c ity  d ependence o f  the vo ltag e  drop
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the sen sor be exp ressed  in term s o f  the sensor vo ltage , h o w e v e r the sen sors h ave  been 
calibrated  m term s o f  d issipated  p o w er T h is  problem  can be o verco m e b y  either 
m o d ify in g  ( 4  2 2 ) so that the sen sor calibration  equation, w hich  d escn b e s the respon se 
o f  the sensor m term s o f  d issipated  pow er, can be used or b y  con vertin g  the peak-to- 
peak noise  vo ltage  le v e ls  into equ ivalen t d issipated  p o w er n o ise  le v e ls  F ro m  a 
m athem atical point o f  v iew , the m ost stra igh tforw ard  approach is  to m o d ify  (4 2 2 ) 
Th e standard calibration  equation , w hich  is  o f  the form , PA =  f p (U,Ta ) , w here f p is
the function that d escn b e s the v e lo c ity  and tem perature dependence o f  the d issipated  
pow er, can be exp ressed  m term s o f  sensor vo ltage  b y  to get
Vs = J f p(U,Ta)Rt (4  2 3 )
Incorporatin g this into (4 2 2 )  result m
measurement Evaluation of %VR using (4 22) requires that the velocity response of
f  (UD 1 + - R. (4 24)
T h erefore  the relationship  betw een  the sensor output vo ltage  n o ise , , the v e lo c ity
response o f  the sensor, f p(U,Ta), the m axim um  allo w ed  fraction al error in ve lo c ity
m easurem ents, t  , and the m axim um  v e lo c ity  that can be m easu red  b y  the sensor, 
UR , is g iven  by
V i '  '2UtRK \
T* a R. u .R
\  \
V f ) , t; ' (4 2 5 )
A s  d iscu ssed  m section  4 4 1  1  it is  not p o ssib le  to so lve  f p (UyTa) in term s o f  U ,
therefore, (4 2 5 )  cannot be a lg e b ra ica lly  m anipulated  to obtain  an exp re ssio n  m term s 
o f  UR, h o w e v e r it can be calcu lated  usin g the su cce ssiv e  ap proxim atio n  technique 
described  in section  4  4  3 A  program  has been w ritten to im plem ent (4 2 5 )  and w hen 
app lied  to the v e lo c ity  resp on se o f  S e n so r 1 at 1 5 ° C  and the n o ise  data g iv e n  in F ig u re  
4 8  fo r  fraction al uncertainties o f  0  1 and 0 0 5 , the m axim u m  v e lo c ity  va lu e s in T ab le  





Velocity for t 
=0 1 (m s*)
Maximum  
Velocity for r  
=0 05 (ms *)
16 > 0  6 > 0  6
3 3 > 0  6 > 0  6
1 0 0 0  59 0 1 3 9
2 0 0 0 27 0  0 2 6
50 0 0  06 < 0  0 1
860 0  0 2 < 0  0 1
T ab le  4 12 M axim um  velocity that can be measured to within a certain fractional error, t  , for a range 
o t sensor system  corner frequencies
T h e data in the ab o ve  table c le a r ly  dem onstrates the ch o ice  that m ust be m ade 
betw een freq u en cy  respon se and operating range
4 6 Influence of Coating Thickness on Sensor Characteristics
T h e theoretical an a lysis  o f  the e ffec t  o f  coatin g th ickness on the heat transfer
ch aracten sties o f  a coated  anem om eter indicated that the th ickness o f  the coatin g has 
a dram atic e ffec t  on the sen sitiv ity  and thus the operating range o f  the anem om eter 
E xp erim en ta l ev id en ce has been foun d  that con firm s that this is  indeed  the case 
F ig u re  4  20  show s the calibration  cu rves o f  a num ber o f  sensors w ith d ifferen t coatin g 
th icknesses at an am bient w ater tem perature o f  19  5 °C  T h e  operatin g tem perature o f  
each o f  the sensors w as 4 5 ° C  T h e coating th ickness has been qu an tified  in term s o f  
the num ber o f  tim es the sensor w as dip coated T h e  use o f  d ip  co atin g  m eans that it 
can be assum ed that the o verall coatin g th ickness in creases b y  a  un iform  am ount w ith 
each in d ividual coatin g
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Velocity ( m s 1)
F ig u re  4.20Calibration curvcs for a num ber o f sensors wilh different coating thicknesses.
W h ile  it is not very  pronounced, it can  be seen  that there is a  decrease  in the 
sen sitiv ity  o f  the sen sor as the coatin g th ickness is increased .
A ttem pts w ere m ade to m ake sen sors with thinner co atin gs, h o w ever the coating 
w ould  not rem ain intact for long enough to obtain  calibration  data. T h e  cau se  o f  the 
fa ilu re  has been attributed to the reduced th ickness o f  the coatin g at the corners o f  the 
therm istor due to su rface  tension e ffe c ts  and the fact that any stresses in the coating 
due to a m ism atch o f  the therm al expan sio n  co e ffic ie n ts  o f  the therm istor and the 
coatin g m aterial w ill be concentrated at these points. It is lik e ly  that a  thinner coating 
cou ld  be used w ith a  cy lin d rica l therm istor, h o w e v e r  no su ch  therm istors cou ld  be 
sou rced  co m m erc ia lly . T h e  use o f  such therm istors w ou ld  a lso  introduce the 
p ossib ility  o f u sin g  d ifferent coatin g m aterials, fo r ex am p le  so lg e ls , w h ich  could  not 
be used w ilh  the ch ip  therm istor because  o f  the coatin g  th ickn ess required.
W hile calibration  data cou ld  not be obtained  fo r a sen sor w ith  thinner co atin gs than 
those describ ed  b y  F igu re  4 .2 0 , it w as p ossib le  to determ ine the range o f  output 
v o ltag es that corresponded  to the v e lo c ity  range o f  the tow  tank. C o m p arin g  this range 
to the range o f  one o f  the robust sensors w h ose sen sitiv ity  is know n, w ill g iv e  an 
indication  o f  the im provem ent in sen sitiv ity  that w ould  result from  the reduced 
co atin g  th ickness. T h e  output vo lta ge  range o f  S e n so r 1 ,  w h ich  w as d ip  coated s ix  
tim es and the output vo ltage  ran ge o f  a  sen sor w hich w as  d ip  coa led  three tim es are 
g iv e n  in T a b le  4 . 1 3 .
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Coating Thickness Output Voltage Range (V)
6  coats 2  1
3 coats 7
T able  4 13 Sensor output voltage range that corresponds to the velocity range o f  the tow tank for 
sensors with different coating thicknesses
T h e data m T a b le  4  1 3  ind icates that the sen sitiv ity  o f  the red u ced  co atin g  th ickness 
sen sor w as a facto r o f  three tim es greater than that o f  S e n so r 1  T h is c learly  
dem onstrates the e ffe c t  o f  coatin g th ickness on sen sor perform an ce and h igh ligh ts the 
im portance o f  d evelopm en t o f  therm istors that can be used  w ith  a thinner coatin g
4 6.1 Frequency Response
W e m entioned in section  4  1 3  that the coating th ickness o f  a  sen sor has a sign ifican t 
e ffe c t  on the freq u en cy  response ch aracten sties o f  the sen sor T a b le  4  14  g iv e s  the 
response tim e, tx , and the correspon din g co m er freq u en cy  o f  the sen sors w hose 
v e lo c ity  response is  show n in F igu re  4 20




6  coats 1  16 862
8  coats 1  58 6 3 2
9 coats 1 8 5 5 5
T able  4 14 Square wave response tim e and corner frequency o f a num ber o f  sensors with different 
coating thicknesses
T h e co m er freq u en cy  o f  the sensor in creases as the coatin g  th ickness o f  the sen sor 
d ecreases, w hich  g iv e s  yet another reason fo r  keep in g  the sen sor coatin g  as thin as 
p o ssib le  T h e reason  fo r  the in crease in co m er freq u en cy  w ith d ecreasin g  coatin g 
th ickness is that the therm al cap acity  and thus inertia o f  the co atin g  w ill d ecrease  as it 
gets thinner, w h ich  resu lts in a decrease o f  the o vera ll respon se tim e o f  the sen sor
4 7 Effects of Coating Failure on Sensor Performance
W hen the coatin g  o f a sen sor fa ils  tw o  things happen F irs t ly , the respon se 
characten  sties o f  the sen sor are altered as a resu lt o f  the p h y s ica l ch an ge to the 
coatin g that occurs and secon d ly , the control c ircu it becom es e le c tn c a lly  connected  to 
the body o f  w ater m w hich the sensor is  operating T h e  altered respon se 
characten  sties m ean that the calibration  o f  the sen sor that has been  ea rn e d  out is  no
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lon ger v a lid  and that recalibration  is n ecessary  F igu re  4  2 1  sh o w s a  set o f  calibration  





tT  0 295 0 
5 o
a . 0 290 
*o 0)
q. 0 285 
w
Q 0 280 
0 275 
0 270
F igu re  4 21 Calibration data that was obtained using a sensor that was later found to be leaking The 
data was obtained using the averaging method
It can be seen that the ch an ges m  ch aracten sties that occu r are random  in nature T h is  
m eans that once a sensor begins to leak  it w ill no lon ger g iv e  re liab le  m easurem ents 
T h e  e lectrical connection betw een the control circu it and the w ater resu lts in a 
dram atic in crease m the sen sor output noise  T h e noise in the output o f  an optim ised  
sen sor has been o b served  to increase from  6 0 m V  to ~ 5 0 0 m V , w hich  m akes it 
im p o ssib le  to m ake m easurem ents w ith the sensor
4.7 1 Detecting Coating Failure
C om p lete  coatin g fa ilu re  is  gen erally  quite sim ple to d iagn ose due to the characteristic  
increase in sensor output noise  and sign ifican t drift m its respon se E x p e n e n c e  has 
revea led  that coatin g fa ilu re  does not occu r instantaneously, so a num ber o f  usefu l 
techniques fo r  detecting the onset o f  coating fa ilu re  h ave  been d eve lo p ed  T h e 
sim plest o f  these is to d isconnect the sensor form  the control c ircu it and test fo r  a 
conduction  path betw een its connecting w ires and the w ater in w h ich  the sen sor is 
p laced  usin g the 2 0 0 M Q  scale  o f  a d ig ital m ultim eter It has been foun d  that w hen the 
coating is in the in itia l stages o f  fa ilu re  that an y variatio ns in the output vo ltage  o f  the 
c ircu it a lso  appear w ith reduced am plitude in the w ater in the v ic in ity  o f  the sensor, so 
therefore the in tegrity  o f  the coatin g can be exam in ed  b y  com p arin g  the vo lta ge  that
0 0  01 0 2  0 3  0 4  0 5  0 6  0
Sensor Velocity (m s1)
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appears betw een  an electrode p laced  m the v ic in ity  o f  the sen sor and ground and the 
output vo ltage  o f  the sen sor I f  there is an y  correlation  tHen the co atin g  is about to fa il 
T h is  m ethod has proven  to be very  accurate and co u ld  detect the onset o f  fa ilu re  w hen 
none o f  the other signs w ere  present
T h e m ajority  o f  p rob lem s in v o lv in g  coatin g fa ilu re  w ere encountered  w h ile  tryin g to 
m ake sensors w ith thin coatin gs and w h ile  com paring the perform an ce o f  various 
coatin g m aterials Sen so rs w ith s ix  and ab ove coatin gs w ith an acry lic -b ased  m aterial 
w ere found to be rem ark ab ly  robust, w ith the m am  cau se  o f  failure/destruction  bein g 
accidents in the lab  A s  a general rule it w as found that i f  coatin g  fa ilu re  d id  not occu r 
during the first 2 -3  hours o f  operation then it w o u ld  not o ccu r at all T h is  tim e scale  
fa lls  w ith in  the “ bum  in ”  tim e o f  the sensors, w h ich  m eans that i f  the co atin g  o f  the 
sen sor is intact after this period then the user can be con fid en t m  p o sse ss in g  a go od  
q u ality  sensor
4.8 Stability and Contamination Induced Drift
D rift due to contam ination o f  the sensor is a m ajor problem  w ith hot film  sensors and 
to a lesser degree w ith therm istor-based  sensors that are used in w ater F o r  hot film  
sensors in unfiltered  tap w ater stab ility  cou ld  on ly  be ach ieved  fo r  a num ber o f  hours 
(W u and B o se  19 9 3 )  and fo r  e p o x y  coated  therm istor sensors drift started to o ccu r 
after a num ber o f  w eek s (M acIn tyre 19 8 6 )
D u n n g  the course o f  this w o rk  a sin gle  chip  therm istor sen sor w ith  an a cry lic  b ased  
coatin g w as used  to obtain m easurem ents in the tow  tank, w hich  w as fille d  w ith 
unfiltered  tap w ater, fo r  a p en o d  in e x c e ss  o f  three m onths w ith out any d rift in the 
response ch aracten stics  o f  the sensor T h is  represents a  s ign ifican t im provem en t and 
it is  b e lieved  to be due, at least in part, to the anti-fungal agents contained in the 
coatin g and the p o ssib ility  that the acry lic  based  co atin gs that w ere  used  are m ore 
fle x ib le  than the e p o x y  used  b y  M acIn tyre  (19 8 6 )
4.9 Directional Sensitivity
T h e ch ip  therm istor sensor has been foun d  to exh ib it a  d egree o f  d irectional 
sen sitiv ity , w h ich  is a result o f  its non-uniform  geom etry  T e sts  h ave  foun d  that the 
change in output that corresponds to a 9 0 ° change m  orientation is  o f  the order o f 
1 5 %
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4 10 Calibration by Inference
It is not p o ssib le  to in fe r or extrapolate the response o f  an un cahbrated  sen sor from  
that o f  another w hich  has been calibrated  since no tw o sensors are iden tical It is not 
p o ssib le  to ensure that the exact sam e coatin g th ickness has been ap p lied  to each 
sensor and there is a lso  the p o ssib ility  that the operating tem peratures o f  d ifferen t 
sensors m ay  be s lig h tly  d ifferent due to resistance m easurem ent errors o r the o ffse t 
vo ltage  dependence o f  the operating tem perature A s  a  resu lt o f  this each  sen sor m ust 
be ca librated  in d iv id u a lly
411 Multi Sensor Arrays
A  m ulti sen sor array co u ld  be constructed sim ply  b y  m ounting in d iv id u al calibrated  
sensors, w h ich  w ill each h ave there ow n m odu lar control and sign al con dition in g 
circu it, on a su itab le  support structure T h e  rep lacem ent o f  a dam aged/broken sen sor 
w ou ld  s im p ly  in v o lv e  rem o vin g  the m alfu n ction in g sen sor and control circu it m odu le 
and rep lacin g  it w ith a new  calibrated  sen sor unit com p lete w ith control circu it
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Chapter 5 : Conclusions
A  com plete  therm istor anem om eter m easurem ent system  fo r  use in w ater has been 
designed  and im plem ented  T h is includes the v e lo c ity  sen so r elem en t, C onstant 
T em perature control circu it, am bient tem perature sen so r and c ircu itry , data 
acquisition  fac ilitie s  and so ftw are and a com plete ca libration  fa c ility  that a llo w s the 
sensor to be ca librated  o ver the ve lo c ity  range o f  0  0 1  to 0  6 m s 1 In addition 
sign ifican t contributions have been m ade to the area o f  therm istor anem om etry 
T h e p rim ary aim s w ere  that the sensor w o u ld  h ave go o d  spatial and tem poral 
resolution, be su itab le fo r  use as part o f  a m ulti-sensor array  and be in exp en siv e  T h e 
chip  therm istor sensors that w ere d evelop ed  h ave  a cross-sectio n  o f  ~ 3m m , a co m er 
freq u en cy  o f  ~ 8 0 0 H z w hen tuned fo r  optim um  response and are constructed  from  
standard co m m erc ia lly  ava ila b le  S M T  chip  therm istors w h ich  are m ass-pro d u ced  and 
are therefore v e ry  cheap  T h is  m eans that the sensor w ill  be ab le  to detect ve lo c ity  
chan ges w ith a spatial resolution  o f  3  to 4m m  and a tim escale  o f  ~ 1  2m s, w h ich  w ou ld  
be m ore than adequate w hen the type o f  structures that are lik e ly  to be generated  b y  
breaking w a v e s  are con sid ered
Th e use o f  a sen sor w ith an acry lic  coatin g has resu lted  in a  num ber o f  ad van tages 
o v e r the standard g lass  bead or e p o x y  coated  therm istors that h ave been used 
p rev io u sly  fo r  therm istor anem om eters T h inn er coatin g th ickn esses can be ach ieved  
than are found on co m m erc ia lly  ava ila b le  therm istors and therefore the resu lting 
sensors h ave in creased  sen sitiv ity  and range A lso , the sensors w ere  foun d  to be m uch 
less susceptib le  to contam ination induced drift and coatin g fa ilu re  than sensors based  
on standard therm istors T h is  decrease m drift and reduction o f  occu rren ce o f  coatin g 
fa ilu re  has led  to sensors that g iv e  stable perform an ce fo r  up to three m onths T h is 
com pares to a fe w  w eek s fo r  previou s therm istor anem om eters T h e  increased  
stab ility  has n ow  m ade therm istor anem om eters v iab le  fo r  m id  to long-term  
m easurem ents
T h e on ly  su itab le uncoated therm istors that w ere av a ila b le  w ere  rectan gu lar chip  
therm istor sensors w ith sharp co m ers, w hich  resu lted  in there b e in g  a m inim um  
coatin g th ickness that co u ld  be used It is  b e lie v e d  that thinner coatin gs co u ld  be used  
with uncoated b ead  therm istors or ch ip  therm istors w ith a  c ircu lar cro ss-sectio n , and 
i f  this w ere  the case  then their a v a ila b ility  w o u ld  lead  to the production  o f  a sensor 
w ith  im p ro ved  sen sitiv ity  and range
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T h e introduction o f  the concept o f  “ burn-in”  tim e has proven  to be quite usefu l w hen 
co m m ission in g  new  sensors It p ro vid es a m eans o f  sta b ilisin g  the d rift in the 
resistan ce o f  the sensor and thus in its response to v e lo c ity  It a lso  a llo w s  the 
identification  o f  sensors w ith poor quality  coatin gs befo re  they h ave  been used  to take 
m easurem ents T h is  avo id s valu ab le  tim e be in g  w asted  b y  u sin g  fau lty  sensors to 
obtain data that w ill essen tia lly  be useless
C h an gin g  the con figu ration  o f  the control circu it from  that w hich  is n orm ally  used has 
had a num ber o f  im portant im p lication s F irstly , the reduction in the vo ltage drop 
across the sen sor coatin g  d ecreased  the p o ssib ility  o f  coatin g fa ilu re  occu rrin g  T h is  is 
considered  to be a p o ssib le  reason fo r  the im p roved  long-term  stab ility  o f  the sen sor 
S eco n d ly , the altered con figuration  has led  to the current dram s on the p ow er supp lies 
b ein g e v e n ly  d istnbuted  betw een the p ositive  and n egative  su p p lies, w hich  w ill 
increase the am ount o f  tim e that the sensor can be used in the f ie ld  befo re  the batteries 
need to be recharged
T h e re la tive ly  sim ple  technique that has been d eve lo p ed  to set the operating 
tem perature o f  the sensor has overco m e one o f  the m ajor p rob lem s fac in g  the use o f  
therm istors in a m ulti-sen sor array, that is , the large  variation  in resistan ces that ex ists  
betw een oth erw ise identical therm istors, w ith m ost com m ercia l suppliers quoting a 
resistance to lerance o f  2 0 %
P o ssib ly  the m ost s ign ifican t ach ievem en t in this w o rk  in term s o f  the advancem ent o f  
therm istor anem om etry is the developm ent o f  a general equation that d escn b e s the 
response o f  the sen sor m uch m ore accu rately  than an y o f  the equations that h ave  been 
used p rev io u sly  and w hich  a lso  accounts fo r  the dependence o f  the sen sor output on 
am bient tem perature T h e  use o f  this im p roved  general equation has been m ade 
p o ssib le  b y  the application  o f  the su cce ssiv e  approxim ation  technique to the 
con version  o f  raw  data into v e lo c ity  va lues It is  v e ry  lik e ly  that the la ck  o f  a  su itab le 
m ethod o f  ach iev in g  this has prevented  other in vestigators from  u sin g  the general 
equation that has been used here w ith such go od  resu lts T h e  su cce ssiv e  
approxim ation  technique has proved  to be v e ry  e ffic ien t and it is  p o ssib le  that it cou ld  
be im plem ented  on a su itab le m icro-con tro ller to obtain w hat w o u ld  be v e ry  c lo se  to a 
real tim e m easurem ent system
T h is w ork  has overco m e m any o f  the problem s associated  w ith  the operation o f  a 
therm al anem om eter in w ater, such as bubble form ation , contam ination  etc and in
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doin g so has dem onstrated that therm istor anem om eters are a v iab le  instrum ent fo r 
v e lo c ity  m easurem ents in an uncontrolled  environm ent
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Appendix A Derivation of Equation (2,21) and Data in Table 2,2 
Derivation of Equation (2 21)
T h e purpose o f  equation (2 2 1 )  is to show  that the sen sitiv ity  o f  the anem om eter to 
chan ges in am bient tem perature, Ta, w ill increase as the tem perature d ifferen ce
betw een the sen sor and the surrounding w ater decreases 
W e begin  w ith equation (2 20 ), w hich  is
V ^ h i u ) ^ - ^ )  ( Al )
In troducing the quantity SO, w hich is the sen sor output and ad ding a ch an ge m 
am bient tem perature ATa to the am bient tem perature results m
SO + ASO = h(U)(Ti -T a +ATa) (A  2)
T h is  can be rearranged to get
so+Aso = /i(i/)(r1-r„)+/i(t/)Ar„ (A 3)
C o m b in in g  (A  1 )  and (A  3) leads to
ASO = h(u)ATa (A  4)
(A  1 )  and (A  4) can be used to obtain an expression  fo r  the ratio  A SO/SO
A SO AT
SO (Tt -T a)
and fin a lly
(A 5)
ASO = SO AT"— (A 6)
f t - 7 ;
Calculating Data in Table 2.2
T h is section  details the calcu lation  o f  the constants A  and B  m  T a b le  2  2  
F o r  spheres K ram ers ( 19 4 6 )  foun d  that the heat transfer co u ld  be g ive n  b y
Nu = 2 + 1 3 ( P r ) ° 15 + 0  6 6 O r ) ° 3' Re05 (A  7)
T h e  N u  and R e  num bers are g iven  m section  2 4  1  and are
Nu =  —  N u sselt N um b er 
k
R e  =  — Re y nol ds  N um ber 
M
and substituting these into (A 7) and solving for h results in
Vll
h = — 
d





A ssu m e a 3m m  diam eter m etal sphere coated  w ith g lass , therefore d = 3 x lO " 3 m , 
the therm al con d u ctiv ity , k , o f  w ater at the film  tem perature o f  3 0 ° C  is ~0  6 5W m  *k 1 
(H olm an 19 9 2 , b), the density , p , o f  w ater is lO O O Kgm 3, and the v isco sity , / / , o f
w ater at 2 0 °C  is 9 8 x l 0 _4kgm  1s _1 (H olm an 19 9 2 , b) F o r  m etal spheres in w ater at
19 °C  K ram ers found that the P r num ber is 7  3 
Substituting these va lu es into (A  8 ) results in
h(U) = 8 1 3  7 5 +  14 6 4 7 ( 7 ° 5 (A  9)
In the derivation  o f  ( 2  30 ) the su rface area o f  the sen sor w as in clu d ed  in h(U)  so 
therefore (A  9) m ust be m ultip lied  through by the su rface area o f  the sen sor, w hich  is 
2  8 3 x l 0 " 5m  T h is  resu lts m
h(U) S = 0  0 2 3  +  0 4 14 * 7 05 (A  10 )
so therefore
¿ = 0023 
5  =  0 4 1 4
VUl
Appendix B Guide to Using the Sensor
T h is is a gu ide to the steps that are n ecessary  to set up and calib rate  both tem perature 
and v e lo c ity  sensors and on how  to set them  up at the start o f  each  m easurem ent 
session
Velocity Sensor
1)  “ B u m  in”  the sen sor fo r  5 to 6  hours b y  operating it at a  tem perature greater 
than that w hich  it w ill be used at so  that its resistan ce tem perature 
ch aracten sties w ill h ave stab ilised  before calibration
2) T est fo r  leaks, p re ferab ly  using the o sc illo sco p e  m ethod
3) D eterm in e the R -T  characteristics o f  the sen sor or e lse  eva lu ate  its resistance 
at the required  operating tem perature - w h ich e ver is  relevan t fo r  the 
application  at hand
4) C a lcu la te  and set R{ usin g the equation R\~ ~ ^
5) Im m erse the sensor in w ater and connect up the square w a v e  testing circu itry  
and set the o ffse t vo ltage  fo r  optim um  system  p erform an ce
6 ) Set the required c o m e r freq uen cy  b y  vary in g  the resistan ce o f  the resistor in 
the lo w  pass filter
T h e sensor is now  ready to be calibrated  after w hich  none o f  the quantities, w hich
have been set in 1 ) to 5) ab ove, should  be ad justed
7) C a lib rate  the sen sor b y  ex p o sin g  it to a range o f  ve lo c itie s  and am bient w ater 
tem peratures and determ ine the co e ffic ien ts  o f  its ca libration  equation b y  
fittin g the general equation to the calibration  data S to re  the resu lting 
calibration  co e ffic ien ts  in a file , as they are required  by the su cce ssive  
approxim ation  algorithm  that con verts the raw  sen sor data
Temperature Sensor
1 )  D eterm ine the resistance-tem perature characten  sties o f  the tem perature sensor 
and store the resu lting Steinhart H art equation co e ffic ie n ts  in a  f ile  fo r  use by 
the co n version  so ftw are
2) C h o o se  Rx such that the output o f  the tem perature sen sor circu it is  equal to
zero vo lts at the centre o f  the predicted tem perature operatin g range
Making Measurements
IX
1 )  P la ce  the ve lo c ity  and tem perature sensor assem b ly  into w ater that is  at the 
low est tem perature that the sen sor w ill be operated  at and set the signal 
condition ing o ffset vo ltages o f  both sensors such that the vo lta ge  go in g  into 
the A D C  is equal to zero volts 
It w as found that usin g this procedure w ith a sign al con dition in g sca lin g  factor, Gs c , 
o f  one, a llo w ed  m easurem ents in the ve lo c ity  range 0  0 1  to 0  6m s 1 to be ea rn e d  out 
w ithout any adjustm ent o f  the circu it in a 3 ° C  am bient tem perature band, h o w e ver i f  
the tem perature chan ges m ore than this then the sign al con dition in g o ffse ts  w ou ld  
have to be ch an ged  It should  be noted that the signal con dition in g vo ltag es h ave no 
effec t  on the respon se o f  the sensors, h o w e ver they m ust be recorded  fo r  use b y  the 
data p ro cessin g  so ftw are
N ote that step 1 )  has to be com pleted  b efore and p o ssib ly  d u n n g  calibration  o f  the 
sensor and it has been foun d  to be good  practice to v e n fy  the settings and ad just them  
i f  n ecessary  before the com m encem ent o f  each new  se n e s  o f  m easurem ents i f  there is 
any p o ssib ility  that a change m am bient tem perature o f  greater than 3 ° C  occurred  
since the last m easurem ent session
Appendix C 1 Sensor Data Acquisition Program 
Program Name tolka cpp
T h is program , w hich is  a m od ified  version  o f  the d river p ro vid ed  w ith  the A D C , reads 
in data from  the sp ec ified  channels o f  the A D C  fo r  the sp e c ifie d  am ount o f  tim e and 
stores it in the sp ec ified  output file
/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * ★ * * * ★ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
* Product PICO ADC-22
★
* Module adc22drv C
*
* Author Alan Tong
* Pico Technology Limited
* Broadway House
* 149-151 St Neots Road
* Hardwick
* Cambridge CB3 7QJ UK
* Tel +44-954 211716
* Fax +44-954 211880
*
* Copyright 1994 Pico Technology Limited
★
* Description
* This module provides routines to drive the




* 13Jan94 ADT Created
* 10Apr94 MKG Add timeout for no ADC connected
* 10Jul94 MKG Tidy up for production release
*
* Revision Info
* "file %n date %f revision %v"
* "file ADC22DRV C date lO-Jul-94,11 21 44 revision 1"
*
* Modified by John Moore on various
* occasions between 2001 and 2003
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /









#def m e  ADDRESS BITS 4
Appendix C Code Listings
XI
tdefine OFF 0x00
#def m e POWER 0x38
tdefine CLK 0x04
#def m e CS 0x00
#def m e CS_OFF 0x81






tdef m e ASHIFT 1
static unsigned int adc22_output_address, 
static unsigned mt adc22_mput_address, 
static unsigned char adc22_do_value, 
static unsigned int last_channel,
/* Address of BIOS printer port table
* segment 0040 offset 8 
*/
static unsigned int far * pnnter_ports
= (unsigned int far *) 0x00400008L,
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* adc22_dnver_open
*
* This routine turns on the power to the ADC-22
* and initialises the clock
*
* accepts
* 1 - use LPTl
* 2 - use LPT2
* 3 - use LPT3








* TRUE - port opened successfully
* FALSE - port not opened
■ k ' k ' i e - k ' k i e ' k ' k ' k - k - k ' k ' k - k - k i e - k ' k - k i t ' i e - k ' k - k i c ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' k ' i i ' i t ' k ' k i e ' i c ' k ' k ' k ' ^ ' i e i r ' k ' i c ' k ' i c ' i i ' i c ' k ' i c ' ^ ' k ' k ' k i c i c ' k ' k ^
int adc22_dnver_open (int port)
{
int ok,
/* Check that port is valid 
* /
if ((port >= 1) && (port <= 4))
{
/* Check that printer port exists (address is non-zero)
* /
adc22_output_address = pnnter_ports [port-1] , 
if (adc22_output_address > 0)
{
Xll
adc22_input_address = adc22_output_address + 1,
adc22_do_value = 0,
outportb (adc22_output_address,













* This routine starts a conversion from channel
* "next_channeln and reads m  the previous conversion
*
* The routine first waits for EOC to go low, indicating
* that the previous conversion has been completed
* *CS is then asserted,
*
* The previous conversion is clocked into the PC by
* DATA_BITS high-to-low transitions on CLK
* The address is clocked out to the ADC-22* simultaneously on the first 4 of these transitions,*
*
as a 4-bit pattern, most significant bit first
* accepts
* next_channel -
* 0 21 - channel for next conversion (Converters A, B)
* 22 - zero reference (512) (Converter 'A' )
* 23 - midrange reference (0) (Converter 7 A' )
*
■k
24 - maximum reference (1023) (Converter 'A' )
* 25 - zero reference (512) (Converter ' B ' )
* 26 - midrange reference (0) (Converter ' B ' )*
* 27 - maximum reference (1023) (Converter
' B ' )
* returns*
* 0 1023 - result of conversion
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /












/* This table contains the address for each channel 
* the address bits are m  reverse order 
* /
xm
static unsigned char reverse_bits [28] = 
{
0x02, OxOC, 0x04, 0x08, 0x00, 0x09, 0x05,
0x01, OxOE, 0x06, OxOA, 0x02, OxOC, OxOA,
0x06, OxOE, 0x01, 0x05, 0x09, 0x00, 0x08,
0x04, OxOD, 0x03, OxOB, OxOD, 0x03, OxOB
},
static unsigned char mput_bit [28] =
{
DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_B, DATA_B,
DATA_B; DATA_B, DATA_B, DATA_B, DATA_B, DATA_B, DATA_A,
DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_B, DATA_B,
DATA_B, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_A, DATA_B, DATA_B, DATA_B,
},
value = 0,
/* We are reading the result of the previous conversion
* if the last channel refered to converter B,
* we must get the result from that unit,
* even if we are clocking the next address
* into converter A 
*/
data_ab = mput_bit [last_channel],
/*Store which ADC the current conversion refers to 
*/
last_channel = next_channel,
/* Use address table to invert order of address bits
* MSB must be clocked out first 
*/
address = reverse_bits [next_channel] << ASHIFT,
/* Wait for both ADC-22's to finish converting 
* /
timeout - 0,
while (((mportb (adc22_mput_address) & EOC_A) == 1)
&& (timeout++ < 1000)),
while (((mportb (adc22_mput_address) & E0C_B) == 0)
&& (timeout++ < 1000)),
if (timeout >= 1000)
return (ADC22_INVALID_READING),
/* Assert *CS 
* /
outportb (adc22_output_address,
adc22_do_value + POWER + CS),
/* For the first bits,
* clock m  data and out address 
* /
for (i = 0, l < ADDRESS_BITS , 1++ )
{




adc22_do_value + (address & ADDR)
+ POWER + CS),
/* CLK high 
*/
outportb (adc22_output_address,
adc22_do_value + (address & ADDR)
+ POWER + CS + CLK),
address >>= 1, 
value <<= 1,





/* For the remaining bits,
* clock m  data (no address)
* /
for (, l < DATA_BITS , i++ )
{
/* CLK low 
*/
outportb (adc22_output_address,
adc22_do_value + POWER + CS),
/* CLK high 
*/
outportb (adc22_output_address,
adc22_do_value + POWER + CS + CLK),
value <<= 1,





/* Negate *CS 
* /
outportb (adc22_output_address,








* This routine controls the ADC-11
* digital output (pin 1)
*
* By default, it is turned off by the
* open function JM(3 12 02)
*
* accepts
* do_state = TRUE - turn on the digital output







* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void adc22_digital_output (int do_value)
{
if (do_value)




adc22_do_value + POWER + CS_OFF),
}




* IF you wish to use link this module into
* another program change to #undef MAIN
*
* To compile this module as a complete program,
* leave as #define MAIN
*
















printf ("ADC-22 C driver VI 0\n"),
pnntf ("Copyright 1994 Pico Technology Limited\n"), 
printf ("This version of the driver switches on the
digital output when acquiring data\n"),
/* Open the driver 
*/
/*The arguement is the */ 
ok = adc22_dnver_open (1) , /*printer port that the*/ 
if (ok) / *ADC-22 i s  connected to*/
printf ("ADC-22 opened successfully\n"),
else
{
printf ("Unable to open ADC-22\n”), 
exit (99),
>
printf ("\n Enter sample time m  seconds "), 
scanf (”%f",&sample_time),
printf ("\n Enter no of channnels "), 
scanf ("%d",&ch),













fprintf (out,"%61d %f ", n,time), 
for ( i  = 0 , i<ch , i++ )
{
value = adc22_get_value (l+l), 
fprintf (out,"%4d ", value),
}
fprintf(out,"\n"), 
delay(40),/^Change this value to change */ 
n++, /*the sampling rate of the ADC*/







Appendix C.2 Velocity Data Acquisition Program 
Program Name* chopper.cpp
This program measures the time interval between rising edges of consecutive pulses 
from the slotted opto-switch and calculates the mean velocity of the trolley and the 
sensor over that time interval
//Last Revised 1 1  02 2003 15 20 
#mclude <std io  h>
#include <conio h>
#mclude < s t d l i b  h>
#mclude <timer h> 
m t  main{)
{
Timer t ,
in t  x , s t a t u s , i = 0 , 3 =0 , k , z , p,
f l o a t  dt=0,a= 1 4 5 , v , t l , t 2 , b , / /a=diameter
char name[25]="d \\temp d a t " , namev[25],
FILE *m ,  *out, *outv,
c l r s c r {) / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
window( 1 0 , 1 0 , 7 0 , 1 5 ) ,  /*Set up d i s p la y  window */
textcolor(YELLOW), / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
textbackground(BLUE) ,
c p n n t f  ( "Connect the chopper to port B \r\nand the
d i g i t a l  output of  the ADC to port  C\r\nThe diameter used 
to c a l c u l a t e  the v e l o c i t y  i s  % 3fm \n",a) ,
p n n t f ( " \ n  Enter fi lename fo r  v e l o c i t y  data ") ,  
s c a n f ( "%s" , &namev), 
out=fopen(name,"w"),
^■kir'k'kic'k'k'k-k'k'kie-k-kie'kie-kit'k'k-k'kirie-k-k-k'k-k'k-k-k-k-k'k'k-k-k'k'kic'k'k'k j
outportb(647 ,0x8B), /* 10 0 0 10 1 1  A=out, B,C=in */
outportb{644,OxAA), /* Use t h i s  to t e s t  card w r i te s  1 0 10 10 10  to */
/*port A */
t r e s e t  ()




t s t a r t (),
w h i l e (m p o r t b (646)==0xFF)
{
loopl
i f  (mportb(645) ' =0xFF) goto loopl , 
t s t o p (), 
dt=t t im e (), 
t s t a r t (),
D++,
f p n n t f  (out, " %d %f \n" , 3 , dt) , 
loop2
i f  (m p o r t b (645)==0xFF) goto loop2, ,
}
f c l o s e ( o u t ),
xvui
m=fopen (name, " r " ) , 
outv=f open (namev, ”w") ,
f s c a n f  (m,  "%i %f" , & z , & t l ) , //This  captures the
/ / f i r s t  time m  the f i l e  so i t  
//cant be used to c a l c u l a t e  v e l o c i t y  
f s c a n f ( i n , " % i  %f" , &z, & t l ) , //This i s  necessary  s ince  the f i r s t
//reading  i s  not n e c e s s a r i l y  at  
fo r(k =0 ,k <n-2 , k++) //the r i s i n g  edge
{
f scanf (m,  " %i %f", &z , &t2) , 
d t = t 2 - t l , 
t l = t 2 ,  
i  + +,
v=a/(30*dt) ,  //a = diameter
f p n n t f  (outv, "%i %f %f\n", 1 , t 2 , v) 
i f  (kbhit ( ) '= 0)  e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
f  c lose  (m) , 
f c l o s e ( o u t v ) , 
re turn  0,
}
xix
Appendix C.3 Calibration Data Processing Program 
Program name convert c
This program carries out all of the necessary data processing to obtain calibration data 
that can be curve fitted The user simply has to “cat” all of the output files for a 
particular set of calibration data together to obtain a data file that can be curve fitted
/*•-**************************************************★***★******* */
/*This program uses in te r p o la t io n  to match the v e l o c i t y  data to */
/*the other data */
/ * I t  a l so  converts the ADC outputs to power and temperature */
/*The input and output f i l e s  are  passed to the program as command */
/* l in e  arguments */
/*The format i s  as fo llows,  */
/*exec ' sensor  data '  ' v e l o c i t y  data '  output f i l e '  'parameter f i l e ' * /  
/*The parameters necessary  to c a lc u la t e  the power and temp output */
/*are  read m  from the parameter f i l e  */
/*The v e l o c i t y  data i s  assumed to be m  a 2 column f i l e  */
/*of  the form "timestamp v e l o c i t y "  and the format of  the sensor */
/*data i s  assumed to be */
/ * " ' I d e n t i f i e r ' 'timestamp' 'sensor  data '  'temp d a t a ' "  */
/*The format of  the output f i l e  i s  */
/ * I d e n t i f i e r  Time In terpo la ted  V e lo c i t y  */
/ * Sensor Output Tempurature Data */
/******************************************************************/
#mclude <std io  h>
#mclude < s t d l i b  h>
#include cmath h>
double v m ,  v i n t ,  v o f f ,  v o f f t ,  n # r s ,  r l ,  ra,  rx ,  g, 
s t h l ,  sth2,  s t h 3 , 
f l o a t  convert2temp(double z ) , 
f l o a t  convert2power{double z ) , 
in t  main(mt argc,  char *argv[])
{
in t  1 , j ,k ,m ,v o l t , s ta tu s , jO , te m p ,
f l o a t  v e l = 0 , ad c_ t , chopper_t=0, ve l0 = 0 , chopper_t0=0, v e l _ m t e r p = 0 , c , 
double h,
FILE *chopper, *adc, *out , *par,
p n n t f  (" \nThe format of  the output f i l e  i s  ID TIME VELOCITY 
SENSOR TEMP\n"),
i f { (adc=fopen(argv[ 1 ] , " r " ) ) ==NULL)
{
p n n t f  ("\nThe ADC fi lename you entered i s  i n c o r r e c t \ n " ) , 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
i f ( (chopper=fopen(argv[ 2 ] , " r " ) ) ==NULL)
{
p n n t f ("\nThe CHOPPER fi lename you entered i s  i n c o r r e c t \ n " ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
i f ( (par=fopen(argv[4] " r " ) ) ==NULL) 
{
xx
p n n t f {"\nThe parameter fi lename you entered i s  i n c o r r e c t \ n " ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/*Read m  v a r i a b l e s  from f i l e  and check that*/
/*they are  a l l  there I f  not,  e x i t  */
i f  ( ( f s c a n f ( p a r , "vin=%lf \nvoff=%lf  \nvint=%lf \nvof f t=%lf  
\nn=%lf \nrs=%lf
\nrl=%lf \nra=%lf \nrx=%lf \ng=%lf \nsthl=%lf 
\nsth2=%lf \nsth3=%lf" ,
S c v m ,  &vof f , &vint,  k v o f f t ,  &n, &rs, &r l ,  Sera, &rx,
& g ,& sth l , &sth2, &sth3) ) ’ =13)
{
p n n t f  ("\nAn e r r o r  has occured while reading m  the 
parameter f i l e \ n ” ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/* Count rows m  sensor f i l e * /
while ( f scanf  (adc, "%d %f %d %d\n", &i, &adc_t, &volt,&temp) 1 =EOF) , 
k = i ,
p n n t f  ("The no of rows m  the f i l e  i s  %d\n",k),  
rewind(adc),
i f ( (out=fopen(argv[3] , "w") ) ==NULL)
{
p n n t f  (" \nThe output f i l e  cannot be opened\n"),  
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
f scanf(chopper , " %f\t%fM, &chopper_tO, & v e l ) , /*Set v e l o c i t y  fo r  */
/*t=0 equal to f i r s t * /  
/ * v e l o c i t y  entry  m  f i l e * /
chopper_t0=0,
rewind(chopper), /*Puts the scanf pointer  back to the*/
/ * s t a r t  of the f i l e  */
/ * * * * * in te r p o la t io n  loo p*****************/
/*To understand what t h i s  loop i s  doing */
/*draw the two f i l e s  as number l i n e s  */
/*The program needs to be able  to deal  */
/*with ve loc ity(chopper)  f i l e s  that */
/*are  longer and shorter  than the */




f scanf(adc,"% d %f %d %d", & i , &adc_t, & v o l t , &temp), 
i f  (chopper_t<adc_t)
{
chopper_tO=chopper—t , 
ve lO =ve l ,
w h i le ( f s c a n f ( c h o p p e r , " %f\t%fM, &chopper_t, & v e l ) ' =EOF)
xxi
{
i f  {chopper_t>adc_t) b reak , 
chopper_tO=chopper_t, 
ve lO =vel ,
}
}
v e l_ in te r p  = velO + {adc__t - chopper_tO)*
( (v e l -v e lO )/ (chopper_t - chopper_tO)},
/* y - y l= m ( x - x l ) */
h=convert2temp(temp), 
c=convert2power(volt),
f p n n t f  (out, "%d %f %f %f %f \n" , 1 , a d c _ t , v e l _ m t e r p , c , h) ,
}
f c l o s e ( a d c ) , 
fc lo s e (c h o p p er ) , 
f c l o s e ( o u t ) , 
f c l o s e ( p a r ) , 





f l o a t  convert2temp(double z)
{
double vout,  v r e f ,  b, a, t ,  r t ,  
vout=z*n,
v r e f  = v i n t * r x / ( r a + r x ) ,
r t  = (r a * (- v o f f t  - vout - g * v r e f ) ) / (g* (v re f  - v int)
+ v o f f t  + v o u t ) , 
b = l o g ( r t ) ,
a=sthl  + sth2*b + sth3*(pow(b,3 ) ) ,  
t= l  0/a, 
return t ,
}
f l o a t  convert2power(double z)
{
double p,
p=pow((vin+voff+n*z), 2 ) * ( r s / p o w ( ( r l+ r s ) , 2 ) ) ,  
return  p, }
X X l l
Appendix C.4 Program for Converting Raw Sensor Data into Velocity 
Program name: process.c
The program converts the raw data to dissipated power and temperature and calculates 
the corresponding velocity data from the calibration equation of the sensor using 
successive approximation. It reads in the necessary parameters and the coefficients of 
the calibration equation form user specified files. Some interactive help has been 
included in the program and can be viewed by typing "executable_name -help”.
#include <stdio .h>
»include <math.h>
»include < s tr ing .h>
double v in ,  v in e ,  v o f f ,  v o f f t ,  n, r s ,  r l ,  ra ,  r x ,  g, s t h l ,  sth2, 
s th3 ,  a,  a t ,  b, b t ,  c ,  c t ,  d, dt,  t o l  = l e - 1 0 ;
double convert2 temp(double z) ; 
double convert2power(double z) ;  
double approx(double px, double t x ) ;
in t  main(int argc,  char *argv[ ])
{
in t  i , s t a t u s , v o l t , t e m p ;  
double p, t ,  u; 
f l o a t  raw_t;
FILE ‘ raw, *par,  * c o e f f ,  *out;
/****************Hei p R outi n e ****************/
i f ( a r g c  == 1)
{
p r i n t f ("\nUsage:  %s 'raw data f i lename' 'output f i lename'
' sensor  parameter f i l e n a m e '■ , a r g v [ 0 ] );
p r i n t f (" ' c a l i b r a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  f i lenam e ' \n\n");
p r i n t f ( "Type '%s - ? '  or '%s -he lp '  for  more i n f o . \ n \n " , a r g v [0] 
, a r g v [ 0 ] ); 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ;
)
i f  (argc = 2  && ( <strcm p (argv[ l ] , "-?")==0)  ||
(st rcmp(argv[ 1 ] , " - h e l p " )==0)))
{
p r i n t f ("\nUsage:  %s 'raw data f i lename' 'output f i lename'
' sensor  parameter f i l e n a m e ' " , a r g v [0 ] ) ;
p r i n t f (" ' c a l i b r a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  f i lenam e ' \n \n ");
p r i n t f ("\nThis program reads in a sensor data f i l e  o f  the 
format:\n\n\tID\tTIME\tSENSOR DATAXtTEMP DATA\n\n");
p r in t f ( " a n d  converts the sensor data to d i s s ip a t e d  power, 
the temp data to\ntemperature and u s e s " ) ;
p r i n t f (" these  va lues  to determine the f l u i d  v e l o c i t y  by
\nsuccess ive  approximation \nTolerance {p - pg) = % l O l f \ n M, t o i ) ,
p r in t f ( " T h e  Time, V e lo c i t y  and Temperature are  w r i t te n  to 
the output f i l e \ n w i t h  the format \n \ n \ t " ) ,
p r i n t f ( "TIMEXtVELOCITYXtTEMPERATUREXn"),
p r i n t f ( " XnThe sensor parameter f i l e  contains the parameters 
required to convertXnthe raw data to power and tempXn” )/
p r i n t f ( " I t  must have the format \n") ,
p r i n t f ( " \ tv in = \n \tv o f f= \n \tv in t= \n \tv o f f t= \ n \ tn = \n \
t r s = \n \ t r l= \ n \ t r a = \ n \ t r x = \n \ tg = \ n \ t s th l= \ n \ t s th 2 = \ n \ t s th 3= \ n " ),
p r i n t f ("\nThe c a l i b r a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  f i l e  contains the
c o e f f i c i e n t s  of  the \ n c a l ib ra t io n  sur face  and must have ") ,
p r i n t f ( " t h e  format\n\ta  = number\n\tat = number\n\tb
= number\n\tbt = number\n\tc = number\n\tct = number"),
p r i n t f ( "\n\td  = number\n\tdt = number\n"), 
e x i t (s t a t u s ) ,
}
e l s e  i f  (argc == 2)
{
p r i n t f ( " I n v a l id  operand ' %s' \ n " , a r g v [ l ] ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/*End of help Routine*/
/*Open input f i l e s * /
i f ( ( r a w  = fopen(argv[ 1 ] , " r " ) ) ==NULL)
{
p r i n t f ("\nCould not open the sensor data f i l e \ n " ) ,  
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
i f ( (par = fop en (argv[ 3 ] , " r " ) ) ==NULL)
{
p r i n t f ("\nCould not open sensor parameter f i l e \ n " ) ,  
e x i t ( s t a t u s ),
}
i f ( ( c o e f f  = fope n(argv[ 4 ] , " r " ) ) ==NULL)
{
p r i n t f ("\nCould not open c a l i b r a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  f i l e \ n " ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/*Reads m  g loba l  v a r i a b l e s  from f i l e  and checks that*/  
/*they are  a l l  there I f  not,  e x i t * /
i f  ( ( f s c a n f ( p a r  "vm=%lf \nvoff=%lf \nvmt=%lf \ n v o f f t -% l f  
\nn=%lf \nrs=%lf
\nr l=%lf \nra=%lf \nrx=%lf \ng=%lf \nsthl=%lf 
\nsth2=%lf \nsth3=%lf",
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&vm, &vof f , &vint / &vof f t , &n, krs,  fieri, &ra, &rx,
Scg, Scsthl, &sth2 , &sth3) ) 1 =13)
{
p n n t f ( " \ n A n  e rro r  has occured while reading m  the parameter 
f i l e \ n ” ), 
e x i t ( s t a t u s )  ,
}
i f  ( ( f s c a n f ( c o e f f ,  "a = %lf \nat = %lf \nb = %lf \nbt = %lf 
\nc = %lf
\nct = %lf \nd = %lf \ndt = % l f n, &a ,&at , &b,&bt, &c 
, &ct , &d,&dt)) '=8)
{
p n n t f ( " \ n A n  e rro r  has occured while reading m  the 
c o e f f i c i e n t  f i l e \ n " ) , 
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/*Open output f i l e * /
i f ( ( o u t  = fo p e n (a r g v [2 ] , "w") ) ==NULL)
{
p n n t f  (" \nCould not open output data f i l e \ n " ) ,  
e x i t ( s t a t u s ) ,
}
/*Scan raw data and covert i t  to power and temp and */
/ ‘ determine the v e l o c i t y * /
while (f scanf (raw, ”%d %f %d %d\n", & i , &raw__t, & v o l t , &temp) 1 =EOF)
{
p = convert2power(volt ), 
t  = convert2temp(temp), 
u = a p p r o x ( p , t ) ,
f p n n t f  (out, ”%f %lf %lf \n" , raw_t, u, t) ,
f c l o s e ( r a w ) , 
f c l o s e ( p a r ) , 
f c l o s e ( c o e f f ), 
f c l o s e ( o u t ) , 
return 0,
}
/** Function that converts raw temperature data to temperature */
double convert2temp(double z)
{
double vout, v r e f ,  b, a, t ,  r t ,  
vout=z*n,
v r e f  = v i n t * r x / ( r a + r x ) ,
r t  = ( r a * ( - v o f f t  - vout - g * v r e f ) ) / (g*(vre f  - v int)
+ v o f f t  + v o u t ) , 
b = l o g ( r t ) ,
a=sth l  + sth2*b + sth3*(pow(b,3 ) ) ,  
t = l  0/a, 
return  t ,
}





p=pow((vin+voff+n*z), 2 ) * ( r s / p o w ( ( r l+ r s ) , 2 ) ) ,  
re turn  p,
}
/* Success ive  Approximation Function that c a l c u l a t e s  v e l o c i t y  from*/ 
/* ambient water temperature and d i s s ip a t e d  power data This */
/* function cu r re n t ly  supports the 4 term c a l i b r a t i o n  equation */
double approx(double px, double tx)
{
double p g , u g , i n t e r v a l , range = 1  , 
ug = range/2,
pg = a+ at* tx  + (b + b t* tx)* log(u g)  + (c + c t* tx )*p o w ( lo g (u g) ,2)
+ (d +dt*tx)*pow(lo g ( u g ) , 3 ) ,
i n t e r v a l  = range/2,
while (fabs(px  - pg)>tol)
{
i f  (pg<px)
ug += in t e r v a l / 2 ,
i f  (pg>px)
ug -= in t e r v a l / 2 ,
pg = a+ at* tx  + (b + bt*tx)* log(ug)
+ (c + c t* tx )*p o w ( lo g (u g) ,2)
+ (d +dt* tx)*pow(log(ug) , 3 ) ,





Appendix C 5 Program for Calculating Roots of Calibration Equation 
Program Name cuberoot c
#include<stdio h>
#in c lu de<std l ib  h>
#xnclude<math h>
#mclude<complex h>
in t  main(int argc,  char * a r g v [ ] )
{
double A ,B ,C ,D ,P ,T , a , a t , b , b t , c , c t , dc ,dt ,  
long double q , r , d,aO, a l , a 2 ,
long double complex c m p lx ,z l , z 2 , z 3 , s , t , s q r t d , s x , t x ,
FILE *coe f f ,
/*Open c o e f f i c i e n t  f i l e  and read m  the */
/ * c o e f f î c i e n t s  of  the c a l i b r a t i o n  equation*/
/*The program cu r re n t ly  reads m  the ambient temperature and */ 
/ * d i s s i p a t e d  power va lues  from the command l i n e  */
c o e f f  = f o p e n ( a r g v [ l ] , " r n),
f s c a n f ( c o e f f , "a = %lf \nat = %lf \nb = %lf \nbt = %lf \nc = %lf
\nct = %lf \nd = %lf \ndt = %lf ", &a, &at, Scb, &bt, &c
, &ct,&dc,&dt) ,
P = s t r t o d ( a r g v [ 2 ] , (char**)NULL),
T = s t r t o d ( a r g v [ 3 ] , (char**)NULL),
A = a + at*T,
B = b + bt*T,
C = c + c t * T ,
D = dc + dt*T,
p r i n t f ( " \nA = %lf B = %lf C = %lf D = %lf\nM,A ,B ,C ,D ) , 
a2 = C/D, 
a l  = B/D, 
aO = (A - P)/D,
p r in t f ( "aO  = % l l f  a l  = % l l f  a2 = % l l f \ n " , aO, a l , a 2 ), 
q = (3*a l  - powl(a2 ,2 0) )/9,
r  = (9*a2*al  - 27 0*a0 - 2 0*powl(a2 3 0))/54 ,
d = powl(q,3) + p o w l( r ,2 ) ,
sqrtd  = c s q r t l ( d ) ,
/ * I f  r+sqrtd  i s  complex or r e a l  and negat ive  then */
i f  ( (cimagl(r+sqrtd)  »=0) || ( c r e a l l ( r + s q r t d ) <=0))
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s = (cpowl((r + s q r t d ) , 1 /3  0)) ,
/ ♦ f i r s t  cube root of r+sqrtd*/
e l s e
/*only  option l e f t  i s  r e a l  and p o s i t i v e * /
{
s = ( - 1 /2  0 - I * s q r t l ( 3 ) / 2 ) * (cpowl( (r + s q r t d ) , 1 / 3  0)) ,  
/*cube root times 2nd p r im i t iv e  of  unity*/
}
i f  ( ( c i m a g l ( r - s q r t d ) 1=0)) /* I f  r - s q r t d  i s  complex then */
t = cpowl{ (r - s q r t d ) , 1 /3  0), / * f i r s t  cube root of  r - s q r td * /  
/ * I f  r - s q r t d  i s  r e a l  and negat ive  */
e l s e  i f  ( ( c r e a l l ( r - s q r td ) < 0 )  && (c imagl(r - s q r t d ) ==0) )
{
t  = con^l(cpowl( (r - s q r t d ) , 1 /3  0)) , 
/ * th ird  cube root of  r - sq r td */
}
e l s e  /*only  option l e f t  now i s  r e a l  and p o s i t i v e * /
{
t = ( - 1 /2  0 + I * s q r t l ( 3 ) / 2 ) * (cpowl( (r - s q r t d ) , 1 /3  0)) ,  
/*cube root times 1 s t  p r im i t iv e  of  u n ity*/
}
/*Ca lcu late  the roots  of the equation*/ 
z l  = - (a2/3) + (s + t ) ,
z2 = -a2/3 - (s + t ) /2  + I * s q r t ( 3 ) * ( s  - t ) / 2 ,
z3 = -a2/3 - (s + t )/2 - I * s q r t ( 3 ) * ( s  - t ) / 2 ,
p r i n t f ( " \nzl = %lf % l f i \ n " , c r e a l ( z l ) , c im a g ( z l ) ), 
p r i n t f ( "z2 = %lf % l f i \ n " , c r e a l ( z 2 ) , c imag(z2)),
p r i n t f ( "z3 = %lf % l f i \ n " , c r e a l (z3 ) , cimag(z3)) ,




General equation coefficient 
General equation coefficient 
Specific heat of fluid at constant pressure
General equation coefficient 
Diameter
Distance travelled by trolley as chopper rotates through one segment and a 
general equation coefficient
Voltages at the comers of the Wheatstone Bridge in the velocity sensor 
control circuit
Velocity sensor system com er frequency
Open loop gain of velocity sensor control circuit
Signal conditioning scaling gain
Temperature sensor circuit amplifier gam
Gain of difference amplifier in advanced control circuit
Gain of inverting adder m advanced control circuit
Heat transfer rate from a heated object in a flow 
Coefficient of thermal conductivity 
Exponent term in general equations 
Nusselt number 
Prandtl number
Power dissipated by velocity sensor
Theoretical heat transfer rate from coated spherical thermistor, as used by 
Lueck (1980)
Radius of sphencal coated thermistor
Resistors that form the passive side of the bndge m the velocity sensor 
control circuit
Reynolds number
AD620 gam resistor (temperature sensor amplifier)
Series resistor in Temperature sensor circuit 
Operating resistance of velocity sensor 
Resistor in temperature circuit bndge
Resistor in senes with sensor in velocity sensor control circuit
Appendix D Notation
XXIX
Sensor output in section 2 6 
Sum of Squared Residuals 
Ambient fluid temperature
Transient response time
Operating temperature of velocity sensor
Alternative transient response time
Velocity
M aximum velocity that can be measured for a given fractional uncertainty
Control circuit feedback voltage
Negative supply voltage
Signal conditioning offset voltage
Velocity sensor control circuit offset voltage
Velocity sensor signal conditioning offset voltage
Temperature sensor signal conditioning offset voltage
Positive supply voltage
Temperature sensor circuit reference voltage
Voltage drop across velocity sensing thermistor
Temperature sensor bndge supply voltage
Voltage drop across temperature sensing thermistor
Velocity sensor ADC input voltage
Temperature sensor ADC input voltage
ADC output for velocity sensor
ADC output for temperature sensor
Tem perature coefficient of resistance 
Material constant of thermistors 
Temperature measurement uncertainty 
ADC resolution and conversion factor 
Coating thickness
Time taken for chopper to rotate through one segment
Molecular viscosity 
Density
Fractional uncertainty in velocity measurements obtained with the velocity 
sensor
Velocity measurement uncertainty
Sensor voltage uncertainty that corresponds to a certain velocity 
measurement uncertainty
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